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PREFACE 

The Eighth Annual Research Conference of the American Institute for Cancer 
Research, held in Washington, D.C., September 3-4, 1998, was on the subject "Colon 
Cancer Prevention: Dietary Modulation of Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms," with 
participants representing various disciplines interested in this area. One of the speak
ers provided an appropriate quote from 17th century physician Thomas Adams: "Pre
vention is better than healing because it saves the labor of being sick," which aptly 
describes the need for the prevention of cancer. 

An overview of normal and abnormal colonic development emphasized that 
although the typical human colon undergoes 1013 cell divisions by age 60, with the asso
ciated possibilities for error, relatively few colon tumors develop. Since dietary modu
lation leads to extremely small changes in colonic cells over a long period, animal 
models are useful to time, observe, and delineate the events associated with colon 
cancer. 

In the development colon cancer, the inactivation of the adenomatous polyposis 
coli (Apc) gene is one of the earliest known events. Normally Apc downregulates the 
cellular protein beta-catenin, but this is lost during cancer development. Beta-catenin 
may itself be an oncogene; it has a short half-life, but it is stabilized by binding to 
caherin. Although the Apc is more prevalent in the cell nucleus, the gene shuttles 
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. 

Short-chain fatty acids, especially butyrate from fermentable dietary fiber, stimu
late differentiation, mitochondrial gene expression, and apoptosis. Transcription factors 
such as the Cdx proteins are also able to control proliferation and differentiation 
pathways. 

Epigenetic mechanisms in colon cancer were reviewed, with special reference to 
DNA methylation as mediated through dietary folate and methionine. Hypomethyla
tion appears subsequent to the loss of Ape, and several oncogenes are hypomethylated. 
Folate status is inversely related to colon cancer risk, but high alcohol levels block 
folate's beneficial effects. Another detrimental factor for colon cancer is chronic inflam
mation, as associated with release of eicosanoids and cytokines, mediated in part by 
excess iron and n-6 fatty acids. Various new biological models are being developed to 
investigate these phenomena. Energy restriction to 60-90% of the ad libitum calories 
in rats reduced tumorigenesis in females given methylnitrosourea. The mechanism 
appeared to be mediated through the adrenal gland with an increase in corticosteroids 
which delay cell cycle progression. 

Since colon cancer occurs in approximately 50 of every 100,000 people, dietary 
intervention studies become large, long, and costly, often requiring attention to many 
factors as vitamins, minerals, fiber, fat, fruit, and vegetable consumption. They still 
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may not provide definitive answers. However, a small intervention trial on the active 
metabolite from Sulindac, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) in familial 
adenomatous polyposis patients showed encouraging results. After two years on the 
highest dose of the sulfone metabolite that did not cause hepatic toxicity, the intesti
nal polyps had disappeared. Mechanistic studies indicated cell proliferation decreased 
and apoptosis was restored. 

Epidemiological studies on several kind reds with high cancer risks showed that 
the risks increased with the number of affected relatives. These familial factors playa 
role in one third to a half of colorectal cancer cases, with the risks increasing with age. 
Environmental factors such as dietary habits, physical activity or lack thereof, and 
alcohol play a large role in sporadic cases of colorectal cancer. 

The closing session focused on the balance between cell proliferation and apop
tosis in both animal and human studies. Diets which are high in fat (especially corn oil), 
protein, and fermentable fiber, but low in calcium and vitamin D enhance colonic cell 
proliferation. Diets with unfermentable fiber and fish oil decreased cell proliferation. 
Thus, the cellular and molecular studies corroborate the advice of nutritionists-a diet 
emphasizing fruits and vegetables, fiber, and fish is good for one's health-and certainly 
one's colon. 
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION IN 
INTESTINAL DEVELOPMENT 

Implications for Colorectal Cancer 

Peter G. Traber 

Department of Medicine 
University of Pennsylvania 
3400 Spruce St. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-4283 

1 

The molecular mechanisms that direct developmental transitions during orga
nogenesis may be important for understanding the biology of cancers in adult tissues. 
This manuscript reviews the development of the intestinal and colonic epithelium and 
demonstrates how an understanding of the mechanisms that regulate transcription 
of epithelial-specific genes may aid in understanding the complex cellular transitions 
that occur during development. The caudal-related homeobox genes will be used as 
an example of how transcription factors that direct developmental processes may be 
involved in the pathogenesis of colorectal neoplasia. 

1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMALL INTESTINE AND COLON 

The development of the differentiated epithelium of the small intestine and colon 
is delayed with respect to the gross morphological development of the alimentary 
tract organs. Throughout most of the processes that result in the anatomic structures 
(stomach, small intestine, colon), the epithelium remains undifferentiated with similar 
features along the entire length of the small intestine and colon. Although the processes 
of epithelial development in the small intestine and colon have many similarities, there 
are some important differences. Intestinal and colonic development has been studied 
in detail in a number of experimental animals, in addition to a few descriptive studies 
in humans. Most mechanistic analysis has been performed in rodents and, therefore, 
developmental events in humans will be compared with mice. Unlike humans, rodents 
have short gestational periods and, therefore, the timing of developmental events with 
respect to birth is different from humans. 

Colon Cancer Prevention, edited under the auspices of AICR 
Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers, New York, 1999. 1 



2 P. G. Traber 

1.1. Development of the Small Intestinal Epithelinm 

The mature intestinal epithelium is composed of multiple cell types that arise 
from a stem cell compartment located in crypts. I- 5 The composition of cells in crypts 
and on the villus is in a complex equilibrium that undergoes continual renewal while 
maintaining precise interrelationships. This epithelium develops via a series of tran
sitions. Through week 8 of gestation, the human small intestine is lined by a stratified 
epithelium composed of 2-6 layers of cells with a relatively undifferentiated pheno
type, although the cells have a few poorly developed microvilli.6,7 Between week 9 
and 10 of gestation the epithelium thins to a single layer of columnar cells and 
villi begin to form in the most proximal portions of the small intestine. This important 
event in development can be referred to as the endoderm-intestinal transition (Fig. 1). 
The development of villi proceeds as a wave along the cephalocaudal axis until 
the entire small intestinal lumen is filled with villi by week 11 of gestation.M Crypts 
begin to form in the intervillus regions between weeks 10 and 12 and by week 16 
the morphological appearance of the epithelium is very similar to that of the 
adult.6- 1O 

All four of the primary intestinal epithelial cell types appear at approximately the 
same time that the villus structure of the epithelium is being established. Enterocytes 
evolve through a series of morphological changes which lead to the adult phenotype 
during the second trimester.6.1l ,12 Goblet cells, both mature and immature, appear 
between week 8 and 1013 and are noted in both stratified and columnar epithelium. 
Paneth cells appear somewhat later between weeks 11 and 12.13 Enteroendocrine cells 
appear in the intestinal epithelium at approximately the same time as villi begin to 
develop between weeks 9 and 10. 14 Therefore, marked changes in the epithelial archi
tecture occur simultaneously with the cell lineage allocation from the undifferentiated 
epithelial cells. 

During this developmental process there is a compartmentalization of prolifer
ating and differentiated cells. At week 8, when the epithelium is stratified, proliferat-
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Figure 1. Timeline of events in the development of the human small intestine. See text for description. 
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Figure 2. Timeline of events in the development of the mouse small intestine. See text for description. 

ing cells are randomly distributed in the epitheliumY At the time when nascent villi 
develop labeled cells are located both on villi and in the intervillus region, but they 
rapidly localize in intervillus regions. With the development of crypts, the proliferating 
cells become localized to the crypts. Overall proliferative activity is greatest between 
weeks 8 and 10 and decreases gradually over the remaining period of gestation. IS 

Proliferative activity in mesenchymal tissue, both interstitial cells and the muscularis, 
parallels the activity in the epithelium. Is- I7 

Many intestinal genes are activated during these developmental processes. Two 
dissacharidase genes, sucrase-isomaltase (SI) and lactase-phlorizin hydrolase (LPH), 
have been chosen as examples of genes that have complex patterns of expression during 
development. These have been well examined in both human and rodent intestinal and 
colonic development. There are many other examples of model genes that have been 
used to understand intestinal gene regulation during development; the most important 
of these are the fatty acid binding proteins genes as reported in the elegant studies of 
Gordon and colleagues.1,3,18--21 Soon after the endoderm-intestinal transition, both SI 
and LPH are expressed, reaching a peak just before birth. There is a decrease in expres
sion in the immediate perinatal period, after which the adult levels are established. For 
LPH, there is a decrease in expression in late adolescence or early adulthood in much 
of the world's population, but this issue is beyond the scope of this manuscript. 

In mice, the endoderm-intestinal transition occurs between gestational day 14 and 
15 (E14-E15) (Fig. 2). Therefore, this critical developmental transition occurs after only 
25% of the total gestational period in humans, but after nearly 75% of the total gest
ational period in mice. Consequently, the mucosae of the rodent small intestine 
and colon at birth are immature, in contrast to the completely developed epithelium 
of human newborns. Completion of developmental histogenesis and gene expression 
occurs over the first three weeks of life and is completed by the end of weaning.22- 2s 

The most dramatic changes occur at the suckling-weaning transition late in the third 
week of life, between postnatal day 16 and 17 (P16 and P17). At this time there is 
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a marked induction of multiple genes that are required for function of the adult 
intestine, the most intensively studied being sucrase-isomaltase22- 26 (discussed further 
below). In contrast to SI, LPH expression is high after the endoderm-intestinal transi
tion and then decreases after weaning. It is not clear how these gene expressions at the 
suckling-weaning transition relate to human intestinal development. However, the 
same general processes and molecular mechanisms are likely to be involved in both 
species. 

1.2. Development of the Colonic Epithelium 

The development of the human colonic epithelium in many ways recapitulates 
the development of the small intestine (Fig. 3). At the beginning of the embryonic 
period (4 weeks) the colon consists of a tube of stratified endoderm surrounded 
by mesodermal tissueY Between 7 and 8 weeks, three longitudinal ridges arise in the 
epithelium characterized by thickening of the mucosa but without invagination of mes
enchyme. By 9 weeks, mesenchyme has moved to indent the underside of the ridges to 
form folds in the epithelium which continue to develop into true villiform protrusions 
into the lumen by week 10. Interestingly, the formation of ridges and folds proceeds 
from the rectum orad and the ileocecal valve caudad, meeting in the transverse colon. 
Also at week 10 to 11 there is the first appearance of crypts which appear as protu
berances into the mesenchyme between the folds and villi. Secondary lumens are also 
detected at this time, most likely due to apoptosis, which also contributes to the devel
opment of a simple columnar epithelium in a villiform structure. The villi continue to 
form until the lumen is nearly filled with villi by week 16, at which time the architec
ture of the fetal colon and small intestine is very similar. In his classical treatise on the 
subject, Johnson states, "The presence of 'transitory' villi has long been known, being 
first described by Barth in 1868".21 Thereafter, the villi gradually regress and they are 
completely absent by birth. The crypts continue to develop during the fetal period by 
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Figure 3. Timeline of events in the development of the human colon. See text for description. 
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splitting of existing glands from the bottom up. Similar to the histogenesis of the small 
intestine, this process occurs in a ordered fashion from the proximal to the distal 
colon. The earliest appearance of goblet cells is between weeks 9 and 10, although 
appreciable numbers are not seen until week 12, a process that is somewhat delayed 
from that in small intestine.2H Unlike the small intestine, the colonic goblet cells rapidly 
become the predominant epithelial cell lining the fetal colon.28 Enteroendocrine cells 
are also first identified between weeks 9 and 10 with increasing numbers up to week 
20.29 Paneth cells are rare in the colon, but accumulate in number in chronic inflam
matory conditions. 

In addition to the similarity in morphology of the developing colon with the small 
intestine, there are correlations in the sets of genes that are expressed. Coincident with 
the transition to a intestinal-type epithelium there is expression of genes that are also 
expressed in the small intestine including SI, LPH, alkaline phosphatase, aminopepti
dase. SI is expressed in the fetal colon beginning at approximately gestational week 11 
and it reaches a plateau in week 14 that is maintained until week 28 (Fig. 3).30 After 
week 28 there is a gradual loss of SI expression with total absence of SI in the newborn 
colon.3o,3l The level of expression of SI in the fetal colon is substantial with some studies 
indicating that it may be as high as the small intestine at similar times of development. 
Studies using the RT-PCR suggest that there is no expression of SI mRNA in adult 
human colon/2 although there is some controversy about this matter.32- 36 Importantly, 
SI is expressed in neoplastic tissue from the colon, including adenomas and adenocar
cinomas.32- 35,37 This may represent a reversion to a fetal type of regulation of the SI 
gene. The pattern of expression of LPH in the human colon is similar to SI and is not 
expressed in the neonatal colon. Moreover, as for SI, some colorectal cancer cell lines 
express LPH and thus simulate the fetal colonic phenotype. 

The gross and histologic morphology of the rodent colon during development has 
many similarities to that of the human colon, with the same timing differences that 
pertain to small intestinal development (Fig. 4). The development of the rat colon has 
been better documented than that of the mouse, but the developmental patterns are 

ENDODERM-INTESTINAL BIRTH 
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Proliferation Random Intervillus ----. Crypts 
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Gene Expression Expression 
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Figure 4. Timeline of events in the development of the mouse colon, See text for description. 
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similar except for slightly different timing. After the endoderm-intestinal transition in 
the small intestine, the colonic endoderm undergoes transition with the development 
of clefts in the stratified epithelium, secondary lumina formed by apoptosis,38 and then 
columnar transformation?9 Goblet cells are found at this early stage of development. 
Villi develop after birth in the cecum, proximal, and transverse colon which are covered 
with specialized columnar cells.39 The distal colon has longitudinal mucosal folds, but 
never develops a villus structure.38.39 Villi are diminished in the proximal colon by 10 
days after birth and by the third week of life the villi have completely regressed. Crypts 
develop throughout the postnatal period, often with a branched morphology, and 
primary and secondary folds in the mucosa develop. In the adult colon, undifferenti
ated and proliferating cells are located in the mid crypt in the proximal colon and in 
the base of the cypt in the distal colon.39.40 

Intestinal gene expression is also noted in the developing rodent colon. SI protein 
and enzymatic activity are not measurable in the developing colon.41 However, SI 
protein is detectable by immunohistochemistry in neonatal rat colon after exposure 
to exogenously administered corticosteroids.41 In contrast to the protein, SI mRNA is 
detected in the neonatal mouse colon when measured using sensitive methods.42 Low 
levels of SI mRNA are expressed in the mouse colon at birth, peak between 8 and 10 
days and then regress after postnatal day 16.42 The level of SI expression in the mouse 
colon at the peak of expression is greater than comparable levels in the small intestine 
at the same time during postnatal development.42 However, the levels of SI mRNA in 
the colon are manyfold less than the expression in the adult small intestine. LPH is 
expressed in the neonatal rat colon in the same manner as SI.31 .43 Expression in the 
perinatal rat colon reaches a peak between 2 and 6 days after birth and then decreases 
to undetectable levels in the third week of life.41 

Thus, development of the colonic epithelium bears a striking resemblance to that 
of the small intestine in the earliest, and most crucial, periods of development. The 
emergence of different cellular phenotypes, the appearance of villi and the develop
ment of crypts have the same general temporal and organizational relationships. These 
similarities, and the ultimate regression of the intestine-like fetal colonic architecture, 
suggest common mechanisms with either loss of function in the colon epithelium or 
active repression. 

2. MESODERM-ENDODERM INTERACTIONS 

The primitive gut tube consists of a stratified endodermal layer of undifferenti
ated cells surrounded by mesodermal cells, or mesenchyme. In the mature gut, there is 
a complex interdigitation of endodermal and mesodermal cellular derivatives that have 
been segregated into multiple lineages. As in other tissues, the interaction between mes
enchymal and epithelial cells is crucial for coordinated development of the gut and 
maintenance of the cellular phenotypes (Fig. 5). 

The importance of the interaction between mesoderm and endoderm in organo
genesis has been established for many organs in a variety of organisms44 as well as in 
intestine.45-51 One experimental design employed in the analysis of these interactions 
is to mix the undifferentiated epithelium from one tissue with the mesenchyme of 
another and observe the resultant differentiated epithelial phenotype. These studies 
have shown that the requirements for differentiation of epithelia vary from organ to 
organ. Some epithelia differentiate into the adult type epithelium upon interaction 
with multiple types of mesenchyme, whereas others are totally dependent on the mes-
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Figure 5. Mechanisms of cellular interactions between mesodermally-dcrived cells and endoderm that are 
involved in directing developmental and differentiation events. See text for description. 

enchyme of the specific organ of epithelial cell derivation.44 These organ specific effects 
are well demonstrated in studies performed in the developing gastrointestinal tract.47-49 

When gastric endoderm is combined with small intestinal mesenchyme, the endoderm 
develops biochemical characteristics of small intestinal epithelium with expression of 
intestinal genes.47 In contrast, when small intestinal endoderm is mixed with gastric 
mesenchyme, gastric enzymes are not expressed.47 As an example of the reciprocal rela
tionship, the intestinal endoderm also has a profound effect on the mesenchymal tissue. 
For instance, skin derived fibroblasts will differentiate into smooth muscle cells when 
cultured in the presence of intestinal endoderm.47-49 This establishes the reciprocal 
nature of the interactions of endoderm and mesenchyme in intestinal development. 

Beyond the establishment of the intestinal mucosal architecture, the interaction 
of epithelial and mesenchymal cells is likely important in maintaining the coordinated 
cellular relationships in the adult intestinal mucosa. Fibroblasts isolated from postna
tal rodent small intestine are able to direct development of cross species heterotopic 
endodermal tissues (chicken gizzard analage) into small intestine in tissue recombina
tion experiments, whereas fibroblasts from other tissues such as skin allowed develop
ment of gizzard epithelium.47 Therefore, intestinal fibroblasts maintain the ability to 
produce developmental cues for differentiation of epithelial precursors. These differ
entiation cues may be important in the maintenance of the intestinal crypt-villus archi
tecture since it has been shown that there is a pericryptal fibroblastic sheath that has 
proliferative and migratory properties similar to the overlying epithelium.52 

The mechanisms of the inductive effects between mesoderm and endoderm are 
dependent on signals exchanged between the two cell types (Fig. 5). Transcription factors 
in both cell types direct the expressed sets of genes. The set of genes expressed in a 
given cell type programs the response to signals or initiates signaling cascades 
that impact on the other cell types. The cells can influence proliferation and differ
entiation of each other via soluble secreted mediators that can act in autocrine or 
paracrine fashion, through synthesis of extracellular matrix, or through direct cell
cell interaction. Factors external to the mesenchymal-epithelial unit may affect regula
tion including endocrine hormones, neuroendocrine mediators, immune cells, or intralu
minal factors. However,explant studies have suggested that these external factors may be 
less important than the intrinsic communication within the mesenchymal-epithelial unit. 
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Recent evidence shows specific mesenchymal transcription factors are important 
for regulatory control of the endoderm during development and for maintenance of 
the adult epithelium. Forkhead 6 (fkh6) is a member of the winged-helix family of tran
scription factors that is expressed exclusively in the mesenchyme underlying the gut 
endoderm and intestinal epithelium, from stomach through small intestine. 53 Fkh6 null 
mice show profound abnormalities in epithelial development in the stomach and small 
intestine. In both epithelia there is increased proliferation and distortion of the gland 
structure in stomach and small intestine.53 In the stomach there are alterations in the 
phenotype of cells as evidenced by the expression of intestinal mucins. In the small 
intestine, the increased proliferation in crypts leads to a lengthening of the villi. These 
data suggest that fkh6 regulates genes in mesenchymal cells that regulate signaling 
pathways influencing epithelial cells. 

3. REGULATION OF INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL GENES AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL MECHANISMS 

During development, and in the adult epithelium, cellular phenotypes are defined 
by the expression of specific sets of genes in individual cells. The sets of genes expressed 
in intestinal epithelial cells are principally determined by transcriptional initiation, 
and the particular set of genes expressed in a single cell type has recently been refer
red to as the "transcriptome".54 Intestinal epithelial cell transcriptomes shift in well
orchestrated patterns during developmental, differentiation and adaptive processes 
of the intestinal mucosa. Thus, the molecular mechanisms that regulate transcription 
of cellular gene sets form the foundation for understanding the mechanisms of develo
pmental and differentiation events. 

We have examined the regulatory mechanisms of the sucrase-isomaltase (SI) gene 
in an attempt to understand intestinal gene expression during development and differ
entiation. The SI gene is expressed during mouse small intestinal development in 
a pattern that mirrors several critical developmental transitions.42,55 SI mRNA is first 
detected just after the endoderm-epithelial transition in the newly formed columnar 
cells, but the level of expression can only be detected using the most sensitive methods of 
mRNA measurement and SI protein is not detectable.42 SI expression remains at very 
low levels until the third postnatal week when the pups are in the process of being weaned 
from mother's milk to solid food. At this suckling-weaning transition there is a marked 
induction of SI mRNA expression to levels equivalent to those in adult epithelium.42,55 
Multiple other genes are induced at this transition and there are changes in the morphol
ogy of the epithelial cells,24,25 In the adult epithelium SI mRNA and protein are expressed 
predominantly in differentiated cells located on the villus. In the migration of epithelial 
cells from the base of crypts to villus tips, SI is first expressed in detectable levels in cells 
located in the upper crypt region and is expressed in high levels through the mid-villus 
with diminished levels in cells at the villus tips. Thus, complex patterns of SI expression 
are maintained in the continually renewing adult epithelium. 

3.1. Understanding the Mechanisms of SI Gene Expression Using 
Transgenic Mice 

Gordon and colleagues pioneered the use of transgenic mice to examine the reg
ulatory regions of intestinal genes and their studies of fatty acid binding protein genes 
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have provided much insight into regulatory mechanisms. 1.3.18-21 We have used transgenic 
mouse experiments to show that the pattern of SI gene expression during development 
and in the mature epithelium is regulated largely at the level of gene transcription via 
multiple functional cis-acting DNA elements.42.55.56 Although these experiments indi
cate that the full complexity of the regulation of SI gene transcription remains to be 
described, important principles have been uncovered that will guide additional studies. 
Most importantly, the elements necessary to direct intestinal epithelial cell-specific 
expression appear to be embodied in a 201 nucleotide, evolutionarily conserved 5'
flanking region of the gene.42 Nucleotides -201 to +54 of the mouse SI gene direct 
expression of a human growth hormone reporter gene specifically to the intestinal 
epithelium. The transgene is expressed at high levels in villus associated enterocytes 
appearing at the time of the suckling-weaning transition, similar to the pattern of 
expression of the endogenous gene. Thus, to a remarkable degree this short promoter 
was able to recapitulate the pattern of SI gene expression in enterocytes. 

3.2. Transcriptional Elements and Cognate DNA Binding Proteins in the 
SI Promoter 

Transcriptional InItiation is an intricate biochemical process that involves 
the interaction of core nuclear machinery (basal transcriptional apparatus) with cell
specific DNA binding proteins. Co-adaptor proteins serve to link the specific DNA 
binding proteins to portions of the basal apparatus. The coordinated assembly of a 
complex of many proteins at the transcriptional initiation site of a gene leads to mod
ification of chromatin structure and initiation of RNA synthesis by RNA polymerase 
II. DNA regulatory elements and associated DNA binding proteins have been care
fully assessed within the evolutionarily conserved promoter region of the SI gene.57 
There are at least three groups of transcriptional proteins involved in SI promoter tran
scription including hepatocyte nuclear factor I (HNFI ),58 caudal-related homeodomain 
proteins (Cdx),59.6o and nuclear proteins that interact with a GATA binding site which 
are as yet poorly characterized.57 HNFla and HNFlP proteins interact with two ele
ments in the human SI gene promoter, SIF2 and SIF3.58 HNFla transactivates tran
scription of the SI promoter whereas HNFlP does not activate transcription, suggesting 
that relative levels of the two proteins may modulate transcriptional activation.58 

The caudal-related homeobox genes Cdxl and Cdx2, both of which are expressed 
in intestinal epithelial cells, bind to two closely apposed binding sites just upstream of 
the TATA box of the gene and activate transcription of the promoter.60 These tran
scription factors will be discussed below. 

4. CAUDAL-RELATED HOMEOBOX (CDX) GENES AND 
INTESTINAL DEVELOPMENT 

Following the discovery that Cdx genes were important for transcriptional regu
lation of an intestine-specific gene, our laboratory and others showed that it was 
expressed only in the small intestine and colon of adult mice. These findings raised the 
question of whether Cdx genes played a more generalized role in intestinal epithelial 
cell development and differentiation. 

Several studies in intestinal cell lines have demonstrated the importance of Cdx 
proteins on the regulation of differentiation and proliferation. Expression of Cdx2 in 
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the rat intestinal epithelial cell line IEC-6 resulted in profound effects on proliferation 
and differentiation.o, Soon after induction of Cdx2 expression there was a delay in cell 
growth for several days followed by a period of exponential growth to a density that 
exceeded that of the cells that did not express Cdx2. The confluent IEC6 cells express
ing Cdx2 underwent a marked morphological change forming a columnar epithelium 
with tight junctions, microvilli formation, and lateral membrane interdigitations. Addi
tionally, the differentiated cells expressed LPH and SI mRNAs, molecular markers of 
the differentiated phenotype. Thus, expression of Cdx2 in IEC6 cells directed a remark
able degree of morphological and molecular differentiation. 

The effect of expression of Cdx genes has also been examined in colorectal cancer 
cell lines. Cac02 cells overexpressing Cdx2 showed increased expression of SI, E
cad herin, APC, ~4, HDI, and the y2 chain of laminin 5.°2.03 Another group of investi
gators reported the effects of expression of Cdxl, Cdx2, and a combination of both in 
the colon cancer cell line HT-29.M Stable lines expressing Cdx2 were found to prolif
erate more slowly, had decreased growth in soft agar, and formed smaller tumors in 
nude mice.04 In contrast, stable lines expressing Cdxl did not have an alteration in the 
pattern of proliferation. Therefore, the studies of manipulating the expression of Cdx 
proteins in cell lines have revealed that these proteins are indeed important for the 
regulation of cellular proliferation and differentiation. 

Knockout mice have been generated for both Cdxl and Cdx2. Cdxl null mice 
are live born and survive until adulthood.6s Examination of their skeletal structure 
shows an anterior homeotic shift demonstrating that expression of Cdxl in the 
early embryo is important for patterning of the axial skeleton. A detailed report on 
the small intestine and colon was not provided in this initial publication, although 
the intestinal tract was grossly intact and must have been functional since the animals 
survived. Cdx2 null mice are not viable and die in utero before implantation.60 

However, the Cdx2 heterozygous mice (+/-) had an anterior home otic shift in the 
axial skeleton that was nearly identical to that reported for the Cdxl null mice. Addi
tionally, the small intestine and colon developed normally in the Cdx2( +/-) mice, but 
several weeks after birth they developed colonic tumors that showed evidence of squa
mous metaplasia. The expression of Cdx2 proteins was completely lost in the tumor 
cells, possibly on the basis of epigenetic silencing of the normal allele. These results 
show that continued expression of Cdx2 is necessary to maintain the normal intestinal 
phenotype. 

5. DEVELOPMENTAL TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS AND 
INTESTINAL NEOPLASIA 

Because of the evidence that Cdx proteins are involved in the regulation of 
proliferation and differentiation in the intestinal and colonic epithelium, several 
investigators have examined the expression of Cdx genes in human colorectal tumors. 
Expression of COX2 mRNA67 and protein6R is decreased in a large percentage of 
colorectal cancers. This finding is quite interesting and potentially important in the 

pathogenesis of the cancer in light of the findings in the Cdx2 heterozygous knockout 
mice. In addition, it has recently been described that colon cancers can have mutations 
in both alleles of the COX2 gene.69 Expression of COXI mRNA67 and protein is 
also decreased in the majority of colorectal cancers. In our studies of immunohis
tochemistry of COXl proteins, there appears to be a graded decrease in immuno-
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reactivity between normal, adenomatous and cancer cells.70 Thus, these data show 
that there are marked decreases in the expression of both CDXl and CDX2 in col
orectal cancers. 

These are intriguing findings that may indicate that mutation or loss of expres
sion of COX genes may playa role in the pathogenesis of colorectal cancer. Much more 
work must be done to determine the relative importance of these finding for colorec
tal cancer. However, it does demonstrate the power of developmental mechanisms for 
generating hypotheses about cancer pathogenesis. 

6. SUMMARY 

Deciphering the complex mechanisms of intestinal epithelial development 
will require multiple cell and molecular approaches in both in vitro and whole animal 
systems. Additionally, the use of model organisms such as D. melanogaster, C. elegans, 
and zebrafish will help describe paradigms that may be investigated in mammals as well 
as serve as test systems for findings from mammals. This manuscript reviewed only one 
approach to understanding intestinal development. However, the Cdx story and the 
information to be mined from an understanding of SI gene transcription is not at an 
end. As the other pieces of the transcriptional puzzle of the SI gene are assembled there 
will be new information to generate hypotheses on the relationship of transcriptional 
mechanisms to cancer pathogenesis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

2 

Homeostasis in the colonic epithelium is established by maintaining a balance 
among proliferating, differentiating, and apoptotic cells. This balance is regulated by a 
complex interaction of intrinsic genetic signals with external stimuli including growth 
and dietary factors. Moreover, the interaction of signals maintains not only the quan
titative balance between dividing and terminally differentiated cells, but a spatial and 
temporal coordination of cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis within the 
crypt architecture as well. 

Identification of structural alterations in genes associated with development 
of colon tumors has provided important insight into loci that regulate pathways 
which influence proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis.! These include well 
studied loci such as APe, p53, ras, and myc, although the total number of genetic 
alterations in tumors are in the hundreds to thousands.v Investigations of growth 
factors and nutritional factors which can modulate the transformed cell phenotype 
have demonstrated that despite this large number of structural gene alterations which 
underlie tumor formation, external signals are capable of overriding biochemical 
pathways perturbed by genetic alterations.4 Thus, a complex interplay among metabolic 
pathways has evolved that is remarkably efficient in maintaining cell homeostasis 
and spatial organization in the colon. This efficiency is evidenced by the fact that in the 
general population, colonic tumors rarely arise, and when they do, they are usually soli
tary, and represent a failure of the control network in a single cell of a single crypt 
among more than a trillion cell divisions integrated over many decades of life. We 
are beginning to understand individual pathways which regulate the processes of cell 
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division, differentiation, and apoptosis in colonic epithelial cells, but we know less 
regarding mechanisms which coordinate these processes to maintain homeostasis. 

This chapter will discuss the role of short chain fatty acids in the coordination of 
proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis in the colonic mucosa. Short chain fatty 
acids (SCFAs) are present at up to 200mM in the lumen of the colon, produced by fer
mentation of fiber,5 and they provide the principal energy source for colonic epithelial 
cells.6.7 SCFAs are important in the development of the ruminant mucosa, and can 
induce differentiation of colonic epithelial cells in vitro8,9 (and references therein) and 
in vivo.1O We will concentrate on cell cycle arrest and apoptosis triggered by SCFAs, 
focusing on the role of mitochondrial function and membrane potential in commitment 
to and to coordinate regulation of proliferation and apoptosis; the involvement of the 
B-catenin-Tcf pathway; and how SCFAs may also playa role in coordinating lineage 
specific differentiation of colonic epithelial cells. 

2. COORDINATION OF PROLIFERATION AND APOPTOTIC 
PATHWAYS IN THE COLON IN INITIATION AND 
PROGRESSION OF COLON CANCER 

There is a spatial organization of proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis of 
epithelial cells in the colon. Proliferating cells are generally confined to the lower two
thirds of the colonic crypt. As cells move upward, they undergo differentiation along 
multiple lineages, the most prominent being the absorptive and the secretory, or goblet 
cell, lineages. Cells also undergo apoptosis after they leave the proliferative compart
ment. However, only a few percent of colonic epithelial cells can be indentified in the 
terminal stages of apoptosis, utilizing the TUNEL assay. I I This is in agreement with pre
vious reports of low levels of apoptosis in the rat and mouse colonic mucosa.1 2-1 4 The 
true number of cells which are in a cell death pathway could be larger for a number of 
reasons: cells in such pathways may undergo a loss of adhesiveness and be shed before 
exhibiting the terminal stages of apoptosis detected by TUNEL; apoptotic cells may be 
phagocytosed and lost without being detected by the TUNEL assay; the kinetics of 
completing the pathway, and thus being detected by TUNEL or other related methods 
may be longer than the average time it takes cells to migrate up the crypt and be 
lost into the lumen. Therefore, while the true number of cells which enter a cell death 
pathway is not clear, cells are lost from the colonic mucosa either through readily 
recognizable apoptosis or cell shedding, and this must balance the number of cells 
produced in the proliferative compartment. 

In the Apc1638 mouse, the initiation of colon tumorigenesis is due to the inheri
tance of a mutant allele of the Apc gene which was introduced by targeted mutation 
into the germline. 15 This mutation produces a stop codon, which therefore gives rise 
to a truncated protein. Tumors arise when the wild-type allele of the Apc gene 
in Apc1638+1- mice is inactivated, most often by deletion of the entire chromosome.16 

This happens early in tumorigenesis, and is considered the initiating event. This 
genetic model of tumor initiation mimics the formation of colon tumors in patients 
with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), who also inherit a mutant allele of the 
APC gene. 

In the Apc1638+1- mice, initiation of tumorigenesis in the intestinal mucosa is first 
manifest as aberrant crypt foci (ACF), morphologically abnormal crypts which form in 
patients at risk for tumor development and in rodents treated with colon specific car-
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cinogens. 11 We have detected these ACF as early as 5 weeks after birth of Apc1638+1-

mice, with substantial numbers seen at 9 weeks in the colonic mucosa. The number of 
ACF continues to increase over 4 fold by 22-26 weeks of age in the Apc1638 mice, but 
their size (i.e. number of crypts per ACF) does not increase. During this period of 9 
to 26 weeks, there are no detectable changes in the number of proliferating or apop
totic cells in the gastrointestinal mucosa. Therefore, development of initiated foci in the 
colonic mucosa does not appear to be due to an alteration in the balance of apoptotic 
to proliferating cells. I I However, the number of tumors which appear in the Apc1638 
mice is increased in the mice fed a high fat diet, and this appears to be due to an effect 
on progression of tumors. 17 We have recently found that the high fat diet is effective in 
increasing cell proliferation, and substantially decreasing the ratio of apoptotic to pro
liferating cells in the duodenum of these mice, the principal site of tumor formation in 
the GI tract in this model (Augenlicht, unpublished). Thus, while initiation of tumori
genesis by an Apc mutation does not involve shifts in the ratio of apoptotic to prolif
erating cells, accelerated progression of initiated lesions is linked to an increase in cell 
proliferation in the mucosa leading to a loss of tissue homeostasis. 

3. SIGNALS WHICH COORDINATE PROLIFERATION 
AND APOPTOSIS 

The short chain fatty acid butyrate stimulates colonic carcinoma cells to enter a 
pathway of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.1 8,19 One of the earliest events in this pathway 
is the induction of the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor, p21 wafl/cipl, which leads to 
a cell cycle arrest in G(/G I beginning at approximately 12 hours, followed closely by a 
dissipation of the mitochondrial membrane potential, activation of caspase-3 and finally 
DNA cleavage, a marker of the end-stage of apoptosis.20,21 

To gain insight into the mechanisms which regulate entry of cells into this 
pathway, we utilized scanning and image processing to build a data base on expression 
of each of 4000cDNA sequences in colon carcinoma cell lines stimulated to enter this 
pathway by the SCFA butyrate and in colon tumors and flat mucosa.22.23 An interest
ing subset of sequences was identified which were down-regulated in colon tumors 
compared to the normal colonic mucosa, but which returned to more normal levels 
when colon carcinoma cell lines were induced with butyrate.22.23 These sequences were 
encoded by the mitochondrial genome.9 Moreover, there is a tight link between the 
stimulation of this pathway which results in apoptosis by different agents, and up
regulation of mitochondrial gene expression. 19 Non-efficiently metabolized SCFAs 
neither stimulate mitochondrial gene expression nor apoptosis, while dimethylsulfox
ide and dimethyl formam ide stimulate both responses. In addition, forskolin, an inducer 
of MUC2 expression (a marker of the goblet cell lineage, see below), also does not 
stimulate mitochondrial gene expression or apoptosis. 

This correlation between the ability to stimulate mitochondrial gene expression 
and the ability of agents to induce entry of cells into a pathway of cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis was of interest since mitochondria are both structurally and functionally 
abnormal in colonic tumor cells.24.25 In addition, a role for the mitochondria in the ini
tiation and activation of apoptotic cascades has recently been demonstrated. Release 
of mitochondrial proteins, including cytochrome C is part of a mechanism involved in 
activation of caspases and triggering downstream events of apoptosis.26 Therefore, to 
investigate further this link between mitochondria and the entry of cells into this 
pathway, we used a series of compounds which inhibit different complexes involved in 
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mitochondrial electron transport, or in the maintenance of a mitochondrial membrane 
potential. We found when cells were treated with these compounds coincident with 
exposure to butyrate, or prior to induced caspase-3 activation, each inhibitor of mito
chondrial function inhibited the DNA fragmentation characteristic of apoptosis that 
was induced by butyrate. However, after butyrate mediated caspase-3 activation, the 
cells became refractory to the mitochondrial inhibitors. Thus, once the cells have pro
gressed through SCFA mediated cell cycle arrest and caspase activation, mitochondr
ial activities are dispensable and cells complete the final stages of apoptosis in the 
absence of electron transport or presence of a mitochondrial membrane potential. Con
versely, these mitochondrial functions are necessary for the commitment of cells to this 
pathway.2o,21 

In these experiments, cells are grown under conditions which minmize depletion 
of cellular ATP levels. We therefore postulated that the maintenance of a mitochon
drial membrane potential was the key to entry into this pathway, and the effects of 
inhibitors of electron transport were due to the necessity for electron transport in main
tenance of a membrane potential, rather than ATP generation. We subsequently 
showed that the mitochondrial membrane potential was in fact dissipated just follow
ing cell cycle arrest. 21 Moreover, collapsing the membrane potential with valinomycin, 
which prevents its dissipation, inhibits the down stream events of caspase activation 
and DNA fragmentation. However, induction of p21 wafl/cipl and cell cycle arrest are tem
porally upstream of the dissipation of the mitochondrial membrane potential, and it 
was therefore surprising that the collapse of the membrane potential also prevented 
the induction of p21 wafl/cipl and cell cycle arrest. This demonstrates that the mitochon
drial membrane potential may play a critical role in coordinating pathways which 
balance apoptosis and cell proliferation in the colon.21 

4. DO PATHWAYS INDUCED BY SCFAs INTERACT WITH 
PATHWAYS INDUCED BY APC? 

Mutations of the Apc gene initiate colon cell transformation, and it is therefore 
likely that the wild-type gene is normally involved in pathways associated with colonic 
cell differentiation and/or cell cycle regulation and apoptosis. Since this overlaps phe
notypically with the effects of short chain fatty acids on colonic epithelial cells, which 
are physiological inducers of terminal differentiation in the colon, it is important to 
understand if and how these external signals interact mechanistically with Apc expres
sion in regulating cell response. 

Wild-type APC protein physically interacts with B-catenin and targets it for 
degradationY,28 However, mutant APC cannot form such a complex. Therefore, in 
cells harboring only mutant APC, B-catenin levels rise, as does formation of a B
catenin-Tcf complex which migrates to the nucleus and functions as a modulator of 
gene expression,29 Thus, in the presence of mutant APC, this signalling pathway is con
stitutively activated, and one gene target is c-myc, which may be up-regulated, leading 
to tumor development and progression.30 Butyrate treatment of colonic carcinoma 
cells, which stimulates an apoptotic pathway, causes up-regulation of the B-catenin-Tcf 
pathway as does mutant APC (Bordonaro and Augenlicht, unpublished). This is con
sistent with the finding that in Drosophila, mutant APC constitutively activates the 
pathway, and induces apoptosis in the retina.31 Thus, up-regulation of the pathway is 
associated with apoptosis. Moreover, in the presence of expression of wild-type APC, 
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which down regulates the the B-catenin-Tcf pathway, butyrate can induce the same 
level of up-regulation (Bordonaro and Augenlicht). Finally, this up-regulation by 
butyrate again requires the presence of a mitochondrial membrane potential, while the 
down-regulation induced by mutant APC is not affected by the absence of a mito
chondrial membrane potential (ibid). 

Therefore, it is likely that butyrate and APC affect the B-catenin-Tcf pathway 
by different mechanisms. Since butyrate does not affect B-catenin levels (ibid), one 
postulate under investigation is that butyrate acts through its ability to function as an 
inhibitor of histone deacetylase. 

5. DIFFERENTIATION IN THE COLONIC MUCOSA 

The pathway induced by SCFAs results in differentiation of colonic epithelial cells 
along the absorptive cell lineage, characterized by expression of alkaline phosphatase. 
However, the SCFA butyrate does not induce expression of the MUC2 gene.32 MUC2 
encodes the peptide backbone of the major colonic mucin, synthesized and secreted by 
secretory, or goblet cells. Defects in differentiation along this lineage appear to play an 
important role in tumorigenesis. First, aberrant crypt foci, which are early lesions in the 
development of colon cancer in humans, in rodents treated with colon carcinogens, and 
in the genetically initiated APC1638+1- mouse, exhibit a depletion of the goblet cell 
lineage.!! Loss of this lineage and loss of mucin secretion may playa role in progres
sion of these early lesions. Second, mucinous colon tumors, a class of tumors which have 
a particularly poor prognosis, have a deregulation of expression of the MUC2 gene.33 

Hence, these tumors constitutively over-express the gene, and synthesize and secrete 
large amounts of mucin. The link between this over-production of mucin and the 
aggressiveness of the tumors is not understood. 

We have recently found that butyrate shuts-off MUC2 expression in cells in which 
it had been induced by forskolin or TPA, via PKA, and PKC dependent pathways, 
respectively. This inhibition of MUC2 expression by butyrate is also seen in a unique 
clone of HT29 colonic carcinoma cells, clone 16E cells which spontaneously express the 
MUC2 gene and synthesize and secrete mucin upon becoming confluent (Velcich and 
Augenlicht, unpublished). 

Thus, the SCFA butyrate may provide a toggle switch which on the one hand trig
gers differentiation along the absorptive cell lineage, but which shuts off a gene fun
damental to the goblet cell lineage. The mechanism by which this takes place is 
not known, nor is it clear if SCFAs can play this role in vivo. However, the potential 
exists that mechanisms have evolved which utilize external signals present in the colon 
(dietary factors, growth factors secreted by cells) to insure coordination in production 
of cell types necessary for colonic homeostasis. 

6. QUESTIONS TO BE RESOLVED 

If short chain fatty acids indeed playa pivotal role in coordinating lineage spe
cific differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis of cells in the colonic epithelium, it 
may be through various mechanisms. First, we have shown that the SCFA butyrate can 
up-regulate signalling through B-catenin-Tcf, an important mediator of effects of the 
APC gene. However, the up-regUlation is independent of APC, and the extent to which 
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butyrate and APC overlap in their effects on gene expression through this pathway is 
not clear. For example, the c-myc gene is regulated by Tef, and increased amounts of 
B-catenin due to a mutation in APC, which consequently up-regulates Tef signalling 
and expression of c-myc, have been postulated to drive tumorigenesis.30 On the other 
hand, butyrate also up-regulates Tef activity, but butyrate treatment of colonic epithe
lial cells results in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, and is associated with down
regulation of c-myc expression.34-36 

Effects of butyrate on B-catenin-Tef signalling in colonic epithelial cells are rel
atively late events, not seen until approximately 8 hours after exposure. Therefore, 
earlier effects of butyrate may be brought about by other mechanisms. For example, 
the butyrate induction of p21 wafl/cipl is dependent upon Spl sites in the p21 promotor,3? 
and accessibility of these sites could involve the action of butyrate as an inhibitor of 
histone deacetylase.38 In this regard, trichostatin-A, which is also an inhibitor of his
tone deacetylase, can trigger many of the same responses in colonic epithelial cells as 
does butyrate. However, the effects of both butyrate and trichostatin on colonic 
epithelial cells are eliminated by collapse of the mitochondrial membrane potential 
(Mariadason, Heerdt, and Augenlicht, unpublished). Therefore, a series of questions 
can be raised. Is a mitochondrial function the most up-stream event in regulating 
pathways of differentiation, proliferation, and/or apoptosis in colonic epithelial 
cells? If so, is the mitochondrial membrane potential the key to this regulation, perhaps 
by modulating the ability of the mitochondrial membrane to function as a docking 
site for various effector proteins. This could determine availability and interaction 
of many regulatory proteins, such as members of the Bcl-2 and Bax family, and 
rafl, each of which associates with the mitochondrial membrane. And finally, there 
are many growth factors, hormones, dietary factors, and genetic signals which can 
modulate colonic cell differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis of colonic epithelial 
cells. If mitochondrial function, and perhaps membrane potential, playa fundamental 
role in coordination of these cell responses and tissue homeostasis, is mitochondrial 
function the integrator of multiple signals which affect these cell responses, and 
hence an important determinant of relative risk for the development of colonic 
cancer? 
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ABSTRACT 

3 

The molecular events that contribute to the progression of colon cancer are be
ginning to unravel. An initiating and probably obligatory event is the oncogenic acti
vation of ~-catenin. This can come about by the loss of its negative regulator the 
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) protein, or by mutations in the ~-catenin gene that 
result in a more stable protein product. The interaction between APC and ~-catenin, 
and additional proteins that affect assembly and signaling along this pathway, are 
discussed. 

1. OVERVIEW 

The progression of neoplasia in the large intestine is dependent upon a succes
sion of genetic errors that ultimately lead to the genesis of malignant cancers. Among 
the earliest known mutations in this progression is the inactivation of the adenomatous 
polyposis coli (APC) tumor suppressor gene. I Mutations in APC have been detected 
in the earliest stages of dysplasia, referred to as aberrant crypt foci, and the vast major
ity all tumors that arise in the colon contain mutations in this gene.2 The prevalence of 
APC mutations in colon cancer and their presence in the germline of individuals 
predisposed to this disease underscores the importance of this tumor suppressor in 
maintaining homeostatic growth control in the epithelium of the gut. In murine genetic 
models, animals heterozygotic for APC always develop spontaneous intestinal neopla
sia' and the forced elimination of the remaining wildtype APC allele results in the for
mation of tumors within as little as three weeks time.4 Thus APC has been named the 
gatekeeper of colon cancer and its mutation is regarded as essential for progression of 
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this disease. I The delineation of APC gene function is critical to our understanding of 
colon cancer and ultimately to our ability to manage this disease successfully. 

The identification of the APC gene by positional cloning was a hallmark finding 
that set the stage for further studies that have recently allowed the development of 
signaling pathway models. This pathway was in part based on studies in Xenopus and 
Drosophila where signaling by the wnt-1 oncogene, and its Drosophila homolog wing
less, leads to cell fate determinations that serve as outputs in establishing epistatic rela
tionships between the participating genes.S.6 The rationale for positioning APC in the 
wnt-/wingless pathway relates to its physical interaction with [3--catenin, a key inter
mediate signaling component in the Xenopus and Drosophila model systems. In these 
models wnt-/wingless is proposed to activate ~-catenin, or its Drosophila homolog 
armadillo, in a manner that regulates the transcription of target genes.S.6 A productive 
signal involves the physical interaction of ~-catenin with the high mobility group tran
scription factors TCF/LEF. 7 

The mechanism of wnt -1 signaling involves the post translational stabilization of 
~-catenin, a protein that normally exhibits rapid turnover in the cell.s The ability of 
wnt -1 to stabilize ~-catenin, and the propensity for tumor formation following ectopic 
expression of wnt -1 in murine mammary tissue,9 points to ~-catenin as a mediator of 
the cancer process. In accordance with this hypothesis, it was found that the APC tumor 
suppressor negatively regulated ~-catenin when introduced into colon cancer cells. lo 

The downregulation of ~-catenin by APC was abrogated by the polypeptide chain
terminating mutations that are typically identified in colon cancers. Experimentally, a 
strong correlation was found to exist between the position of the mutation and the loss 
of ~-catenin regulation in the resulting APC polypeptide. I I Thus, the upregulation of 
~-catenin by the oncogene wnt -1 and its downregulation by the tumor suppressor 
APC placed ~-catenin at the nexus of the cancer signaling pathway in colonic epi
thelia. Moreover, another component of the wnt-1 signaling pathway, glycogen synthase 
kinase 3~ (GSK313), interacted with APC and phosphorylated it at serine and threo
nine residues that promoted its association with ~-catenin.12 This kinase was also 
reported to phosphorylate ~-catenin at serine and threonine residues known to be 
involved in regulating the stability of the protein. 13 

The model implicating ~-catenin in colon cancer rests largely on complimentary 
findings that suggest it is the stabilization of the ~-catenin protein that endows it with 
oncogenic properties. This view is consistent with recent work describing the identifi
cation of mutations in the ~-catenin gene in primary human cancers. These mutations 
were initially identified in melanomas and in those rare colon cancers in which APC 
was wildtype. 14.15 Importantly, the missense mutations affected the same serine and 
threonine residues known to be phosphorylated by GSK3~. Introduction of these muta
tions into recombinant ~-catenin resulted in a protein with a much longer half-life than 
wild type protein when expressed in cells that normally exhibited a rapid turnover of 
this protein. 14 Additional mutations that resulted in interstitial deletion of nucleotide 
sequence, containing the codons for these serine and threonine residues were iden
tified. 16.17 The publication of numerous recent studies describing the prevalence of 
~-catenin mutations in a variety of human cancers leaves little doubt that this gene is 
indeed proto-oncogenic. 16.1R-22 

The events that follow the oncogenic activation of ~-catenin are now under 
intense investigation. It is likely that cancer is driven in part by the ability of ~-catenin 
to interact with and regulate transcription by the TCF/LEF transcription factors. 23.24 A 
hunt for genes that are turned on by the ~-catenin pathway has resulted in the identi-
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fication of the well-known proto-oncogene c_myc. 25 Although certainly important, it is 
unlikely that c-myc is the only target of p-catenin in cancer signaling. This qualifica
tion is based on the finding that tumors originating in livers of rodents transgenically 
expressing c-myc also contain, at high frequency, spontaneous oncogenic mutations in 
p-catenin. 1R This suggests that c-myc and p-catenin operate in parallel rather than in a 
simple linear relationship, as the activation of myc expression by p-catenin might imply. 
It must also be kept in mind that p-catenin physically interacts with numerous sub
strates in the cell including the EGF receptor, certain tyrosine phosphatases, cytoskele
tal proteins, and a regulator of the small GTPases IQGAp'2&--29 However, this does not 
diminish the importance of p-catenin as an oncogene, and any rational approach to 
the therapeutic management of colon cancer should include the consideration of this 
molecule. 

The control of p-catenin stability in the cell has therefore been a key interest for 
those attempting to interfere with the cancer signal propagated along this pathway. 
Here I will discuss studies that have lead to the identification of some of the key com
ponents in the regulation of p-catenin and p-catenin signaling. 

2. DOWNREGULATION OF f3--CATENIN BY APC 

The immunochemical staining of colorectal cancer cells for p-catenin revealed an 
excess level of this protein that was localized throughout the cell as opposed to the 
typical pattern of staining that is confined to areas of cell-cell contact. III A comparison 
of the human 293 cell to the colorectal cancer cell SW480 is presented, where the latter 
cell is wildtype for APC and the former is mutant (Fig. lA). Introduction of full-length 
wildtype APC into the SW480 cell by transient transfection resulted in the disappear
ance of the excess p-catenin from approximately 50% of the cells (Fig. lB). This is 
roughly equivalent to the transfection efficiency achieved with these cells. Moreover, 
when cells that expressed the ectopic wildtype APC were identified and then costained 
for p-catenin, a loss of p-catenin signal was invariably noted. An examination of the 
process by which the elimination of p-catenin was effected, revealed a posttranslational 
mechanism that occurred at the level of the protein. Deletional analysis of APC indi
cated that it was the central region of the protein that harbored the activity, and a more 
precise localization demonstrated a correlation between activity and the presence of 
the 20-amino acid rep~at sequences (Fig. lC). The loss of activity occured as the trun
cations approached the 3' border of the mutation cluster region (MCR)30 where the 
vast majority of the somatic APC mutations are localized. These results suggest that 
APC regulates the levels of p-catenin in the cell and that mutations that truncate the 
APC protein in cancer eliminate this activity. 

3. THE RELATIONSHIP OF f3--CATENIN TO GSK3~ 

It was apparent from studies in Drosophila that armadillo was acutely regulated 
by the GSK3p homolog zeste white 3.31 Disruption of this gene led to high levels of 
cytoplasmic and nuclear armadillo staining in the cells of gastrulating animals. More
over, expression of dominant negative GSK3p in Xenopus embryos phenocopied the 
duplication of the dorsal axis that is characteristic of wnt -1 signaling in this system. 
These results prompted us to evaluate the potential interaction between p-catenin, 
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Figure 1. Downregulation of ~-catenin by A pc. (A) Immunot1uorescent staining for ~-catenin in the human 
kidney cell line 293 and the human colorectal cancer cell line SW480. (8) Transient transfection of SW480 
cells with empty vector or a plasmid expressing wildtype APC followed by immunot1uorescent staining for 
~-catenin. (C) Downregulation of ~-catenin by various fragments of APC transfected into SW480 cells. MCR 
indicates the mutation cluster region and demarcates the termination of the APC polypeptide chain result
ing from mutations in the corresponding region of the open reading frame of the gene. 
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Figure 2. Phosphorylation of APC and 
J3--catenin by GSK3~. (A) The model depicts 
the phosphorylation of the 20-amino acid 
repeat sequences in the central region of 
APC by GSK3~. The phosphorylation pro
motes the binding of J3--catenin to this region 
of APC where J3--catenin also undergoes 
phosphorylation by GSK3~ leading to its 
targeted degradation. (B) The sites of phos
phorylation by GSK3~ in ~-catenin (S33, 
S37, T41, and S45) are localized to an amino
terminal regulatory domain in which muta
tions have been identified in human tumors. 
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APC, and GSK3~ in mammalian cells. Indeed, immunoprecipitation of GSK3~ from 
colon cancer cells resulted in the detection of both J3-catenin and APC protein in 
the immune complexes.12 The association of GSK3~ with APC and J3-catenin was 
not detected in cells containing wildtype APC unless a mutant stabilized form 
of l3-catenin was ectopically expressed. Importantly, APC served as an excellent 
substrate for GSK3~ in vitro where several moles of phosphate per mole of APC 
were incorporated. This phosphorylation was localized to the central region of the 
APC polypeptide chain where the seven tandem repeats of 20 amino acids each 
are localized. Each of these repeat sequences bears a consensus site (SXXXS) for 
GSK3~ phosphorylation and fragments of APC containing these sequences are capable 
of downregulating l3-catenin when expressed in cancer cells. The phosphorylation 
of the central region of APC by GSK3~ in vitro promoted its subsequent binding 
to I3-catenin. Thus, the regulatory region of APC, that is typically truncated by 
cancer causing mutations, also binds I3-catenin in a manner dependent upon pho
sphorylation by GSK3~, a kinase shown to regulate ~-catenin in developmental model 
systems (Fig.2A). 

The finding that l3-catenin was also present in a complex with GSK3~ suggested 
that it too served as a substrate for this kinase. This was found to be the case and four 
sites of phosphorylation were localized to serine/threonine residues encompassed by 
amino-terminal amino acids 33-45.13 Mutation of these amino acids in ~-catenin greatly 
extended its half-life in cells containing wildtype APC and also prevented the down
regulation of l3-catenin by ectopically expressed APC.14 These experiments demon
strated that GSK3~ phosphorylates APC to facilitate its interaction with ~-catenin, and 
phosphorylates I3-catenin to initiate its APC-dependent turnover in the cell. The reg
ulatory sequence in J3-catenin is presented in Fig. 2B with the GSK3~ phosphorylation 
sites indicated as S33, S37 T41, and S45. All four of these amino acids have now been 
found mutated in human cancers. 

4. INTERACTION OF (J-CATENIN WITH 
TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS 

The discovery that l3-catenin associated with the LEFITCF transcription factors 
was consistent with the ability of l3-catenin to effect cell fate determination during the 
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course of development.7 The activation of target genes, as predicted by the wnt-l sig
naling pathway (Fig. 3A), could account for the complex processes driving differentia
tion and pattern specification in developing organisms and the oncogenic potential of 
this pathway in adults. If this were the case, the activation of cells by the wnt-l onco
gene should result in the association of ~-catenin with the LEF/TCF transcription 
factors. 32 To test this, cells were cotransfected with a plasmid coding for an epitope 
tagged LEFI and either empty vector or wnt-I. Immunoprecipitation of LEF-l byanti
body to the epitope resulted in the coimmunoprecipitation of ~-catenin only when 
the cells had been cotransfected with wnt-l (Fig. 3B). Thus, wnt-l provides a signal that 
promotes the association of ~-catenin with the LEF-l transcription factor. Moreover, 
an examination of colon cancer cells demonstrated that LEF-l was also constitutively 
associated with ~-catenin in many of the transformed cells (Fig. 3C). These findings 
suggest that the oncogenic activity of ~-catenin is, in part, driven by its interaction with 
the LEF/TCF transcription factors. 

5. AXIN IS A SCAFFOLD PROTEIN THAT INDEPENDENTLY 
BINDS TO APC, ~CATENIN, AND GSK3~ 

The participation of GSK3~ in a diverse number of cellular processes suggests 
that there is a mechanism by which the kinase is localized to specific substrates, thereby 
preventing cross talk between unrelated signaling pathways. A mechanism for this type 
of segregation as it relates to ~-catenin signaling has been revealed by the discovery 
of the axin protein. The gene coding for the axin protein was originally identified by 
murine genetic studies and subsequently reported to inhibit wnt-l signaling when 
expressed in Xenopus embryos.33 Implications for axin in wnt-l signaling prompted us 
to examine the relationship between axin and other wnt-l protein components.34 The 
binding of ax in to APC, l3-catenin, and GSK313 was assessed by testing the association 
of these purified recombinant proteins with axin produced by in vitro translation. The 
binding of the central fragment of APC to axin was mediated by the amino-terminal 
RGS domain in the axin protein (Fig. 4A). By contrast, binding to ~-catenin and 
GSK3~ was preserved in axin fragments lacking the RGS domain and was localized 
to amino acids 320-513 of the full-length 900-amino acid axin polypeptide. In a reci
procal deletional analysis with APC, binding of ax in was mediated by a site residing 
between the third and fourth repeats of 20 amino acids each. However, additional 
binding occurred with fragments not containing this region but containing sequence 
carboxyl-terminal to it. Further analysis by ourselves and Birchmeier and colleagues35 
have revealed the presence of at least three independent binding sites for axin as indi
cated in Fig. 4B. The position of the most amino-terminal of these three sites lies very 
close to the boundary at which the mutations in the APC gene are predicted to trun
cate the protein. The mapping of these sites suggests that the binding of APC to axin 
is selected against in cancer. 

The interaction of ax in with APC at sites that correlate with clinically relevant 
mutations suggested that axin might participate in the downregulation of ~-catenin. To 
test this, axin was overexpressed in SW480 colon cancer cells and the levels of ~-catenin 
were visualized by immunofluorescent microscopy.34 Expression of wildtype axin elim
inated the pool of cytoplasmic and nuclear ~-catenin present in these cells. Surpris
ingly, a mutant form of ax in lacking the RGS domain, and therefore the APC binding 
site, also downregulated ~-catenin. Further analysis of the downregulation of ~-catenin 
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Figure 3. Association of B--catenin with the LEF transcription factor. (A) The wnt-l pathway is activated by 
the binding of wnt-l ligand to the receptor frizzled (frz) that signals to the disheveled protein resulting 
in the inactivation of GSK3B. GSK3B is required for downregulation of B--catenin, and its inhibition results 
in the accumulation of B--catenin that ultimately binds to the LEF/TCF transcription factors resulting in the 
activation of target genes (TGs) in the nucleus. (B) Cotransfection of human 293 cells with myc-epitope 
tagged LEFI and wnt-l resulted in the coimmunoprecipitation of LEFI and B--catenin by antibody to the 
myc epitope. (C) Antibodies specific to B--catenin coimmunoprecipitated LEFI from the indicated colon 
cancer cell lines. 
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Figure 4. Interaction of APC with axin. (A) The 
indicated fragments of ax in were tested for 
binding to GSK3p, APC, and p-catenin in vitro 
and for the downregulation of p-catenin in 
colon cancer cells. (8) Localization of ax in 
binding sites in APC. (C) Proposed mechanism 
for the involvement of ax in in the downregula
tion of j3-catenin. Axin binds GSK3p, APC, and 
p-catenin at independent sites promoting the 
phosphorylation of the latter two proteins and 
thereby targeting p-catenin for degradation. 

by pulse-chase analysis demonstrated that axin expression enhanced the turnover of 
wildtype ~-catenin but not that of the serine37alanine mutant.34 The rate of turnover 
of l3-catenin was even greater on expression of the axin deletion mutant lacking the 
RGS domain. The interpretation of these results must accommodate the fact that axin 
downregulates l3-catenin in cells that lack functional APC and that axin performs 
this activity despite the absence of an APC binding site. A model that is consistent with 
these observations proposes that APC act as an activator of ax in (Fig. 4C). In cells 
lacking APC the latent activity of ax in to downregulate ~-catenin is not engaged and 
downregulation proceeds at a slow rate. It is the role of APC to derepress axin by inter
acting with its RGS domain. Removal of the RGS domain from axin, which houses the 
APC binding site, artificially derepresses axin activity, and explains the increased rate 
of l3-catenin downregulation observed with this mutant. The ability of ectopically 
expressed wild type axin to downregulate ~-catenin appears strong, but this is due to 
mass action provided by the high levels of protein achieved by overexpression
perhaps as high as lOO-fold over endogenous axin. We propose that axin binding sites 
are critical to the ability of APC to regulate ~-catenin. These sites are typically deleted 
from APC in cancer suggesting they are selected against in cancer progression. Indeed, 
families in which the germline mutation in APC occurs at codon 1597, thereby elimi
nating only two of the three axin binding sites from the expressed APC mutant, rep
resent a mild phenotype.36 These patients develop far fewer polyps than full blown 
familial adenomatous polyposis patients, and they do not develop malignant cancers 
until a much later age. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The l3-catenin protein is a central obligatory player in the progression of colon 
cancer. It is regulated by a complex process that involves its phosphorylation at spe
cific serine and threonine residues. These phosphorylations likely set up ~-catenin for 
targeted degradation by the proteosome and thereby control its levels in the cell. So 
far, genetic mutations that affect either APC or l3-catenin can account for the defects 
in this pathway in about 90% of all colon cancers. It is possible that genetic or regula
tory defects that are exclusive of either APC or ~-catenin could account for an addi
tional ~mall percentage of cancers driven by this pathway. Importantly, the therapeutic 
manipulation of the ~-catenin pathway appears to be a promising avenue for the clin
ical management of colon cancer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

4 

In order to improve our understanding of the process of oncogenesis in the colon 
and the ability to terminate or control the development and spread of tumors, we 
must improve our understanding of this tissue's immune system. I The immune system 
is believed to playa key role in tissue defense against tumor formation and growth.2 

Without adequate surveillance and destruction of the abnormal cell, tumors may go 
undetected and grow. However, hyper-immune responses and chronic inflammation 
may actually serve to promote tumor development in this tissue.3 Optimal immune 
function must involve a balance between these two extremes. There is accumulating 
evidence from both human and animal studies indicating that inflammation may con
tribute to carcinogenesis in the colonY 

Many external factors are known to affect the efficiency of the immune system. 
Dietary lipids, in particular, have been shown to influence a variety of immune func
tions. Fatty acids from the n-6 series are necessary for T-cell mediated immune func
tions but they can contribute to hyper-immune responses when consumed in large 
amounts. Diets that contain significant levels of fatty acids from the n-3 series, in con
trast, are anti-inflammatory.2J Dietary lipids also influence the development of colon 
tumors.5- 7 Although not conclusive, diets high in n-6 fatty acids have been shown to 
enhance colon tumorigenesis in rats whereas diets containing n-3 fatty acids do not.4,6 

The mechanism by which n-3 fatty acids exert their anti-inflammatory, antitumor, and 
immunomodulating effects is unknown.4 Iron is a second nutrient that affects immune 
function. It is a key factor in a number of enzymes including those involved in immune 
competence and cell division.R Some human and animal studies suggest that high levels 
of dietary iron or high iron status enhance the risk for colon cancer.8- 11 

Colorectal cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer death in this 
country, a rate that is twice that of other, less developed countries. 12 Epidemiological 
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studies have pointed to environmental factors, particularly those of the diet, that are 
responsible for a large portion of this increased rate. 13 The typical American diet is rich 
in both lipids and iron and current dietary recommendations for prevention of this 
disease encourage a diet that would decrease their consumption. 14 Investigations into 
immune variables that are sensitive to dietary modulation are important, therefore, in 
the study of colon cancer. 

1.1. Inflammation 

The majority of current literature recognizes a link between chronic inflamma
tion and the development of cancer.3 Inflammation is one of the necessary processes 
used by the body to reject unwanted tissues and invaders. Unfortunately, the inflam
matory process is very non-specific and causes injury to normal host cells as well as 
foreign invaders. Chronic inflammation may result from infections or environmental 
exposures such as diet. ls Healthy tissues chronically inundated by inflammatory cells 
undergo various forms of adaptation to avoid injury and death. In the colon, excessive 
levels of inflammation are associated with colitis, inflammatory bowel disease, and 
perhaps cancer. 16 Inflammation in the bowel is thought to induce cytokine release, 
increase free radical formation, and alter cell division by affecting both apoptotic 
and necrotic cell death.3 Studies have reported an inhibition of colon carcinogenesis 
in response to chronic ingestion of anti-inflammatory drugs such as aspirin, piroxicam, 
indomethacin, and sulindac.17 

1.2. Free Radicals 

A number of studies implicate oxidative damage as a primary mechanism for 
inflammation-related carcinogenesis.3 Initiation and promotion of colon tumors are 
closely associated with a progressive accumulation of mutations, deletions, and inap
propriate repair of key genes that may increase with increased free radical produc
tion. lx Radicals also act as regulators of cell division in the normal state, and may 
adversely affect the rate of cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis 
if uncontrolled. 19 At the site of inflammation in the gut, activated immune cells are 
capable of producing large quantities of reactive oxygen metabolites.20 This insult to 
the colon results in the release of additional pro-inflammatory cytokines. These radi
cals and cytokines, in turn, cause induction of cytoprotective enzymes such as man
ganese superoxide dismutase.2o,21 

1.3. Manganese Superoxide Dismutase (MnSOD) 

MnSOD is an enzyme found in the mitochondrial matrix that catalyzes the detox
ification of superoxide radicals. Like most mitochondrial proteins, MnSOD is encoded 
by a nuclear gene, synthesized in the cytosol as a larger precursor with an N-terminal 
transit peptide, and subsequently transported into the mitochondria.22 Regulation of 
MnSOD may be particularly critical in the colon. Contents of the colonic lumen include 
many foreign antigens and bacteria.20 Disruption in the epithelial barrier of the colon 
allows entry of these luminal contents into the submucosa triggering an inflammatory 
response.20 The colon's ability to increase MnSOD activity may be critical for surviv
ing such inflammatory insults. 
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The MnSOD gene has been described as having tumor suppressive activity and 
is extremely low or absent in most tumor cells.22.23 It is not clear if the decrease in 
MnSOD activity is a cause for, or the result of, carcinogenesis.24 However, genetic 
diseases involving decreased MnSOD activity increase the risk for some cancers and 
increased MnSOD expression suppresses malignant characteristics of tumor cells.22 

Therefore, the literature supports the importance of MnSOD activity in various stages 
of this disease. 

1.4. Diet and Colonic In8ammation 

Diet has the potential to affect colonic inflammation through two mechanisms. 
First, diet may influence the production of inflammatory mediators by immune cells. 
Secondly, diet may influence the colon's ability to respond to those mediators. Below 
are reports of effects that diet has on both of these mechanisms. First, diet is shown to 
alter MnSOD, a cytoprotective enzyme induced by inflammation. Secondly, dietary 
lipids are shown to influence the structure and function of colonic immune cells. 

2. EFFECTS OF DIETARY LIPIDS AND IRON ON MnSOD 
ACTIVITY IN VIVO 

Both dietary fat and dietary iron have the potential for modulation of MnSOD 
activity and/or expression. Incorporation of polyunsaturated fatty acids into membrane 
phospholipids in combination with high iron levels may increase lipid peroxidation, 
oxygen radical formation and the level of antioxidant protection needed by the colon. 
This laboratory has conducted experiments to investigate the effect that dietary lipids 
and iron have on MnSOD activity in the colon and their implications for carcinogen
esis in this tissue. 

2.1. Moderate Increases in Dietary Lipid and Iron Decrease Colonic 
MnSOD Activity 

In order to determine the effect of dietary lipid and iron on colonic mucosal 
MnSOD in vivo, two experiments were designed using weanling male Fischer rats fed 
experimental diets. In the first experiment, diets containing either 5% corn oil (BD), 
20% corn oil (CO), 19% menhaden oil and 1 % corn oil (MO), or 19% beef tallow and 
1 % corn oil (BT) were fed to rats for six weeks. Each of the four diets contained 35 
mg/kg of iron. Four additional test diets included the same formulation plus 140mg/kg 
iron. The high fat diets used in this experiment contained approximately 40% of energy 
from fat, or an amount that is similar to the typical Western diet. Iron was supplemented 
at a level approximately four times the recommended intake, a typical level of supple
mentation used by the public. 

Table 1 shows that increasing the fat content of the diet from 20% to 40% 
decreased MnSOD activity in colon mucosa in rats consuming the standard AIN level 
of 35 mg/kg of iron. Iron supplementation further decreased MnSOD activity in animals 
fed the lowfat diet. Lipid peroxidation products were not increased and other antiox
idant enzymes including glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and copper-zinc superoxide 
dismutase did not differ according to the level of lipid or iron.25 These results indicated 
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Table 1. Dietary lipid and iron effects on colonic MnSOD 
activity! 

Units/min/mg protein' 

Diet Goup' 35mg/kg Fe 140mg/kg Fe 

BD 3.60 ± 0.74" 0.90 ± 0.21"* 
CO 2.52 ± 0.51 "h 1.60 ± 0.45" 
MO 1.56 ± 0.23" 1.61 ± 0.44" 
BT 1.82 ± 0.30h 1.67 ± 0.30" 

'Data taken from reference 25. 
'BD contained 5% corn oil. CO contained 20% corn oil. MO contained 19% men
haden oil and 1 % corn oil, BT contained 19% beef tallow and 1 % corn oil. 
·'Means within the same column with different letters are different (P < O.OS). *indi
cates difference of iron supplemented group from nonsupplemented group. 

C. N. Kuratko 

that colonic MnSOD activity was altered by dietary patterns associated with the typical 
Western diet. 

2.2. Colonic MnSOD Decreases during Early Weeks of Carcinogenesis 

A second in vivo experiment was designed to further investigate dietary lipid and 
iron effects on colonic MnSOD and to determine the importance of this antioxidant's 
activity during early carcinogenesis. Weanling male Fischer rats were fed high-fat diets 
containing either 20% corn oil (CO), or 19% menhaden oil and 1 % corn oil (MO) with 
a level of either 35 or 535mg/kg iron (COFe and MOFe). Rats were given two weekly 
injections of either azoxymethane (AOM) at a dose of 12mg/kg body weight or an 
equal volume of saline. Colonic MnSOD activity was measured 1 and 12 weeks fol
lowing AOM injections. 

Table 2 shows colonic MnSOD activity measured at the 1- and 12-week time 
points. MnSOD activity decreased significantly over the 12 week period in the 
carcinogen-treated animals. Iron supplementation likewise decreased MnSOD activity. 
The type of lipid fed did not significantly affect MnSOD,26 

Table 2. MnSOD activity in colon mucosa following 
azoxymethane or saline injections! 

Units/min/mg protein 

1 Week Post Injection' 12 Weeks Post Injection45 

Diet Group' Saline AOM Saline AOM 

CO 9.79 ± 0.08 6.32 ± 0.76 4.40 ± 0.45 3.20 ± 1.13 
MO 6.36 ± 0.62 5.93 ± 0.29 4.09 ± 1.16 3.05 ± 0.85 
COFe 4.30 ± 0.66 5.14 ± 0.37 3.98 ± 0.26 2.26 ± 0.62 

MOFe 4.12 ± 0.30 4.36 ± 0.09 3.00 ± 0.77 1.71 ± 0.65 

'Data taken from reference 26. 
2High fat modification of the AIN-93G rodent diet. CO contains 20% corn oil, MO 
contains 19% menhaden oil and 1 % corn oil. COFe is the CO diet supplemented 
with iron to a level of 535 mg/kg. MOFe is the MO diet supplemented with iron to 
a level of 535 mg/kg. 
'Iron supplementation decreased MnSOD activity at the one week time point 
(P = 0.002). 
4AOM decreased MnSOD activity at the 12 week time point (P = 0.03). 
'Iron supplementation decreased MnSOD activity (P = O.OS). 
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Table 3. Mineral concentration of colon mucosa' 

Diet' -Iron supplement' +Iron supplement' 

Mucosal Manganese (~g/g wet weight) 
CO 2.25 ± 0.06 1.07 ± 0.08* 
MO 1.75 ± 0.08 1.05 ± 0.06* 

Mucosal Iron (~g/g wet weight) 
CO 26.0 ± 0.69 53.8 ± 1.91 * 
MO 24.3 ± 0.30 61.0 ± 4.47* 

'Data taken from reference 26. 
'CO contains 20% corn oil, MO contains 19% menhaden oil and I % corn oil. 
'Diet contains 35 mg/kg iron. 
'Diet contains 535 mg/kg iron. 
*Iron supplemented group is differs from unsupplemented group (P < 0.(5). 

2.3. Iron Supplementation Decreases Concentration of 
Colonic Manganese 

37 

The decrease in MnSOD activity observed in rats receiving iron-supplementation 
may be due, in part to the effect of iron on manganese status in the colon. Table 3 shows 
the mineral content of colonic mucosa from rats fed the experimental diets. Mucosal 
iron content was significantly greater and manganese content significantly lower in 
animals receiving iron supplementation. Changes in MnSOD activity as the result of 
iron supplementation may, therefore, be primarily related to the limited availability of 
manganese. 

A general summary of these experiments using a rat model indicates that 
a decrease in MnSOD activity may be an important factor in the development of 
colon cancer since rats treated with the colon carcinogen, AOM, showed decreased 
MnSOD activity during the early weeks of carcinogenesis. Dietary factors alone 
can modulate MnSOD activity in this tissue. Specifically, high levels of lipid and 
supplemental levels of iron decrease the activity of this enzyme without overtly causing 
damage to mucosal tissue. The mechanism involved in nutrient modulation of 
the enzyme is not known, but may involve limitation of manganese availability in 
this tissue. 

3. EFFECT OF LIPIDS AND IRON ON MnSOD IN INTESTINAL 
CELLS IN VIVO 

Additional experiments were designed to test the potential use of an in vivo 
model for the study of dietary effects on colonic MnSOD. Rat intestinal epithelial cells 
(IEC-6) were grown in media supplemented with 40llM of either linoleic acid (LA) or 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and 2mmol/L iron. MnSOD activity and protein levels 
were determined in the treated cells following 8 hour exposure to lOng/ml tumor necr
osis factor-a (TNF). TNF is a primary mediator of inflammation in the colon and a 
known inducer of MnSOD in these cells.27 

3.1. EtTect of n-6 and n-3 Fatty Acids on TNF Induction of MnSOD 

Figure 1 shows MnSOD activity in IEC-6 cells as the result of fatty acid supple
mentation.2K MnSOD activity increased in these cells as the result of fatty acid supple-
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Figure L MnSOD activity in IEC-6 cells grown in fatty acid-supplemented media and treated ±lOnglml 
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF) for 8 hours. Control media is DMEM supplemented with 0.6mglml L
glutamine, lOJlglml insulin, and 10% fetal bovine serum; LA and EPA treatments were control media 
supplemented with 40JlmollL linoleic acid or eicosapentaenoic acid. Values represent Mean ± SEM of six 
culture plates. Without TNF, LA > EPA> control (P < 0.05). With TNF, LA and EPA> control (P < 0.05) 
*indicates difference from non-TNF-treated group. Data taken from reference 28. 

mentation, particularly linoleic acid. The increased activity of MnSOD seen in the LA
supplemented group may indicate a direct influence of the fatty acid on MnSOD or it 
may be an indicator of an increase in production of inflammatory cytokines. In con
trast, the lower MnSOD activity in EPA-treated cells may reflect an anti-inflammatory 
environment. The ability of LA to influence inflammatory mediators, specifically in 
colon cells, may serve as a mechanism of tumor promotion. 

Treatment of IEC-6 cells with TNF increased MnSOD activity in all groups as 
shown in Fig. 1. This is in agreement with previous work in IEC-6 cells.27 The type of 
lipid used did not alter the ability of cells to increase MnSOD activity in response to 
TNF. 

Figure 2 shows the level of MnSOD protein produced in IEC-6 cells treated with 
fatty acids and TNF. TNF treatment increased the level of MnSOD produced in all 
groups. Although lipid supplementation increased MnSOD activity, detectable protein 
production did not change from control. 

3.2. Effect of Iron Supplementation on TNF Induction of MnSOD 

A similar experiment was designed to investigate the effect of iron on MnSOD 
activity in IEC-6 cells.29 Ferrous sulfate was added to cell culture media at a level that 
provided 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0mmol/L iron. At the 2.0mmol/L level, iron increased lipid per
oxidation products, but did not increase the rate of proliferation in the IEC-6 cells (data 
not shown). Figure 3 shows that iron supplementation increased MnSOD activity and 
protein production in all groups. Figure 4 shows MnSOD activity was increased by TNF, 
but that iron did not further increase the activity in TNF-treated cells. 

It is important to note several differences in MnSOD response to lipids and iron 
using the cell culture model as compared to the in vivo model. First the overall MnSOD 
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Figure 2. MnSOD protein levels in IEC-6 cells determined by ELISA. Control media is DMEM supple
mented with 0.6mglml L-glutamine. 10llglmi insulin, and 10% fetal bovine serum; LA and EPA treatments 
were control media supplemented with 40llmoi/L linoleic acid or eicosapentaenoic acid. There were no dif
ferences according to fatty acid supplementation (P > 0.05). *indicates significant increase as the result of 
treatment with TNF (P < 0.05). 

activity in rat colonic mucosa was lower than in the IEC-6 cultures under all condi
tions. Second, both lipid and iron supplementation decreased MnSOD activity in the 
in vivo model whereas lipids and iron increased MnSOD activity in IEC-6 cells. Previ
ous studies have proposed that exposure to environmental metals may effect MnSOD 
by a combination of factors. 3o First, there may be an induction of MnSOD gene expres
sion as the result of metal-induced oxidative stress. Secondly there appear to be post
translational modifications of MnSOD that occur in response to metal exposure. In the 
current study, iron supplementation increased lipid peroxidation in IEC-6 cells whereas 
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Figure 3. MnSOD activity in IEC-6 cells grown in fatty acid-supplemented media ±2 mmol/Fe. Control media 
is DMEM supplemented with 0.6mglml L-glutamine.lOllglml insulin. and 10% fetal bovine serum; LA and 
EPA treatments were control media supplemented with 40llmollL linoleic acid or eicosapentaenoic acid. 
Values represent Mean ± SEM of six culture plates. *indicates significant increase as the result of iron sup
plementation (P < 0.05). Data taken from reference 29. 
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Figure 4. MnSOD activity in IEC-6 cells grown in fatty acid-supplemented media ±2mmoVFe and treated 
with lOng/ml tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF) for 8 hours. Control media is DMEM supplemented with 0.6 
mg/ml L-glutamine, lOI1g/ml insulin, and 10% fetal bovine serum; LA and EPA treatments were control 
media supplemented with 4011mol/L linoleic acid or eicosapentaenoic acid. Values represent Mean ± SEM 
of six culture plates. *indicates significant increase as the result of treatment with TNF (P < 0.05). Data taken 
from reference 29. 

colon mucosa has been shown to be resistant to peroxidation.31 Therefore, it is possi
ble that differences in oxidative stress imposed by iron resulted in variations of MnSOD 
in these two models. Differences in MnSOD regulation may also occur as the result of 
limited manganese availability and post-translational MnSOD changes in the in vivo 
model. Future studies of the effect of iron on colonic MnSOD using both systems 
should address whether changes in activity occur as the result of increased mRNA 
levels or as the result of post-translational alterations due to protein stability or limited 
manganese availability. 

4. EFFECT OF DIETARY LIPIDS ON COLONIC LYMPHOCYTES 

Peripheral blood has been used almost exclusively as the source of cells for most 
immunological studies including those investigating gastrointestinal cancer.32 The cir
culating lymphoid cells are used because of their availability and relative ease of prepa
ration.33 However, immune responses in the colon may be influenced more directly by 
local lymphocytes than by those that circulate. The mucosal immune system, including 
the colon, is a thymus-independent site of T-cell development. Lymphocytes in the 
intestinal mucosa have a unique pattern of maturation and differ from circulating lym
phocytes in many respects including T-cell functions and cell proliferation.34-36 As 
primary mediators in mucosal immunity, colonic lymphocytes (CL) may play an im
portant role in both the protective and pathological consequences of colon tissue 
inflammation. 

Mucosal lymphocytes, including those of the colon are capable of producing 
cytokines and other factors that influence inflammation in the tissue. They maintain a 
state of down regulation under normal conditions to prevent hyper-immune response 
to the tremendous number of antigens that are routinely exposed to the colon. 16 Dietary 
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Figure 5. Prostaglandin E2 production by colonic lymphocytes from rats fed diet high in either corn oil or 
menhaden oi!. PG E2 was measured in media from colonic lymphocytes after 72 h in culture. Values are means 
± SEM of 3 rats. Control received no mitogen stimulation; Con A received 6.25 ~g concavalin Aim!' *indi
cates CO > MO (P < 0.05). Data taken from reference 37. 

lipids are known to affect functions of peripheral lymphocytes, but effects on CL are 
unknown. Dietary effects on the activity of these unique and tissue specific cells should 
be investigated in studies of inflammation and cancer in the colon. 

This laboratory conducted a study designed to determine the effect of n-3 and n-
6 fatty acids on CL. Male Fischer rats were fed either the CO or MO diet mentioned 
previously. CL were isolated by a modification of the procedure by Bull and Bookman33 

and cultured in the presence or absence of mitogen stimulation for 72 hours. 
Results showed that dietary lipids affect both the structure and function of CL.37 

Fatty acid composition of CL reflected that of the diet. LA content of CL from corn 
oil fed rats was 21.9% compared to 11.3% in menhaden oil fed rats. Arachidonic acid 
levels were 5.4% in the corn oil group compared to 2.4% in the menhaden oil group. 
Figure 5 shows that prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) production was higher in CL of corn oil 
fed rats than of menhaden oil fed rats. At high levels, PGE2 has pro-inflammatory func
tions in many tissues including the colon. 17 Lipids, therefore, are able to modulate the 
production of inflammatory mediators by immune cells in the colon. 

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Chronic inflammation has been associated with diseases of the bowel including 
cancer. High levels of dietary lipid and iron are associated with tumor development in 
the colon. Lipid and iron involvement in chronic inflammation may be a mechanism 
whereby diet influences colon tumorigenesis. Studies from this laboratory show 
involvement of dietary factors in: 1) the production of inflammatory mediators in the 
colon, and 2) the response of colonocytes to inflammation. Specifically, results have 
shown: 

- Dietary lipid and iron, at levels typically consumed in the typical Western diet 
decrease the activity of colonic MnSOD. This decrease in antioxidant pro-
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tection for the gut may increase the potential damage from oxidative stress, 
alter cell proliferation or apoptotic pathways. 
MnSOD activity decreases in early stages of colon cancer. Decreases in 
MnSOD as the result of dietary factors may promote the development of 
cancer in this tissue. 
Dietary lipids alter the structure and prostaglandin production of colonic 
lymphocytes. Therefore, dietary factors may play a part in the type and 
potency of pro-inflammatory products secreted by colonic immune cells. 

Future studies will investigate the relationship of colonic lymphocytes to other 
mucosal cells during both normal and inflammatory conditions. 
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1. ABSTRACT 

5 

Sulindac sulfone (Exisulind), a metabolite of the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drug, sulindac, was evaluated for its effects on the development of rectal polyps in 
patients with familial adenomatous polyposis. Three cohorts of 6 patients each were 
given doses of 200, 300, or 400 mg Exisulind twice daily. Hepatotoxicity, shown by ele
vation in blood transaminase levels, was the dose-limiting toxicity and occurred at the 
400mg bid dose. Due to this toxicity, all patients treated with the 400mg dose were sub
sequently reduced to the 200mg dose level. Subsequently, 2 of the 6 patients were dose
escalated to 400mg bid dose. The patients were treated with Exisulind for a period of 
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six months. Sixteen of 18 patients had regression of small polyps (?:6mm in diameter) 
characterized by a flattening of the polyps and a macular "halo" appearance. His
topathologic examination of the polyp biopsy specimens showed a marked increase in 
the proportion of mucin producing cells in the glands after treatment with Exisulind 
at all dose levels. Ki-67 staining, a measure of cell proliferation, was higher in the 
polyps than in normal mucosa. There was no significant change in the proliferation 
index between baseline and six month values in any of the groups treated with 
Exisulind or in normal tissues. The median apoptotic labeling index, as determined by 
the TUNEL technique, was higher in the polyps than in normal-appearing mucosa. 
Overall, there was no significant change in the apoptotic labeling index between base
line and 6 months in normal-appearing mucosa however, the index in polyps was 
increased. These results suggest that treatment of FAP patients with Exisulind for a 
period of six months may lead to regression of small polyps, and that the mechanisms 
of Exisulind-induced regression appear to be through stimulation of mucus differen
tiation and apoptosis in glandular epithelium. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) is an inherited disorder characterized by 
the development of hundreds to thousands of colorectal adenomatous polyps in child
hood and early adulthood with inevitable progression to cancer.! The disease is inher
ited in an autosomal dominant pattern with greater than 90 percent penetrance. FAP 
arises from mutations in the APe tumor suppressor gene located on chromosome 5 q, 
and all patients with FAP have a mutation in one allele of the gene. Genetic markers 
are now sufficiently specific that virtually all individuals in affected families can be diag
nosed by genetic testing.2 Standard management of patients with FAP includes total 
colectomy or subtotal colectomy in the second or third decade of life. Although rectal 
polyps often regress following subtotal colectomy, new polyps almost always emerge 
and a significant cancer risk exists. Periodic sigmoidoscopy every six to twelve months 
is required for the lifetime of such patients. 

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) were initially suggested as 
a possible therapy for colonic polyposis in FAP patients because they inhibit 
prostaglandin production, and some colonic tumors had been observed to produce 
excessive quantities of prostaglandins.3 In 1989, Waddell et a1.4 published the results of 
a trial in which indomethacin and then sulindac were administered to patients with 
FAP. Indomethacin appeared to have little effect while sulindac caused the near total 
regression of colonic polyps in ten FAP patients. Follow-up of these patients revealed 
no further development of colon cancer or polyps unless the sulindac was discon
tinued. Similar findings with sulindac in FAP patients have been published by others.5- 7 

Animal studies have similarly demonstrated that sulindac inhibits the development of 
chemically-induced small bowel and colon tumors. Two studies with sulindac in mice 
and rats treated with the carcinogen dimethylhydrazine demonstrated at least a 50% 
reduction in the development of colonic tumors and adenomas when compared to car
cinogen controls.R,9 

Although sulindac treatment results in a marked regression of polyps in FAP 
patients, it is not without side effects. Sulindac is metabolized into sulindac sulfide which 
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has been shown to inhibit cyclooxygenases 1 and 2 (Cox-1 and COX-2).10 Inhibition of 
cyclooxygenases results in lowered levels of prostaglandins in gastric mucosa which 
leads to irritation and ulceration. The severity of these lesions precludes the use of sulin
dac in the long-term management of FAP. The other metabolite of sulindac is sulindac 
sulfone (Exisulind), which is being developed for the treatment of FAP. Exisulind lacks 
the antiprostaglandin synthetase activity typically associated with the gastrointestinal 
toxicity produced by the NSAIDs.11 In addition, Exisulind, like sulindac, significantly 
inhibits the growth of colonic tumor cells in vitro and chemically-induced colon cancer 
in animals. 12,13 Based upon these observations, we decided to evaluate the effects of 
Exisulind on the development of colonic adenomas in FAP patients. This was under
taken as part of a Phase I clinical trial to assess the toxicity and pharmacokinetics of 
Exisulind in humans. 

3. METHODS 

This study was a single-center, dose-escalation outpatient study of 6 months 
duration with an extension arm. Data described here are from the first 6 months of 
the study. Six patients in each group were administered one of three oral doses (200, 
300, and 400 mg) of Exisulind twice daily. A conventional Phase I trial design was used. 
Criteria for inclusion of patients in the trial were: subtotal colectomy more than three 
years prior to trial entry; presence of ~5 rectal polyps on sigmoidoscopy; ~18 years of 
age; no NSAIDs for at least two weeks prior to study entry; non-pregnant and prac
ticing contraception; and informed consent. Exclusion criteria included: known hyper
sensitivity to NSAIDs; refractory to prior sulindac treatment; active peptic ulcer 
disease; known malabsorption syndromes; planned proctectomy prior to study com
pletion; use of sulindac sulfone within one month; evidence of hepatic, renal or hema
tologic dysfunction; and prior malignancy. 

Patients were evaluated for toxicity by telephone contact daily for the first week, 
weekly for the next five weeks, and monthly thereafter; physical examination at pre
treatment and at 1,4, and 6 months (off study); clinical chemistry and hematological 
profiles at pretreatment, at weeks 1, 2, and 4, and at months 2-6; and an upper 
endoscopy at pretreatment and at month 6. Asymptomatic transaminase elevation was 
the dose-limiting toxicity and occurred at the 400mg bid dose. Three of six patients 
treated at the 400mg dose developed grade 2-3 hepatic toxicity, according to the NCI 
common toxicity criteria and a fourth developed grade 1 hepatotoxicity. Hepatotoxi
city resolved with stopping or lowering the dose. The safety and tolerability of Exisulind 
in this trial has been described.14 Patients underwent flexible sigmoidoscopy of the 
rectal segment to monitor polyp size and to determine polyp number at baseline and 
at 1,4, and 6 months. Normal-appearing mucosa and polyps biopsied at the time of sig
moidoscopy were examined histologically for cellular and glandular morphology, and 
by histochemistry to determine the proliferative and apoptotic rates in crypt cells. The 
proliferative index was measured by immunohistochemical staining of tissues for Ki-
67 expression using a mouse monoclonal antibody to MIB-1 (Immunotech, Marseille, 
France) as previously described. ls The percent Ki-67 positive nuclear area over total 
nuclear area was determined in normal-appearing tissue both distant to and adjacent 
to the polyp, and in polyp tissues from each patient using computer-assisted image 
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analysis (Roche; Elon College, NC). Adjacent sections from the tissue blocks were 
evaluated for apoptosis using a modification of the TUNEL technique '6 and reported 
as the apoptotic index. 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Polyp Counts 

Polyp numbers increased during the six months treatment period in patients 
receiving Exisulind at a dose of 200mg bid. In contrast, in patients given the 300mg 
and 400/200 bid dose levels, the number of polyps seen during the six month period 
remained stable (Fig. 1). Sixteen of the eighteen patients had regression of small polyps 
:S;6 mm in size. Regression was also characterized by loss of volume and a "flattening" 
of the polyps. There was also a macular "halo" appearance of some polyps noted promi
nently in subjects treated with Exisulind. Biopsies of these haloed polyps indicated that 
they still had some identifiable adenomatous glands which showed little evidence of 
mucus differentiation, and multiple glands in which mucus differentiation was a promi
nent feature (Figs. 2 and 3). Thus, it appeared that treatment with Exisulind stimulated 
mucus differentiation in cells of adenomatous glands. 

4.2. Cell Proliferation 

Expression of the proliferation marker, Ki67, was higher in adenomatous tissue 
than in adjacent normal tissue (Figs. 4 and 5). Treatment with Exisulind for a period of 
at least six months did not lead to a significant change in Ki67 expression in either 
normal-appearing mucosa or in adenomatous polyps (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 1. Effect of FGN-l on polyp devel
opment in all segments of the rectum in 
FAP patients over a period of six months. 
Note that the polyp number increases 
steadily in patients treated with 200mg bid 
and is stabilized in patients administered 
either 300 mg or 400/200 mg bid. (Reprinted 
courtesy of Clinical Cancer Research.) 
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Figure 2. Adenomatous polyp taken from a patient before treatment with FGN-1. Note that most glands 
exhibit minimal evidence of mucus differentiation. 

Figure 3. Adenomatous polyp taken from a patient after six months of treatment with 300mg FGN-l 
bid. Note that the dysplastic glands in the upper portion of the polyp have extensive evidence of mucus 
differentiation. 
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Figure 4. Histochemical staining for Ki67 in polyp tissue. Note the large number of positively stained nuclei. 

Figure 5. Histochemical staining for Ki67 in normal colonic mucosa. Note the smaller number of positively 
stained nuclei when compared to polyp tissue. 
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Figure 6. Percent Ki67 positive staining in normal, adjacent normal, and polyp tissues of FAP patients treated 
with FGN-I. Note the higher level of staining in dysplastic polyps than in adjacent normal and normal 
mucosa. In addition, note that treatment with FGN-l at 300mg bid does not influence the proliferation index 
in any of the tissues during a period of six months. The proliferation index in dysplastic tissues in patients 
treated for six months with 400mg FGN-l bid is not significantly higher than in controls at time zero. 

4.3. Apoptosis 

The median apoptotic labeling index for each patient was calculated for both 
normal mucosa and polyps at baseline and after six months of treatment with Exisulind. 
At both timepoints, the apoptotic labeling index was higher in polyps than in normal 
mucosa (data not shown). There was no significant change in the apoptotic labeling 
index of normal mucosa between baseline and month six. There was an increase 
however, in overall apoptotic labeling index in polyps at six months relative to base
line (Fig. 7). These data suggest that Exisulind increases the rate of apoptosis in polyps, 
which may serve as a mechanism for their regression. 

5. DISCUSSION 

This report describes the effect of sulindac sulfone (Exisulind) on the develop
ment of rectal polyps in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis. Our study 
revealed that treatment of FAP patients for six months with Exisulind at 300 or 400mg 
bid leads to a stabilization of polyp number and consistent evidence of regression of 
smaller polyps. The regressed polyps were flattened and "haloed" and showed evidence 
of both mucus differentiation and increased apoptosis. Although not proven con
clusively, the "haloed" appearance of these polyps may have been due to their extent 
of mucus differentiation. There was no evidence of drug-related effects on polyp 
number or appearance in patients treated with Exisulind at the dose of 200mg bid. 
The parent compound, sulindac, at 150mg bid, appeared to cause almost total regres
sion of all rectal polyps within six months, suggesting that it is a more potent inhibitor 
of polyp development than Exisulind.4- 7 The increased potency of sulindac may be 
due its inhibitory effects on cyclooxygenase activity (which would result in lowered 
levels of growth-promoting prostaglandins) as well as its ability to stimulate cellular 
apoptosis. 

An advantage of Exisulind compared to sulindac however, is the observation that 
Exisulind does not inhibit prostaglandin synthesis 1 L13 which can lead to gastrointestinal 
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Figure 7. Percent apoptotic cells in polyps from six patients before and during treatment with FGN-I at 300 
mg bid. Each bar represents the mean percent apoptotic cells in 12-18 polyps harvested from each of the six 
patients at baseline and at 1,4, and 6 months. Note that treatment with FGN-I increased the percent apop
totic cells in polyps taken from four of the six patients (5009,5010,5006,5007). The apoptotic index was not 
changed in polyps taken from patients 5001 and 5004. 

disturbances. Gastrointestinal ulceration was not observed in patients treated during 
six months with Exisulind although, hepatotoxic effects were seen in two patients 
treated with 400 mg bid. These hepatotoxic effects resolved upon lowering the dose to 
200mg bid. 

The observation of a higher level of expression of Ki67 in adenomatous tissue 
than in normal mucosa at baseline and after treatment with Exisulind was not unex
pected since cellular proliferation in dysplastic tissues is usually higher than in normal 
tissues. However, the finding that Exsulind had no effect on cellular proliferation in 
adenomatous tissues during treatment was unexpected, particularly in view of its ability 
to stimulate mucus differentiation. Usually, the process of cellular differentiation is 
associated with a reduced rate of proliferation. However, the lack of effect on prolif
eration is consistent with previous cell culture studies showing that Exisulind did not 
inhibit cell proliferation under basal conditions.12,17 

At the dose of 300mg bid, treatment with Exisulind was associated with 
stimulation of apoptosis in adenomatous tissue. This was noted particularly in 
polyps that were undergoing regression. The mechanism(s) through which Exisulind 
stimulates apoptosis in adenomatous tissue is unknown, however, in vitro studies 
suggest that Exisulind does not promote apoptosis through p53-dependent 
mechanisms.17 

Mucin production in dysplastic glands was stimulated by treatment with 
Exisulind. This was observed in a high percentage of treated glands and was consistent 
with a return to a more normal glandular appearance. In association with the increased 
mucin, the nuclei became less hyperchromatic and the thickness of the glandular 
epithelium was reduced. This observation needs to be examined in other studies, includ
ing a determination of the nature of the mucin being produced. In addition, studies 
should be carried out to determine the underlying molecular mechanism(s) by which 
Exisulind stimulates mucin production in dysplastic glands. 
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In summary, treatment of FAP patients with sulindac sulfone for a period of sjx 
months led to a stabilization in the number of rectal polyps and a regression of smaller 
polyps. Polyp regression appeared to be caused by Exisulind-induced stimulation of 
adenoma cell differentiation and apoptosis. Exisulind does not appear to be as potent 
as sulindac in regressing polyps in FAP patients but, unlike sulindac, the drug does not 
appear to produce major gastrointestinal disturbances. Phase II clinical trials involving 
FAP patients are currently in progress. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is a multistage process involving multiple rare events with each sug
gesting a mutational or chromosomal alteration. At the different steps along the 
progression to cancer, the cells accumulate selective growth advantage that could be 
manifested by an increase in cell proliferation and/or a decrease in apoptosis and ter
minal differentiation. Promotion of the progression to cancer could therefore involve 
agents, growth factors, proto-oncogenes, etc., which enhance cell proliferation while 
decreasing apoptosis. Chemopreventive agents, on the other hand, would be agents 
that decrease cell proliferation while enhancing apoptosis resulting in a decrease in the 
selective growth advantage of precancerous lesions. A putative early precancerous 
lesion in the colon is the aberrant crypt focus (ACF) described and reviewed by Bird. 1 

Increased cell proliferation appears to result in the accumulation of epithelial cells at 
the lumina of the crypts and hence the larger appearance of the aberrant crypts. In lab
oratory animals ACF are induced by chemical carcinogens and presumably contain pre
cancerous cells that have many characteristics in common with colon tumors including 
in some dysphasia and an activated K-ras oncogene.2- 4 K-ras and APC mutations 
have also been demonstrated in ACF in human colon.5- 7 ACF are proposed to progress 
further to adenomas and finally cancer. During this progression, there is an increase in 
the level of cell proliferation with less of an increase in apoptosis, resulting in the overall 
growth of the lesions. 

Colon Cancer Prevention, edited under the auspices of AICR 
Kluwer Academic I Plenum Publishers, New York, 1999. 55 
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In the studies reported here, we used the azoxymethane (AOM)-induced colon 
cancer model to evaluate the ability of retinoids and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs) to prevent colon cancer and ACF. The use of the AOM-induced colon 
cancer model to demonstrate chemoprevention and its modification to determine the 
ability of agents to prevent of ACF as a screen for chemopreventive agents have been 
reviewed.x The experimental design of the AOM model consisted of administering two 
doses of 15 mg/kg body weight of AOM, each one week apart. The agents being eval
uated for chemoprevention were administered in the diet starting at either one week 
before or 12 weeks after the AOM and continuing until the rats were sacrificed. 
Two other proposed biomarkers for chemoprevention are the ability to decrease cell 
proliferation and to increase apoptosis.9lO Hence, their modulation by retinoids and 
NSAIDs was determined as part of the evaluation of the two biomarkers in screening 
for chemopreventive activity. 

2. PREVENTION OF COLON CANCER BY RETINOIDS 

We have evaluated the ability of retinoids to prevent both ACF and colon cancer 
induced by AOM. II ,12 Thirteen different retinoids were evaluated for the ability 
to prevent AOM-induced ACF. 2-(Carboxyphenyl) retinamide (2-CPR) was the most 
potent with 4-(hydroxyphenyl) retinamide (4-HPR) and 9-cis-retinoic acid being 
among the next most potent retinoids. 11 We also evaluated the ability of the retinoids 
to reduce the level of cell proliferation in both ACF and non-involved crypts of the 
colon mucosa. Two measurements of cell proliferation were used; one being the Pro
liferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (PCNA)-labeling index and the other, the PCNA com
partment size in the crypts. The ability of the retinoids to prevent ACF correlated very 
well with their ability to decrease the PCNA-labeling index and the PCNA compart
ment in both ACF and non-involved crypts. The best correlation was between the pre
vention of ACF and the reduction in the PCNA-labeling index in the ACF. Hence, 
2-CPR was also the most potent in decreasing cell proliferation (both PCNA-labeling 
index and proliferative compartment) with 4-HPR and 9-cis-retinoic acid again being 
among the next most potent retinoids. Thus, the ability of the retinoids to prevent ACF 
and to decrease cell proliferation appeared to be associated. 

The ability of 2-CPR, 4-HPR, and 9-cis-retinoic acid to prevent AOM-induced 
colon cancer was then determined. I 1.12 4-HPR and 9-cis-retinoic acid were administered 
starting one week prior to the first of two weekly 15 mg/kg injections of AOM for a 
total of 36 weeks.11 Both 4-HPR and 9-cis-retinoic acid produced 40-50% reduction 
in the yield of colon tumors similar to their reduction in the yield of ACF. 2-CPR was 
evaluated in another study by administering it starting either two weeks before or 12 
weeks after the second dose of AOM.12 The animals continued to receive 2-CPR until 
sacrificed 46 weeks after the first dose of AOM. Unexpectedly, 2-CPR administered 
starting either before or after AOM more than doubled the yield of colon tumors. The 
yields of both adenomas and adenocarcinomas were increased by 2-CPR with the 
shorter exposure starting after AOM increasing the yield of adenomas and the longer 
exposure starting before AOM increasing adenocarcinomas. Hence, the longer the 
exposure to 2-CPR the greater the stimulation of the progression to cancer. However, 
the enhancement of the total number of tumors was not related to the duration of expo
sure, being the same whether exposure started before or after AOM. Thus, 2-CPR has 
the characteristics of a tumor promoter, increasing the rate of progression to cancer, 
but not increasing the extent of initiation. 
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Figure 1. Summary of the effect of 2-CPR, 4-HPR, and 9-cis retinoic acid on cell proliferation, apoptosis, 
and AOM-induced ACF and tumors in the colon of F344 rats. The * indicates a significant difference (p-value 
< 0.05) from animals administered AOM and control diet. The results are from Zheng et al."·12 

The adenomas from animals exposed to the three retinoids were evaluated for 
treatment related effect on cell proliferation and apoptosis.1 2 Cell proliferation in ade
nomas was reduced by all three retinoids similar to what was previously observed in 
ACF and non-involved crypts. Furthermore, the two retinoids, 4-HPR and 9-cis-retinoic 
acid that prevented colon tumors enhanced the level of apoptosis in the adenomas. In 
contrast, 2-CPR did not affect the level of apoptosis in adenomas. To determine whether 
the retinoids induced these effects on cell proliferation and apoptosis in adenomas in 
contrast to selection of adenomas with the characteristic, animals with AOM-induced 
colon tumors were exposed to 4-HPR or 2-CPR for only six days prior to sacrifice. 4-
HPR decreased cell proliferation and enhanced apoptosis while 2-CPR only reduced 
cell proliferation in adenomas and non-involved crypts, indicating that the retinoids 
induced the effects on cell proliferation and apoptosis in adenomas rather than in 
selected adenomas with the characteristics. 

Figure 1 summarizes our results with 2-CPR, 4-HPR, and 9-cis retinoic 
acid. All three retinoids were similarly potent in preventing ACF and reducing cell 
proliferation. However, only the two retinoids that prevented cancer enhanced the 
level of apoptosis. Furthermore 2-CPR strongly promoted instead of preventing colon 
cancer. 

3. PREVENTION OF COLON CANCER BY NSAIDs 

3.1. Piroxicam 

Piroxicam is very potent in preventing AOM-induced colon tumors and ACF 
when administered starting either one week before or 12-14 weeks after AOM. 13- 17 Fur
thermore, treatment with piroxicam caused the regression of AOM-induced ACF that 
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Figure 2. Effect of piroxicam on cell proliferation, apoptosis, and AOM-induced ACF and colon tumors. 
The * indicates a significant difference from animals administered AOM + control diet (p-value < 0.05). 
The ACF and tumor data are from Pereira et al." and the cell proliferation and apoptosis results are 
unpublished. 

reoccurred upon termination of treatment. 17 Our unpublished results demonstrate 
that when piroxicam was administered 12 weeks after the second dose of AOM, the 
level of ACF was reduced from 168 ± 25 to 73 ± 12 within one week of treatment. 
When treatment with piroxicam was terminated 7 or 16 weeks later, the yield of ACF 
increased to 115 ± 15 and 132 ± 15, respectively which was not different from the yield 
of 122 ± 16 in animals administered AOM + control diet. Furthermore, when treatment 
was terminated after 7 and 16 weeks, the yield of tumors/animal at week 46 was 2.65 ± 
0.35 and 2.58 ± 0.37, respectively, also not significantly different from controls (3.21 ± 
0.28). However, continuous treatment with piroxicam from week 11 to 46 after AOM 
significantly reduced the yield of colon tumors/animal from 3.21 ± 0.28 to 0.50 ± 0.19. 
Although piroxicam was very efficient in preventing colon tumors, it did not affect the 
level of cell proliferation in the adenomas, but it increased the level of apoptosis so 
long as it was administered until the animals were sacrificed. Hence, continued treat
ment with piroxicam appears to be required to maintain an enhanced level of apopto
sis and to prevent AOM-induced ACF and tumors. Figure 2 summarizes the results 
of these experiments that indicate that piroxicam is very potent in preventing AOM
induced ACF and colon tumors and in enhancing apoptosis while not affecting cell pro
liferation in the adenomas. 

3.2. Aspirin 

Aspirin has been reported to prevent AOM-induced ACF and colon cancer in 
rats. IH -20 Dose response studies were performed to compare the effect of aspirin on cell 
proliferation, apoptosis, and AOM-induced ACF and colon tumors (Fig. 3).20 Aspirin at 
600 and 1800mg/kg diet administered starting before AOM was very potent in reduc-
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Figure 3. Effect of aspirin on cell proliferation, apoptosis, and AOM-induced ACF and colon tumors. 
The * indicates a significant difference from animals administered AOM + control diet (p-value < 0.05) 
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ing cell proliferation and preventing ACF. However, neither concentration of aspirin 
significantly affected the level of apoptosis or the yield of AOM-induced colon tumors. 
When aspirin was administered at 600 and 1800mg/kg diet starting after AOM, the 
tumor yield was respectively, 100 and 53% (p-value < 0.05) of the yield in the AOM + 
control diet group. This indicated that a very high dose of aspirin was minimally effec
tive in preventing colon cancer while prevention of ACF and reduction of cell prolif
eration were more susceptible at lower concentrations. The low efficacy of aspirin 
in preventing colon cancer could be related to its inability to significantly enhance 
the level of apoptosis. The prevention of colon cancer would then be the result of the 
decrease in cell proliferation. 

3.3. <x-Difluoromethylornithine (DFMO) 

DFMO is a strong inhibitor of ornithine decarboxylase, the rate limiting enzyme 
in polyamine biosynthesis required for cell proliferation.2122 In laboratory animal 
models, DFMO has prevented cancer including AOM-induced colon cancer. 14- 16 We 
have evaluated the effect of DFMO on cell proliferation, apoptosis and AOM-induced 
ACF, and colon tumors (Fig. 4).20 When administered starting 12 weeks after the last 
dose of AOM, DFMO at 1000 and 3000mg/kg diet was very potent in preventing colon 
cancer, reducing the yield by approximately 70%. In adenomas that occurred in the 
presence of DFMO, the level of cell proliferation was reduced while the level of apop
tosis was enhanced. When administered starting one week prior to AOM, DFMO (4000 
mg/kg diet) reduced the yield of AOM-induced ACFY Hence, DFMO reduced the level 
of cell proliferation, ACF, and colon tumors while enhancing the level of apoptosis in 
the tumors. 
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Figure 4. Effect of DFMO on cell proliferation, apoptosis, AOM-induced ACF, and colon tumors. The * 
indicates a significant difference from animals administered AOM + control diet (p-value < 0.05). The cell 
proliferation, apoptosis, and colon tumor data are from Li et al.20 and the ACF data from Pereira and 
Khoury." 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of the NSAIDs, retinoids and DFMO on AOM-induced colon tumors, 
and ACF, cell proliferation, and apoptosis is summarized in Table 1. The ability to 
prevent AOM-induced ACF has been used as an assay to screen agents for chemopre
vention.8 As discussed above, all six potential chemopreventive agents, aspirin, 2-CPR, 
DFMO, 4-HPR, piroxicam, and 9-cis-retinoic acid, decreased the level of AOM-induced 
ACF. However, two of the agents, aspirin (at doses that greatly reduced the yield 
of ACF) and 2-CPR did not prevent AOM-induced colon tumors. Hence, aspirin and 
2-CPR would appear to be false positive in the ACF assay. Besides being a false posi
tive in the ACF assay, 2-CPR actually had the opposite effect of doubling the yield of 
colon tumor. The false positive result for aspirin could be due to the lower sensitivity 
of the AOM-induced colon cancer assay compared to the ACF assay. However, aspirin 

Table 1. Summary of effects of potential chemopreventive 
agents 

Cell 
Agent Tumors ACF Proliferation Apoptosis 

1. Aspirin No Effect Decreased Decreased No Effect 
2. 2-CPR Increased Decreased Decreased No Effect 
3. DFMO Decreased Decreased Decreased Increased 
4.4-HPR Decreased Decreased Decreased Increased 
5. Piroxicam Decreased Decreased No Effect Increased 
6. 9-Cis-RA Decreased Decreased Decreased ND 

ND indicates not determined. 
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significantly reduced the yield of ACF at a dose (600mg/kg diet) one-third the dose 
(1800mg/kg diet) that did not reproducibly reduce the yield of colon tumors. Thus, 
although there were no false negative results, two of the six agents gave false positive 
results in the AOM-induced ACF assay with respect to their ability to prevent colon 
cancer. 

Two other potential biomarkers for chemopreventive activity are the ability to 
reduce the level of cell proliferation and to enhance the level of apoptosis. All six of 
the agents including aspirin and 2-CPR reduced the level of cell proliferation in ade
nomas. Thus, similar to their ability to prevent ACF, the ability of aspirin and 2-CPR 
to decrease cell proliferation were also false positive responses with respect to pre
vention of colon cancer, but not with respect to the prevention of ACF. Piroxicam, the 
most potent of the six agents in preventing AOM-induced colon cancer, did not sig
nificantly affect the level of cell proliferation in adenomas which is a false negative 
response. Hence, only three of the six agents (50%) were correctly identified as poten
tial chemopreventive agents by their ability to reduce the level of cell proliferation. 
In contrast, retinoids, including the three discussed here, demonstrated good correla
tion between the ability to prevent AOM-induced ACF and the ability to decrease 
cell proliferation in colonic mucosa or ACF." Thus, within some classes of agents 
such as the retinoids, the ability to prevent ACF and to reduce cell proliferation appear 
to correlate, while in other classes including the NSAIDs, the correlation appeared not 
to exist. 

The four agents that prevented colon cancer all enhanced the level of apop
tosis, while the two agents that did not prevent colon cancer did not effect apoptosis. 
Three other chemopreventive agents, including phenylethyl-3-methyIcaffeate and the 
NSAIDs, curcumin and sulindac, have been shown by Samaha et al. 24 to enhance 
apoptosis in AOM-induced colon tumors. Thus, although a very limited number of 
chemopreventive agents have been evaluated for the ability to enhance apoptosis in 
the colon, there appears to be an association between the ability to enhance apoptosis 
and the ability to prevent colon cancer. 

The use of the AOM-induced ACF assay to screen agents for the ability to pre
vent colon tumors would appear to result in false positive responses including agents 
(2-CPR and quercetin25 ) that actually promote colon cancer. However, our results 
suggest that false positive responders could be distinguished by their inability to 
enhance apoptosis while potential chemopreventive agents would enhance it. It is 
therefore proposed that a Two Step Procedure be used to screen agents for the ability 
to prevent colon cancer. Step 1 would be the determination of the ability to prevent 
ACF. Because the ACF assay appears to suffer more from false positive than from false 
negative responders, apparently few potent chemopreventive agents would be missed. 
Also the ACF assay could be the source of foci for evaluation of the effect of the 
agents on apoptosis. Thus, after evaluating the colon for ACF, tissue sections would be 
obtained, stained with hematoxylin and eosine and evaluated as Step 2 for enhance
ment of apoptosis in ACF and non-involved crypts. However, more potential 
chemopreventive agents, especially of different mechanisms and classes than retinoids 
and NSAIDs, need to be evaluated for the ability to prevent ACF and to enhance 
apoptosis in order to determine how general the conclusions presented are for the 
different types of agents. Furthermore, the correlation between the response in the 
Two Step Procedure and the ability to prevent colon cancer needs to be determined in 
order to validate the Two Step Procedure for screening agents for chemoprevention of 
colon cancer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

7 

We have tested the hypothesis that short chain organic acids in the colon derived 
from dietary pectin, wheat bran, oat bran, and cellulose are protective against the devel
opment of colon cancer because they cause growth arrest by inducing cyelin-directed 
kinase (cdk) inhibitors. A more quiescent colonic epithelium is less susceptible to muta
gens which can lead to mutations or deletions in the major genes implicated in the pro
gression to colon cancer: ras, p53, and APct or in the genes involved in TGF~ response 
such as T~RUZ or the Smad genes which are intermediates in TGF~ signaling.3.4TGF~1 
is a small protein found in vivo which is the most potent epithelial cell growth inhibitor 
known. High levels of TGF~I mRNA and peptide are found at the top of the colonic 
crypt in the region of terminally differentiated cells.5•6 Injected TGF~I shortens colonic 
crypts.7 These observations suggest that TGF~I induces differentiation and growth 
arrest in vivo. TGF~I inhibits colonocyte proliferation by inhibiting phosphorylation 
of the retinoblastoma protein through blocking the activity of cdk/cyelin complexes. 
TGF~I inhibits cdk kinases by inducing the cdk inhibitors pI5 and p2I and causing 
accumulation of p27. ~\O Thus short chain organic acids in the colon derived from dietary 
fiber could act directly to induce cdk inhibitors, or they could work indirectly by first 
inducing TGFBl, which in turn induced cqk inhibitors. 

These hypotheses were tested using the U4 human colon carcinoma cell line 
which is capable of differentiation into a cell modeling the major colonocyte lineage 
found in the colon, the fluid-transporting enterocyte. U4 cells differentiate when treated 
with agents that upregulate expression ofTGF~1 mRNA and biologically active mature 
TGF~1. TGFBI induces differentiation markers in U4 cells and inhibits U4 cell growth 
by blocking cells in G 1. 11 

Colon Cancer Prevention, edited under the auspices of AICR 
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Table 1. Mixtures of short chain fatty acids mimicking fiber 
digestion products 

Fiber Butyrate Propionate Acetate 

wheat bran 4.7mM 3.3mM 25mM 
oat bran 2.7mM 3.3mM 27mM 
pectin l.OmM 15mM 30mM 
cellulose O.5mM 2.0mM 13mM 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. SCFAs Mimicking Digested Fiber Induce Growth Arrest 
Like TGF~1 

We made mixtures of SCFA which would mimic the colonic SCFA content of rats 
fed synthetic diets with the fiber provided by either wheat bran, oat bran, pectin or cel
lulose, summarized in Table 1. 12- 15 The authors cited demonstrated that a wheat bran 
diet led to colonic contents rich in butyrate with less propionate. The oat bran diet 
yielded about half as much butyrate and a similar amount of propionate as the wheat 
bran diet. In contrast, the pectin diet yielded a SCFA mileu primarily rich in propionate 
while the cellulose was largely unfermentable and led to lower levels of all SCFA with 
only 10% as much butyrate as the wheat bran diet. 

We then tested the effects of the SCFAmixtures in vitro in serum-free chemically 
defined media on U4 human colon carcinoma cells which are capable of differentia
tion into transporting enterocytic cells. I I Treatment of asynchronous U4 pre-enterocytic 
cells with the SCFA mixtures for 24 hours led to alterations in the cell cyele. The wheat 
bran SCFAs caused a 60% decrease in the percentage of U4 cells in S phase as tested 
by cytofluorometry with the cells arresting in G1, while the SCFA mixtures corre
sponding to either oat bran, pectin or cellulose had either marginal or undetectable 
effects. After 48 hours of exposure, growth inhibitory effects of the other fiber SCFA 
mixtures became evident by cytofluorometry. Supporting these observations, after 48 
hours of treatment with wheat bran, oat bran, pectin or cellulose fiber SCFA mixtures, 
a 3 hour pulse label of 3H-TdR showed decreases in labeling of 89+/-2%, 84+/-3%, 
79+/-1 %, and 38+/-5%, respectively. The effects of the SCFA mixtures after 48 hours 
on growth arrest in G 1 by cytofluorometry were averaged with the effects of these 
agents on inhibition of 3H_ TdR labeling. Wheat bran, oat bran, pectin or cellulose fiber 
SCFA mixtures induced, respectively, decreases in the number of cyeling cells of 75%, 
42%,40%, and 19% (Fig. 1). Thus, of the fiber SCFA mixtures tested, the major effect 
on cell proliferation was elicited by the wheat bran fiber SCFAs, and fiber SCFAs 
arrested U4 cells in G1. 

2.2. Fiber SCF As Induce cdk Inhibitors p21 and p27 

Cell cyele entry into S phase is controlled by the complexing of an inactive kinase 
or cdk (cyelin-directed kinase) to an activating cyelin. The activated cdk/cyelin kinase 
complex then phosphorylates the retinoblastoma protein, releasing its trapped tran
scription factors which mediate entry into S phase. The cdk4/cyelin D and cdk2/cyelin 
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Figure 1. Inhibition of cell cycling by digested fiber 
SCFAs mean of cytofiuography & JH-TdR data. 
Mean of cell cycle analysis of asynchronous U4 
cells by cytofiuorography and JH-TdR incor
poration after 48 hours of treatment with a mixture 
of SCFAs mimicking wheat bran fiber, oat bran 
fiber, pectin, or cellulose digestion products found 
in the colon. A mean of 7634 +/- 739 (SE) cells was 
analyzed for each point by cytofiuorography while 
a mean of 2 x 10" cells was analyzed for JH-TdR 
incorporation. Error bars less than 5% of the mean 
are not placed on the figure in the program used. 
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E complexes can phosphorylate the retinoblastoma protein to allow this transition into 
S phase, but the activity of these cdks, and thus cell cycle progression, can be blocked 
by cdk inhibitors. These inhibitors fall into two categories of structurally related mol
ecules: p21, p27, and pS7, which inhibit multiple cdk/cyclin complexes,lIJ,16-18 and pIS, 
p16, p18, and pI9 which interact directly with cdk4 and cdk6 and inhibit dimerization 
with cyclins.8,19 p16, p18, and p19 are not expressed on the protein level in U4 cells while 
pIS was not readily detectable by western blotting (data not shown). pS7 expression is 
restricted to skeletal muscle, heart, brain, kidney, and lung in human tissue.2o Therefore, 
we concentrated our studies on p21 and p27 which inhibit multiple cdk/cyclin com
plexes. We also assayed levels of cyclin Dl and cyclin E by western blotting as the levels 
of these cyclins determine whether cdk4 and cdk2 become activated. In addition to 
association with cyclins, activation of cdks requires phosphorylation of a threonine 
residue. Since this phosphorylation is carried out by the cdk7/cyclin H complex,21 the 
abundance of cyclin H was also assayed after fiber SCFA treatment. 

Treatment of U4 pre-enterocytic cells with SCFA mixtures mimicking digested 
wheat bran fiber (W) led to a large increase in the cdk inhibitor p21 which was maximal 
by 24 hours and maintained over control levels for 72 hours as detected by western 
blotting (Fig. 2, one of 4 duplicate experiments shown; Fig. 3). Oat bran (0) and pec
tin fiber (PC) SCFAs led to a smaller induction of p21. All of these increases were 
statistically significant at the 24 hour point. In contrast, the small increase induced by 
cellulose (C) fiber SCFA mixture was not statistically significant compared to untreated 
control (CT) cells. The SCFAs in the fiber mixtures were also tested individually at 
their optimal concentration for inducing U4 cell growth arrest, which had been deter
mined by our earlier experiments (data not shown): SmM sodium butyrate (B), ISmM 
sodium propionate (P), and 40mM ammonium acetate (A). The individually applied 
SCFAs did not induce p21 to the same extent as the wheat bran fiber mixture, while 
the mixture of the optimal concentration (OP) of each SCFA after 24 and 72 hours 
of treatment was an average of 1.5 fold more effective than the wheat bran fiber 
SCFA mixture, as measured by scanning densitometry of the immunoblots (Fig. 2). 
Both the wheat bran and optimal SCFA mixture kept p2I levels elevated over control 
levels for 72 hours. Thus of all of the fiber SCFA mixtures tested, the wheat bran fiber 
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Figure 2. Western blots showing abundance of TGF~l and the cdk inhibitor p21cip1 after treatment of U4 
cells for 24 and 72 hours with optimal concentrations of SCFAs for inducing growth arrest: 40mM ammo
nium acetate (A), 5mM sodium butyrate (B), 15mM sodium propionate (P), a mixture of these 3 SCFA 
(OP); and in addition treatment with mixtures of SCFAs mimicking digestion products of pectin (PC), wheat 
bran (W), oat bran (0), cellulose (C) as described in Table 1. CT, control untreated cells. 

mixture came elosest to an optimal combination of three SCFAs in inducing the cdk 
inhibitor p21. 

Levels of the cdk inhibitor p27 and the cyelins Dl, E, and H, were then assayed 
by western blotting after 24 and 48 hours exposure to the SCFA fiber mixtures. 
The SCFA mixture mimicking digested wheat bran fiber induced the largest increases 
in cdk inhibitors, with statistically significant inductions of p21 (30-fold) and of p27 
(5-fold) (Figs. 3-7). These increases were maintained during 48 hours of treatment 
(data not shown). The small increases in cyelin Dl and cyelin H were not significant 
(data not shown). However, statistically significant increases in cyelin E levels by 
the pectin and wheat bran SCFA mixes were observed (Figs. 3&5). Therefore, 
fiber SCFA mixtures primarily increased abundance of the cdk inhibitors p21 and p27 
and of cyelin E, but not the abundance of cyelins Dl or H. The induction of p21cipl 
was greatest by wheat bran fiber> oat bran fiber> pectin> cellulose (Fig. 7). However, 
oat bran fiber and pectin induced almost the same growth inhibition (Fig. 1). 
Other factors induced by digested fiber must control colonocyte cyeling in addition to 
p21cipl. 
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Figure 3. Induction of cdk inhibitors & cyclins by 
wheat bran fiber SCFA mix. Graphic depiction of 
increase in cdk inhibitors p21 and p27 and cyclin 01 
and cyclin E after 48 hours of treatment of U4 cells 
with a SCFA mixture mimicking digested wheat bran 
fiber. Values statistically different from control by 
Student's t test indicated with asterisk. 
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Figure 4. Induction of cdk inhibitors & cyclins 
by oat bran fiber SCFA mix. Graphic depiction of 
increase in cdk inhibitors p21 and p27 and cyclin Dl 
and cyclin E after 48 hours of treatment of U4 cells 
with a SCFA mixture mimicking digested oat bran 
fiber. Values statistically different from control by 
Student's t test indicated with asterisk. 

Figure 5. Induction of cdk inhibitors & cyclin E 
by pectin fiber SCFA mix. Graphic depiction of 
increase in cdk inhibitors p21 and p27 and cyclin 
Dl and cyclin E after 48 hours of treatment of U4 
cells with a SCFA mixture mimicking digested 
pectin. Values statistically different from control by 
Student's t test indicated with asterisk. 
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I 
Figure 6. Lack of induction of cdk inhibitors & ~ 
cyclins by cellulose fiber SCFA mix. Graphic ~ 
depiction of lack of increase in cdk inhibitors p21 
and p27 and cyclin Dl and cyclin E after 48 hours 
of treatment of U4 cells with a SCFA mixture 
mimicking digested cellulose. 
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Figure 7. Induction of the cdk inhibitor p21cipl 
by SCFAs mimicking fiber digests. Comparison of 
increase in the cdk inhibitor p21 after 48 hours of 
treatment of U4 cells with SCFA mixtures mimick
ing digested fibers. 

2.3. Effect of SCF A Mixtures on cdk Kinase Activity 

Cyelins activate cdks by complexing with them, while edk inhibitors bind to 
cyelin/cdk complexes and inhibit their activity by blocking ATP binding sites. Were the 
increases in cyelin E abundance induced by wheat bran and pectin fiber SCFA mix
tures capable of increasing cdk2 kinase activity, given the larger increases in cdk 
inhibitor concentration? To answer this question, we next measured the activities of 
cdk2 kinase and of cdk4 kinase and the abundance of cyelins, cdks, and cdk inhibitors 
in each cdk/cyelin complex. 

U4 cells were treated with the SCFA mixture mimicking digested wheat bran 
fiber for 24 and 48 hours or were grown in parallel cultures but left untreated. Cdk2 
activity was assayed by immunoprecipitating the cdk2/cyclin complex with antisera to 
cdk2, then assaying kinase activity on added histone HI. The phosphorylated histone 
HI substrate was detected by autoradiography after SDS-PAGE. The wheat bran fiber 
SCFA mixture significantly inhibited cdk2 kinase activity after 24 and 48 hours of treat
ment (Fig. 8A), while 5 mM butyrate, one of the constitutents of the SCFA mixture, 
was slightly less effective. Analysis of the composition of the immunoprecipitated 
cdk2/cyelin complexes was performed by western blotting. At constant cdk2 levels (Fig. 
8E), high levels of the cdk inhibitors p2I (Fig. 8B) and p27 (Fig. 8C) were found asso
ciated with the cdk2/cyelin complex, contributing to its decreased kinase activity. The 
greater inhibition of cdk2 kinase activity seen after 48 hours of treatment with wheat 
bran fiber SCFAs may reflect the increased amount of p27 associated with this complex 
at 48 versus 24 hours. Cdk inhibitors have been shown to cooperate to inhibit cdk2 
kinase and cdk4 kinase activities.1O While wheat bran fiber SCFA increased cytosolic 
cyelin E levels 6-fold (Fig. 3), a 6-fold increase in cyelin E associated with cdk2 was not 
seen in immunoblots of the cdk2 immunoprecipitates (Fig. 8D). Thus, the cdk2/cyelin 
E complexes bound the cdk inhibitors p2I and p27, which blocked cdk2 kinase activ
ity (Fig. 8A). The increase in eytosolic eyelin E levels was not reflected in increased 
cdk2 kinase activity. 

The abundance of eyelin DI associated with cdk2 was not assayed because 
cdk2/cyelin DI complexes are inactive kinases. Cdk2 associated with cyelin DI is not 
phosphorylated by cdk7-cyelin H.22 

Equal amounts of cdk4 (Fig. 9E) were immunoprecipitated from wheat bran 
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Figure 8. Analysis of cdk2/cyclin complexes 
immunoprecipitated from U4 cells which had been 
treated for 24 and 48 hours with either a mixture 
of SCFAs mimicking digestion products of wheat 
bran (WB) or with 5 mM butyrate (B); decreased 
kinase activity shown due to increased abundance 
of cdk inhibitors in the cdk2/cyclin E complex. A. 
immune complex kinase reaction using histone HI 
as substrate; B-E, western blots of immunoprecip
itated cdk2/cyclin complexes for the cdk inhibitor 
p21cipl (B), the cdk inhibitor p27kipl (C) , cyclin 
E (D), and cdk2 (E) the control for equal immuno
precipitations. 
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SCFA mixture-treated and parallel untreated U4 cell cultures. Cdk4 kinase activity on 
histone Hl was assayed and the composition of the cdk4 immunoprecipitates was deter
mined by immunoblotting. High levels of the cdk inhibitor p2l (Fig. 9B) were found 
associated with the cdk4/cyclin Dl complexes from wheat bran SCFA treated cells, con
tributing to the decreased kinase activity of the cdk4/cyclin Dl complexes (Fig. 9A). 
The greater abundance of p2l associated with cdk4 after 48 hours of treatment was 
reflected in a greater inhibition of cdk4 kinase activity at this time point. Increased 
amounts of the cdk inhibitor p27 were also found associated with cdk4/cyclin D 
immunoprecipitated from wheat bran-SCFA treated cells (Fig. 9C). However, p27 is a 
more effective inhibitor of cyclin E/cdk2 than cyclin D/cdk4, although p27 binds effi
ciently to both kinases,23 so the associated p21 probably causes most of the cdk4 kinase 
inhibition. Similar levels of cyclin Dl (Fig. 9D) were found associated with cdk4 in 
wheat bran fiber SCFA treated and untreated cultures, indicating that the decreased 
cdk4 kinase activity was not due to loss of cyclin Dl from the complexes. We infer 
from these experiments that SCFAs mimicking digested oat bran and pectin were 
less effective in inducing growth arrest than those mimicking wheat bran because 
digested oat bran and pectin were less effective in inducing cdk2 and cdk4 inhibitors 
(Figs. 2-7). 

2.4. Slower Induction of cdk Inhibitors by TGFIU than by SCFAs 
Indicates TGFpl Does Not Mediate U4 Growth Arrest by SCFAs 

We next tested the hypothesis that the mechanism used by fiber SCFA mixtures 
for induction of the cdk inhibitors p2l and p27 was indirect, through induction of 
TGFpl which then activated transcription of both genes. Initially we determined that 
4-6 fold increases in TGFpl protein levels could be induced in U4 pre-enterocytic cells 
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Figure 9. Analysis of cdk4/cyclin complexes 
immunoprecipitated from U4 cells which had 
been treated for 24 and 48 hours with a mixture 
of SCFAs mimicking digestion products of wheat 
bran (WB); decreased kinase activity is shown 
due to increased abundance of cdk inhibitors in 
the cdk4/cyclin 0 I complex. A. immune complex 
kinase reaction using histone HI as substrate; B-E, 
western blots of cdk4/cyclin complexes for the cdk 
inhibitor p21cipl (B), the cdk inhibitor p27kipl 
(C), cyclin 01 (D), and cdk4 (E), the control for 
equal immunoprecipitations. 

by treatment for 48 hours with either 5-40mM ammonium acetate, 1-25mM sodium 
propionate, and 0.1-15mM sodium butyrate (data not shown). Optimal concentrations 
of these SCFAs for 48 hours also inhibited cell growth as assayed by incorporation of 
a 3 hour pulse of 3H-TdR or by measuring mass cell growth by incorporation of tetra
zolium dye. 24 Both measurements showed that 40mM acetate and 5 mM butyrate 
each inhibited growth an average of 52% while 15 mM propionate inhibited growth an 
average of 37 %. Thus each SCFA individually elevated TGF~1 protein levels and inhib
ited cell growth. 

We then compared the time courses for TGF~ 1 and p21 induction in U4 cultures 
parallel to those used to assay for p21 induction. TGF~l protein abundance was assayed 
by western blotting after 6,24,48, and 72 hours of treatment of U4 cells by a series of 
agents: SCFAs at their optimal concentration for inducing U4 cell growth arrest [40 
mM acetate (A), 5 mM butyrate (B), 15 mM propionate (P)], a mixture of these three 
SCFA at optimal concentrations (OP), pectin SCFA mixture (PC), wheat bran SCFA 
mixture (W), oat bran SCFA mixture (0), and cellulose SCFA mixture (C) versus 
untreated control (CT) cells. Little increase in the low endogenous TGF~l levels was 
seen after 6hr of treatment (data not shown), while acetate, butyrate, propionate, and 
the SCFAs mimicking digested pectin, wheat bran and oat bran induced a 5-10 fold 
increase in TGF~l abundance by 24 hours (Fig. 2). An increase in TGF~1 abundance 
was observed for at least 72 hours, while control levels of TGF~l in U4 cells also 
increased due to autoinduction, as seen in many cell types.2S If the mechanism for induc
tion of p21cipl by SCFAs was biphasic, with induction of TGF~l occurring first by 
SCFAs, then TGF~l in turn inducing transcription of p21cipl, there would be a delay 
in induction of p21 until TGF~l protein had accumulated. In contrast, if SCFAs directly 
induced p21cipl transcription as well as TGF~1 transcription, a similar time course for 
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Figure lOA. Western blot showing abundance of the cdk inhibitor p21cipl after treatment of U4 cells for 0 , 
6, 12, 24, and 48 hours with 5 ng/ml TGFI3I , and 6, 24, 48, and 72 hours with either 5 mM sodium butyrate or 
a mixture of SCFAs mimicking digestion products of wheat bran, the latter inducing a 30-fold increase in 
p21levels. B. Western blots showing abundance of the cdk inhibitors p21cipl and p27kipl after treatment 
of U4 cells for 72 hours with 0-20ng/ml TGFI3I , with TGF131 inducing only a modest 2-3 fold increase in 
p21 and p27 levels. 

induction of p2lcipl and TGF~1 would occur. A similar time course was observed (Fig. 
2). To confirm this observation, we next compared the time courses for induction of 
p21 in parallel cultures by 5 ng/ml TGF~I, 5 mM butyrate and the SCFA mixture mim
icking wheat bran (Fig. lOA). No detectable induction of p21 was seen by a 4-48 hour 
treatment with TGF~1. 72 hours of exposure of U4 cells to TGF~l was needed for a 
modest 2 to 3-fold induction of p21 and of p27 (Fig. lOB; p27 0-48hr time course not 
shown). Butyrate and the wheat bran SCFA mixture each induced 12 to 30-fold ele
vated levels of p2lcipl after 24 hours of exposure in parallel cultures to those in which 
TGF~l induced no detectable p21 (Fig. 10), leading us to conclude that the wheat bran 
SCFA mixture does not induce cdk inhibitors through an intermediate induction of 
TGF~1. 

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Considerable epidemiological and experimental evidence has accumulated over 
the past several years indicating that intake of foods high in fiber might decrease the 
risk of colon cancer.26 A recent clinical study demonstrated that dietary wheat bran 
fiber and supplemental calcium were associated with statistically significant decreases 
in fecal bile acid concentrations,a measure of colon cancer risk, in patients with a 
history of colon adenoma resection.n The mechanism of the protective effect of wheat 
bran fiber is not known, but may be due to a combination of factors, including the capac
ity of undigested fiber to bind bile acids and to decrease transit time, and the ability of 
SCFAs released from digested fiber to inhibit colonocyte growth.'2 

In the current study we have demonstrated a possible mechanism by which wheat 
bran fiber and to a lesser extent oat bran fiber and pectin fiber protect against colon 
cancer development. The SCFA mixtures which mimic the digestion products of wheat 
bran, oat bran, and pectin all induce growth arrest by induction of the cyclin depen
dent kinase inhibitors p21 and p27. The relative efficacies of the SCFA mixtures 
in inducing cdk inhibitors and growth arrest were wheat bran> oat bran> pectin> 
cellulose and directly parallel to the concentration of butyrate in each mixture. 
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However, butyrate alone was not as effective as the wheat bran mixture. The optimal 
concentration for growth arrest by butyrate was 5 mM, approximately the concentra
tion found in the wheat bran mixture (Table 1). However, 5mM butyrate for 48 hours 
induced less growth arrest of U4 cells than the wheat bran mixture, 52% vs 89%, prob
ably due to the smaller induction of the cdk inhibitor p21cipl by butyrate (Fig. 2). Since 
propionate and acetate also induced growth arrest and p21cipl, although to a lesser 
extent than butyrate (Fig. 2), all three SCFAs found in wheat bran digests are very 
likely to contribute to its efficacy. It is interesting to note that a synthetic combination 
of the three SCFAs at their optimal concentrations for inducing growth arrest, 5 mM 
butyrate, 15mM propionate, and 40mM acetate, was an average of 1.5 fold more effec
tive than the wheat bran SCFA mixture in inducing p21cip1 (Fig. 2). Wheat bran may 
be the best natural fiber for inducing cdk inhibitors, but the 3.3 mM propionate and 25 
mM acetate in wheat bran digests are not as high as the 15mM propionate and 40mM 
acetate in the optimal mixture. 

While these SCFA mixtures which mimic the digestion products of wheat bran 
and other fibers also induce TGF~l, data were shown demonstrating that TGF~l 
production does not play a major role in cdk inhibitor induction and the sub
sequent growth arrest of colonocytes by SCFA mixtures. TGF~l and butyrate activate 
the p21cipl gene promoter through overlapping sites, TGF~l through a sequence 
-71 to -86 basepairs upstream of the transcription start site28 while the butyrate
responsive elements are two SPI sites at -82 and _69.29 The much longer time course 
of induction of p21 cipl by TGF~l compared to butyrate suggests induction of an inter
mediate signaling molecule by TGF~l, possibly insulin-like growth factor-binding 
protein 3, which has been shown to be necessary for inhibition of breast cancer cell 
growth by TGF~.30 

Induction of TGF~l by SCFAs may increase colonocyte maturation. We had 
found in earlier studies that TGF~l treatment increased cell surface abundance of inte
grin a-chain, a marker of enterocytic differentiation in U4 cells. I I Integrin a-chain forms 
a heterodimer with integrin ~l-chain, which mediates binding to collagen I. TGF~l
treated U4 cells, as expected following the increases in integrin chain abundance, 
display increased binding to collagen 1.11 Collagen I binding is an initial step in differ
entiation of this cell type. The major role of TGF~l in colon enterocytic cell differen
tiation may be to induce cell maturation by increasing a2 integrin expression 11 and by 
correctly glycosylating the integrin ~l-chain so it can be transported to the cell surface 
and form a heterodimer with the integrin a2-chain (Bellis and Friedman, manuscript 
in preparation). 
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ABSTRACT 

8 

Cancer that occurs at numerous organ sites, including the colon and breast, 
is inhibited by energy restriction, and the inhibition is proportional to the degree of 
restriction imposed. In an effort to identify the mechanism(s) by which energy restric
tion exerts this effect, a short term model system of experimentally induced mammary 
carcinogenesis was used. Given that carcinogenesis is known to involve a dysregulation 
of tissue size homeostasis in which cell proliferation and cell death are in dysequilib
rium, we hypothesized that energy restriction exert~ its effect by altering one or more 
aspects of cell cycle regulation. It was observed that energy restriction inhibited cell 
proliferation and increased cell death due to apoptosis. Thus attention was next focused 
on aspects of cell cycle regulation that might be affected by energy restriction. It was 
observed that the amount of p27 protein, one member of the Cip/Kip family of genes 
that are involved in cell cycle arrest, was increased dose dependently by energy restric
tion. Based on this and related observations, the hypothesis is advanced that energy 
restriction inhibits carcinogenesis, at least in part, by delaying cell cycle progression via 
shifting cell popUlations into a G(0)/G(1)state. Ongoing work indicates that corticos
teroids, which are produced in increased amounts in response to energy restriction, may 
be involved in mediating this effect. 

1. OVERVIEW 

Decades of investigation have clearly established that dietary restriction, in all 
animal species tested thus far, increases life span and reduces the occurrence of many 
age-associated degenerative diseases including cancer. I- 4 Recent studies have convinc-
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ingly demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of dietary restriction on carcinogenesis 
is due specifically to a reduction in the intake of calories, and that inhibition of 
carcinogenesis is not due to a reduction in the intake of other nutrients.5-? Moreover, 
in several studies protection against carcinogenesis by energy restriction has been 
shown to be directly proportional to the degree of restriction imposed.&-9 An acc
umulating amount of evidence points to a specific effect of energy restriction on various 
growth factors, oncogenes, and tumor suppresser genes that are involved in the car
cinogenic process. !()-14 Moreover, data recently reported by our laboratory fails to 
support that energy restriction per se is sufficient for protection against carcinogene
sis to be manifest. ls Specifically, it was observed that energy restriction plus exercise 
failed to inhibit carcinogenesis, despite the fact that body weight gain, carcass energy, 
and carcass fat of exercised and energy restricted animals were reduced to a greater 
extent than by energy restriction or exercise alone. These unexpected findings 
underscore the importance of understanding the basis for the cancer inhibitory 
activity of agents, such as energy restriction or exercise, that modulate energy 
metabolism. 

2. INHIBITION OF CARCINOGENESIS BY 
ENERGY RESTRICTION 

The experiments from our laboratory that are reviewed in this chapter were con
ducted using a short term model for mammary carcinogenesis. 16 This model offers sig
nificant advantages compared to other related models. Morphologically identifiable 
intermediate stages in the disease process comparable to those that occur in the human 
disease can be studied, and the disease process is compressed into a 5-week versus a 
6-month time period. We judge that the results obtained using this model and that are 
reviewed in this paper are applicable to other cancer types, particularly cancer of the 
colon. Using this system in combination with a meal feeding protocol to avoid poten
tial confounding of fasting-refeeding that is frequently introduced into energy res
triction studies, we observed a reduction in the carcinogenic response that was 
proportional to the level of energy restriction imposed. I? These results are summarized 
in composite form in Table 1. The magnitude of protection against cancer that was 

Table 1. Effect of energy restriction on the carcinogenic 
response in the mammary gland 

Energy Restriction 

% Control' 

90 
80 
60 

Carcinogenic Response 

% Control' 

62.7 
48.0 

17.3 

'All rats were permitted access to two meals per day. Each meal was three hours 
in duration. Control animals had access to an unlimited amount of diet during each 
meal. Restricted-fed rats had access to 90, SO, or 60% of the amount consumed hy 
the control group each meal. 
'These data are based on the average number of adenocarcinomas per animal 
induced in each group as reported in reference 17. The average number of carci
nomas in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response 
observed in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on the occurrence 
of carcinomas was statistically significant (p < (UlI). 
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observed is consistent with the levels of inhibition of carcinogenesis that have been 
reported by others.7.N 

3. CHEMICAL BASIS FOR PROTECTIVE ACTIVITY 

An objective of the experiment reported in Table 1 was to assess the potential 
merit of an old hypothesis, namely that a change in adrenal function, more specifically 
the increased production of cortical steroids, is associated with the cancer inhibitory 
activity of energy restriction.18.19 Due to the time averaged, non-invasive nature of urine 
collection, cortical steroid abundance in 24 hour urine collections was used to assess 
adrenal cortical activity. This approach avoids the well documented confounding issues 
associated with serum corticosteroid measurement, i.e. episodic secretion, diurnal vari
ation, and sample collection induced stress.20 The data reported in Table 2 show that 
urinary cortical steroid excretion increased in proportion to the degree of energy 
restriction imposed and was inversely proportional to the magnitude of the carcino
genic response that was observed. In fact, urinary levels of cortical steroids explained 
the individual variation in the number of carcinomas per animal irrespective of the 
level of energy restriction to which animals were exposed.1 7 This observation strongly 
argues that adrenal cortical steroids are either directly involved in mediating cancer 
inhibitory activity or that urinary cortical steroid excretion is a biomarker for other 
factors that account for the cancer inhibitory activity of energy restriction. 

4. TISSUE SIZE REGULATION 

Carcinogenesis is characterized by a failure in the regulation of tissue size home
ostasis in which a clone(s) of transformed cells achieves growth-advantage due to an 
increased rate of cell proliferation and/or a decreased rate of cell death in comparison 
to neighboring populations of cells.21.22 The net result of this process in epithelial tissues 
is the development of a tumor. The objective of the experiment reported in Table 3 was 
to examine the effects of energy restriction on tissue size regulation. The question 

Table 2. Effect of energy restriction on urinary excretion of 
immunoreactive cortical steroids 

Energy Restriction 
% Control' 

90 
80 
60 

Urinary Corticosterone 
% Control' 

156 
219 

363 

'All rats were permitted access to two meals per day. Each meal was three hours 
in duration. Control animals had access to an unlimited amount of diet during each 
meal. Restricted-fed rats had access to 90, 80, or 60% of the amount consumed by 
the control group each meal. 
'These data are based on the average 24 hour excretion of immunoreactive corti
cal steroids during the final week of the five week experiment as reported in ref
erence 17. In this table average excretion of immunoreactive cortical steroids in 
urine. expressed as ug/kg body weight per day, in each energy restricted group is 
expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effect 
of energy restriction on urinary excretion of immunoreactive urinary cortical 
steroid excretion was statistically significant (p < 0.01). 
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Table 3. Effect of energy restriction on body weight and mammary gland and mammary 
carcinoma size 

Mammary ductal Mammary Mammary carcinoma 
Energy restriction I Body weight' extension' epithelial area4 volume' 

% Control % Control % Control % Control % Control 

90 85.2 86.2 74.3 21.0 
80 79.2 83.6 63.4 11.1 
60 68.5 64.9 43.8 4.9 

I All rats were permitted access to two meals per day. Each meal was three hours in duration. Control animals had access 
to an unlimited amount of diet during each meal. Restricted·fed rats had access to 90, 80, or 60% of the amount consumed 
by the control group each meal. 
'These data are based on the average final body weight of each group as reported in reference 35. The average final body 
weight in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effect 
of energy restriction on final body weight was statistically significant (p < 0.01). 
'These data are based on the average distance to which mammary ductal epithelium had extended into the mammary gland 
fat pad in each group as reported in reference 35. The average length of extension in each energy restricted group is expressed 
as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on ductal extension was sta
tistically significant (p < 0.01) and was in proportion to the effects of energy restriction on final body weight. 
4These data are based on the average amount of area occupied by mammary epithelium in each group as reported in ref
erence 35. The average epithelial area in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed 
in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on the occurrence of carcinomas was statistically significant (p < Om). 
The effect of energy restriction on mammary epithelial area was greater than its effect on final body weight (p < 0.05). 
'These data are based on the average volume per adenocarcinoma in each group as reported in reference 35. The average 
volume of carcinomas in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control 
group. The effect of energy restriction on carcinoma volume was statistically significant (p < 0.001). The effect of energy 
restriction on carcinoma volume was greater than its effect on body weight (p < 0.01). 

addressed was whether the growth of the mammary gland or mammary carcinomas 
was disproportionately affected by energy restriction in comparison to the effects of 
energy restriction on overall growth measured as body weight. The data shown in Table 
3 demonstrate that overall size of an animal, measured as body weight, was reduced in 
a manner directly proportional to the degree of energy restriction imposed. This obser
vation is consistent with a large body of literature.23 Ductal extension, i.e. the linear 
growth of mammary gland ducts was reduced in direct proportion to the effect of 
energy restriction on body weight. However, the development of ductal branches as 
well as the growth of carcinomas was reduced to a greater extent than was the effect 
of energy restriction on overall growth measured as body weight. These findings imply 
that factors other than estrogen are likely to be involved in mediating the activity of 
energy restriction since ductal extension within the mammary gland is under control 
of estrogen. In addition these findings identify a previously unrecognized differential 
effect of energy restriction on mammary epithelial cells depending on the develop
mental processes with which they are involved. The investigation of this phenomenon 
may provide further clues about the mechanism(s) that account for the cancer inhibi
tory effects of energy restriction. 

5. CELL PROLIFERATION AND APOPTOSIS 

In order to further pursue the observations reported in Table 3 we extended our 
investigation to the effects of energy restriction on rates of cell proliferation and apop
tosis in mammary epithelium in uninvolved ducts and pre-malignant and malignant 
mammary gland lesions. These data are summarized Table 4. Energy restriction inhib-
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Table 4. Effect of energy restriction on cell proliferation and apoptosis in uninvolved 
mammary gland duct and in pre-malignant and malignant mammary gland lesions 

Uninvolved mammary Mammary intraductal Mammary 

81 

ducts' proliferations' adenocarcinomas' 

Energy restriction' P A P A P A 
% Control % Control % Control % Control 

90 88 100 77.2 118 86 104 
80 92 111 75.6 138 77 106 
60 71 160 68.5 175 72 121 

'All rats were permitted access to two meals per day. Each meal was three hours in duration. Control animals had access 
to an unlimited amount of diet during each meal. Restricted-fed rats had access to 90, 80, or 60% of the amount consumed 
by the control group each meal. 
'These data are based on the average rates of cell proliferation (P) and cell death due to apoptosis (A) in mammary ductal 
epithelial cells not involved in morphological identifiable neoplastic foci observed in each group as reported in reference 
35. The average rate of P or A in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed in 
the control group. The effects of energy restriction on the rates of cell proliferation or apoptosis were not statistically 
significant. 
'These data are based on the average rates of cell proliferation (P) and cell death due to apoptosis (A) in mammary intra
ductal proliferations, a pre-malignant neoplasm, observed in each group as reported in reference 35. The average rate of P 
or A in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effects 
of energy restriction on the rates of cell proliferation or apoptosis were statistically significant, p < 0.01 and p < 0.04, 
respectively. 
'These data are based on the average rates of cell proliferation (P) and cell death due to apoptosis (A) in mammary ade
nocarcinomas observed in each group as reported in reference 35. The average rate of P or A in each energy restricted group 
is expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on the rates of 
cell proliferation was statistically signficant (p < 0.001) whereas the effect on apoptosis was not. 

ited cell proliferation and induced apoptosis to varying degrees depending on the his
tology of the mammary structure studied. These data are consistent with several reports 
about the effects of energy restriction on cell proliferation and apoptotic cell death in 
other model systems.24-27 They are also consistent with "dual signal" hypothesis of cell 
number homeostasis; this hypothesis proposes that the pathways of proliferation and 
apoptosis are coupled, and implies that a proliferating somatic cell survives only if it 
receives appropriate survival signals.28 According to this hypothesis, proliferating cells 
in somatic tissues exist on a "knife-edge" between survival and death, with survival 
cytokines constituting a homeostatic mechanism to control inappropriate cell expan
sion. Our findings of increased apoptosis and cell proliferation in adenocarcinomas of 
control animals, which energy restriction further increased or decreased, respectively, 
is consistent with this notion. 

6. EXPRESSION OF CYCLIN Dl AND p27 

Because of these observations we searched for potential interrelationships among 
the regulation of the cell cyele and adrenal cortical steroids. Based on reports that cor
tical steroids can modulate the expression of both cyelin 01 and p27,29.30 we investi
gated the effects of energy restriction on the levels of these two proteins within cells 
involved in mammary carcinogenesis. As shown in Table 5, cyelin 01 was decreased 
and p27 was increased dose-dependently by energy restriction in terms of the number 
of cells expressing these proteins. Clearly the magnitude of the effect of energy restric
tion on p27 protein expression greatly exceeded the effect on cyelin 01. The finding 
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Table 5. Effect of energy restriction on the percent of cells staining postive for the expression 
of cyclin Dl and p27 

Uninvolved mammary Mammary intraductal Mammary 

ducts' proliferations' adenocarcinomas4 

Energy restriction I Dl p27 Dl p27 Dl p27 

% Control % Control % Control % Control 

90 58.9 303 86.3 285 85.5 700 

80 44.8 584 78.1 451 59.1 971 

60 41.5 601 75.3 619 56.9 1295 

I All rats were permitted access to two meals per day. Each meal was three hours in duration. Control animals had access 
to an unlimited amount of diet during each meal. Restricted-fed rats had access to 90, 80, or 60% of the amount consumed 
by the control group each meal. 
'These data are based on the percent of cells positive for cyclin DI (D1) and cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor p27 (p27) 
in mammary ductal epithelial cells not involved in morphological identifiable neoplastic foci observed in each group as 
reported in reference 36. The average percent of D I or p27 positively labeling cells in each energy restricted group is 
expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on the number of 
cyclin D I positive cells was not statistically significant whereas the effect of energy restriction on the number of p27 posi
tive staining cells was highly significant, p < 0.001. 
'These data are based on the percent of cells positive for cyclin 01 (01) and cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor p27 (p27) 
in mammary intraductal proliferations, a pre-malignant mammary neoplasm, observed in each group as reported in refer
ence 36. The average percent of D I or p27 positively labeling cells in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent 
of the response observed in the control group. The effect of energy restriction on the number of cyclin 01 positive cells was 
not statistically significant whereas the effect of energy restriction on the number of p27 positive staining cells was highly 
significant, p < 0.003. 
'These data are based on the percent of cells positive for cyclin 01 (01) and cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor p27 (p27) 
in mammary adenocarcinomas observed in each group as reported in reference 36. The average percent of 01 or p27 pos
itively labeling cells in each energy restricted group is expressed as the percent of the response observed in the control 
group. The effect of energy restriction on the number of cyclin 01 positive cells was statistically significant (p < 0.(04) as 
was the effect of energy restriction on the number of p27 positive staining cells (p < a.OOl). 

that energy restriction has a dominant effect on p27 protein expression patterns carries 
with it the potential of identifying a cause and effect relationship. Among the intrigu
ing aspects of this finding is that loss of p27 protein expression in p27 knock out mice 
results in organomegaly,31 a finding that would be predicted if p27 played an important 
role in maintenance of tissue size.21.22 It is also of interest that p27 is an inhibitor of the 
cyclin DlIcdk 4 and cyclin E/cdk 2 complexes,32,33 for which there is mounting evidence 
of dysregulation in mammary carcinogenesis.34 

7. SUMMARY 

Energy restriction is one of the most potent physiological inhibitors of the car
cinogenic process identified to date, and energy restriction inhibits carcinogenesis in 
many epithelial target organs. This situation suggests that a common mechanism could, 
at least in part, account for energy restriction mediated protection in different tissues. 
While it is probable that multiple mechanisms are involved, we interpret the data pre
sented in this chapter to indicate that energy restriction may work in part by delaying 
the entry of carcinogen initiated cells as well as their none transformed counterparts 
into the cell cycle. The induction of p27 could be an important molecular effector of 
this activity. This hypothesis should provide the basis for designing new experiments 
that ultimately will elucidate the mechanistic basis for the protective effects of energy 
restriction in preventing the development of cancer. 
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This presentation will address three questions: 1) Why is dietary modification 
a viable strategy for preventing colorectal cancer? 2) Why are intervention studies an 
important component of cancer prevention research? 3) What is the current 'state of 
the evidence' from dietary intervention studies of colorectal cancer? 

DIETARY MODIFICATION TO PREVENT 
COLORECTALCANCER 

Evidence from many studies in several disciplines suggests that dietary factors 
play an important role in colorectal carcinogenesis. Experiments in rodents adminis
tered potent carcinogens show that modulation of dietary factors can alter colon tumor 
burden.! In human metabolic studies, changing dietary fat intake can influence the 
production of secondary bile acids or the proliferative activity of colorectal epithlium.2 

Diet is a reasonable explanation for ecologic data: colorectal cancer rates vary widely 
internationally and diet varies markedly from country to country; disease rates have 
increased dramatically in Japan and China paralleling major dietary shifts in those 
countries; incidence rates among migrants tend to converge from those of the country 
of origin to those of the country of destination, consistent with the marked dietary 
changes accompanying acculturation.3 Numerous observational epidemiologic studies 
implicate dietary factors in the genesis of colorectal malignancy.4 Finally, food and its 
metabolites come into direct contact with gastrointestinal mucosa and molecular ele
ments of gastrointestinal metabolism may influence cell kinetics or alter genomic 
integrity. 

Colon Cancer Prevention, edited under the auspices of AICR 
Kluwer Academic / Plenum Publishers, New York, 1999. 85 
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Table 1. Dietary factors linked to colorectal cancer 

Dietary factors throught to increase risk: 
fat 
red meat 
browned meat (cooked at high temperature-with a high concentration of heterocyclic amines) 

Dietary factors thought to decrease risk: 
vitamins (A, carotenoids, E, folate) 
minerals (calcium, selenium) 
dietary fiber 
vegetables 
multifactorial eating plan (e,g., one low in fat and red meat, high in fiber and vegetables) 

A. Schatzkin 

The diet-colorectal cancer literature suggests that several specific dietary factors, 
each amenable to study within a randomized trial context, may influence colorectal car
cinogenesis (see Table 1): 

THE VALUE OF INTERVENTION STUDIES 

In spite of the abundance of evidence from observational epidemiology and 
animal and human metabolic studies, considerable uncertainty persists about whether 
a given dietary change will truly reduce the incidence of colorectal cancer. This is where 
intervention studies (randomized trials) can be of particular value. 

Trials have several strengths. They can directly test change. They allow the inves
tigator to control exposure, and, in particular, to artificially create a wide "range" 
of exposure. And, what is especially important, the randomized design minimizes con
founding that potentially plagues observational studies. 

Trials do have their limitations, though. Once the investigator decides on the inter
vention (treatment), this generally remains fixed for the duration of the trial, even if 
new information should arise during the course of the trial suggesting that the inter
vention was not optimal (in terms of dose for supplements or type of dietary change). 
The duration of exposure (that is intervention) in a trial is relatively short, usually no 
more than 5 years or so in most intervention studies (the Women's Health Initiative is 
an exception-see below). For trial participants in the intervention arm, adherence can 
be problematic; in the control arm, "drop-in" or "contamination" can become trouble
some. Both lack of adherence and contamination compromise the power of a trial. 
Trials, of course, can be quite expensive. Moreover, especially when dealing with rather 
modest treatment effects, results from multiple trials may be inconsistent. 

Finally, there is an inferential asymmetry associated with trials. Results from a 
positive study are especially convincing, in that the only plausible interpretations are 
that the intervention works (at least as well as the observed treatment effect) or the 
positive results were due to chance. Results from a null study, however, tend to be much 
less informative, given the rather large number of potential explanations: the treatment 
doesn't work; the intervention was less successful than it appeared (participants 
didn't take their pills or truly make the reported dietary changes); the intervention 
wasn't specified correctly (it should have been red meat rather than fat reduction, 
for example); the duration of the intervention was inadequate; follow-up was not long 
enough (especially to capture intervention effects on early events in carcinogenesis); 
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the intervention should have been made at an earlier time of life; the results were due 
to chance. 

In summary, trials 1) may provide compelling evidence that dietary modulation 
can prevent colorectal cancer; 2) deserve to be an important component of an overall 
research program in colorectal cancer prevention; 3) are not a panacea. 

APPROPRIATE ENDPOINTS FOR COLORECTAL CANCER 
PREVENTION TRIALS 

Colorectal cancer, though the second leading cause of fatal malignant disease in 
the United States, still occurs relatively rarely. The annual incidence rate in this country 
for men and women combined is approximately 50/100,000, that is, about 0.05%. There
fore, intervention studies with invasive colorectal cancer end points would have to 
be large, long, and costly. It is not surprising, therefore, that investigators have been 
extremely interested in discovering surrogate endpoints for invasive cancer. Studies 
with surrogate end points could be smaller, faster, and cheaper than investigations with 
cancer as the primary outcome. 

The use of noncancer end points, however, can be costly in terms of inferential 
strength. To see that, we need to define a surrogate end point marker, as follows: a sur
rogate for colorectal cancer yields a valid test of the null hypothesis of no association 
between intervention and colorectal cancer. That is, a study using the surrogate end 
point marker gives the right answer about cancer (which is, after all, what we mainly 
care about). 

A number of cellular and biochemical markers have been proposed as surrogates 
for colorectal cancer.s The validity of such markers, though, is uncertain, as we can see 
by considering rectal mucosal proliferation, as measured by proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA), as a potential surrogate end point marker. ("Hyperproliferation" can 
be reflected in an increased labeling index, the proportion of all crypt cells that are 
labeled, or in an upward distribution of labeled cells from the base to crypt base to 
luminal surface.) We assume (and this is by no means certain) that hyperproliferation 
is a step on the pathway to cancer. We suppose further, though, that there are two sep
arate pathways to colorectal cancer, one through mucosal hyperproliferation, the other 
through additional factors like diminished apoptosis, reduced cellular adhesion, or 
whatever. The problem is that this alternative pathway may not be minor. To the extent 
that colorectal cancer does develop through this alternative route, we cannot be sure 
that the relation of the intervention to these alternative markers doesn't offset its effect 
on the surrogate. Thus, we are rather in the dark as to whether this proliferation marker 
is giving us the right answer about colorectal cancer. The irony of all this is that to get 
the evidence that a proliferation index (including a new marker that combines infor
mation on proliferation and apoptosis) is a valid surrogate for colorectal cancer, we'd 
have to integrate this marker in studies with cancer end points. And those are precisely 
the studies we were trying to avoid in the first place. For those interested in this general 
problem of surrogate end points, I strongly recommend a recent article by Fleming and 
DeMets,6 in which they show that a number of biologically plausible surrogate markers 
do not give the right answer with regard to whether a treatment affects primary chronic 
disease end points in several clinical trials. 

We need to consider the colorectal adenoma as a surrogate for invasive cancer, 
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given that adenoma recurrence has become a common outcome in dietary interven
tion trials. The main rationale for using adenomas as a colorectal cancer surrogate is 
the so-called adenoma-carcinoma sequence: most cancers come from adenomas, that 
is, the adenoma is by-and-large a necessary precursor lesion on the pathway to malig
nant disease.7 In addition, because the recurrence rate for colorectal adenomas is 
some two orders of magnitude greater than the incidence rate for large bowel cancer, 
adenoma recurrence trials can be smaller and of shorter duration than studies with 
cancer outcomes. Moreover, because regular endoscopic surveillance follows the dis
covery of an adenoma, adenoma recurrence trials can be integrated with standard clin
ical practice. 

Although the adenoma would seem to be a stronger surrogate marker than, say, 
hyperproliferation, due to the fact that the adenoma is considered an obligate precur
sor lesion for most colorectal malignancies, we may still not be able to generalize com
pletely from adenoma findings to cancer. Here are two scenarios in which the adenoma 
could prove to be a less-than-perfect surrogate for cancer: 

1) We can speculate that adenomas are heterogeneous, with only a small pro
portion, the "bad" ones, destined to go on to cancer; the overwhelming majority of ade
nomas are "innocent" and do not progress to malignant transformation. Suppose that 
exposures A and B are jointly required for the formation of bad adenomas, whereas 
exposures A and C are jointly needed for the genesis of the innocent lesions. Suppose 
we have an adenoma recurrence trial with an intervention that works only on expo
sure C. We would thus reduce the pool of innocent adenomas-thereby yielding a 
statistically significant reduction in adenoma formation in our trial-but in fact the 
development of bad adenomas and cancer would be unaffected. Conversely, if our 
intervention worked only on exposure B, we would see at most a small, nonsignificant 
reduction in adenomas and conclude that the intervention was ineffective-even 
though the intervention truly suppressed the development of bad adenomas and 
cancer. 

2) Most recurrent adenomas are small lesions. The development of this small 
lesion reflects early neoplastic changes originating in normal epithelium (or unobserved 
microadenomas). If the intervention factor operates later in the neoplastic process, that 
is, during growth of a small into a large adenoma or a large adenoma into cancer, then 
a null result from an adenoma recurrence trial would be misleading. (A positive trial 
result, though, would correctly imply that cancer would be reduced, because large ade
nomas and cancers derive from small adenomas.) 

In summary, then, results from adenoma recurrence trials constitute strong, but 
not absolute, evidence regarding an intervention effect on colorectal cancer. 

COMPLETED OR ONGOING DIETARY 
INTERVENTION STUDIES 

Micronutrient Supplements (Table 2) 

Two small early studies of adenoma development in familial polyposis showed 
mixed results for vitamins. Bussey et al. demonstrated some reduction in polyp area 
with vitamin C in a study with 36 participants.s DeCosse et aI., however, found that 
administration of vitamins C and E did not affect adenoma development in FAP 
patients.9 McKeown-Eyssen et al. found that vitamins C and E did not reduce adenoma 
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Table 2. Dietary intervention studies of colorectal cancer: micronutrient supplements 

PIlLocation Intervention Sample size Results 

Bussey/US C 36 (FAP pts) J,polyp area 

DeCosse/US C and E 62 null 

McKeown-Eyssen/Canada C and E 200 null (AR) 

Roncuccill taly A,C,E 209 J,AR (RR = -0.2) 

Greenberg/US 2 x 2: ~-carotene; C and E 864 Null (AR) 

MacCiennan/ Australia 2 x 2 x 2: ~-carotene; (also fiber 424 Null (AR) 
suppl; low fat) 

Buring/US E (2 x 2 w/ASA) 40,000 'i' Ongoing (CA) 

Baron/US Folate (2 x 2 w/ASA) 1120 Ongoing (AR) 

Clark/US selenium (200J.lg: yeast) 1312 (w/skin cal J,CA (8 vs. 19 cases) 

Baron/US calcium carbonate (3g; 1200mg 930 J,AR (1+, J,17%; #. 
elemental ca++) J,25% ) 

ECP/Europe, Israel calcium 2g/d; (also fiber supplement) -800 Ongoing (AR and 
progression) 

WHIIUS calcium (looOmg/d) + vitamin D 67,000 'i'; Ongoing (CA) 
(400 IUs/d); in 3 x 2 x 2 with (45,000 in CaD) 
hormones. diet 

A R = adenoma recurrence; C A = cancer. 

recurrence in 200 Canadian sporadic adenoma-formers. III In an Italian study of around 
200 participants, Roncucci et al. did observe a reduction in adenoma recurrence in those 
study participants taking vitamins A, C, and Ell 

In the context of this rather mixed early history of vitamin-polyp trials, Green
berg, and colleagues at Dartmouth conducted a large multi-center adenoma recurrence 
trial (n = 864) with a 2 x 2 factorial design, the two factors being beta-carotene and vit
amins C and EI2 Randomized trial participants had to have had at least one adenoma 
removed at colonoscopy; colonoscopy was repeated after 1 and 4 years of follow-up. 
The results of this study were essentially null for all of the vitamin supplements. 

The Australian Polyp Prevention Project examined the effect on adenoma recur
rence of 20mg beta-carotene/d in a trial with 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design (the other two 
factors being a fiber supplement and a low-fat eating plan ).13 Randomized participants 
having had at least one adenoma resected underwent repeat colonoscopy after two 
years and 4 years of follow-up. Adenoma recurrence was not reduced in participants 
receiving beta-carotene. 

Two large ongoing studies of vitamins are worth noting. Buring and her colleagues 
are conducting a study of vitamin E (600IU every other day) and aspirin in a trial with 
a 2 x 2 factorial design. This study involves some 40,000 women and does have the 
power to detect a reduction in incident colorectal cancer. Baron and colleagues are car
rying out a new, large adenoma recurrence trial (n = 1120) with a 2 x 2 factorial design, 
one factor being aspirin, the other folate (1 mg/d). 

Clark et al. conducted a skin cancer prevention trial using selenium (200llg, as 
selenized yeast).14 This trial showed that selenium supplementation had no effect on 
skin cancer but, in secondary analyses, the intervention was associated with a reduc-
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tion in incident colorectal cancer (8 and 19 cases, respectively, in the intervention and 
control arms). 

Baron and colleagues looked at calcium supplementation (3 g calcium carbonate; 
1200mg elemental calcium) in relation to adenoma recurrence in a randomized trial 
with 930 participants. IS This trial was positive. The investigators observed a 17% reduc
tion in recurrence (of any adenoma) in the intervention, compared to the control arm. 
They also found that the number of recurrent adenomas was reduced by 25% less in 
intervention compared to control participants. 

The European Cancer Prevention (ECP) Organization is currently carrying out 
a placebo controlled multicenter, multinational adenoma recurrence trial among some 
800 persons. 16 The interventions are calcium (2 g/d as calcium gluconolactate) and a 
fiber supplement. A unique aspect of this trial is its capacity to observe the effects 
of the intervention agents on small polyp progression, as not all small lesions will be 
removed initially. 

We need to include the massive NIH-sponsored Women's Health Initiative as a 
calcium-colorectal cancer intervention study.17 The WHI is a randomized controlled 
clinical trial of about 67,000 postmenopausal women between the ages of 50 and 79. 
The trial has three interventions, although women can choose to be randomized into 
two or three of the overlapping studies. The interventions include calcium (lOOOmg/d) 
+ vitamin D (400 IUs/d); hormone replacement therapy; and a low-fat eating plan. The 
trial has approximately a 90% power to detect a 20% reduction in the incidence of col
orectal cancer. 

Macronutrient Supplements (Table 3) 

In the study of familial polyposis patients described above, DeCosse and his 
coworkers also examined the effect of a dietary fiber supplement (22.5 g/d) on adenoma 
burden. They found no overall effect. 

In the Australian Polyp Prevention Project, the investigators found that par
ticipants in the fiber supplementation (wheat bran 25 g/d) had a small nonsignificant 
increase in overall adenoma recurrence, but a slight nonsignificant decrease for large 
(~1 cm) adenomas. 

Alberts and his colleagues are currently completing a large (n = 1425) fiber 
supplement adenoma recurrence trial in Arizona. 18 Intervention arm participants are 

Table 3. Dietary intervention studies of colorectal cancer: macronutrient supplements 

PI/Location Intervention Sample size Results 

OeCosse/US fiber supplement (22.5 g/d) 62 (FAP pts) null 

MacClennan/ Australia wheat bran 25 g/d; in 2 x 2 x 2 w/ 424 overall null (AR); tAR (I cm 
~·carotene; low fat +) in low fat/high fiber cell 

Ritenbaugh/US wheat bran 13.5 g/d -1400 Ongoing (AR) 

ECP/Europe, Israel fiher supplement 3.Rg/d; (also -ROO Ongoing (AR and progression) 
calcium) 

CAPP/Europe resistant starch (2 x 2 w/ASA) -400 (FAP pts) Ongoing 

AR = adenoma recurrence. 
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assigned to take 13.5 gld of wheat bran. These results should be available in the next 
year. 

The ECP study of about 800 participants has, in addition to the calcium inter
vention, a fiber supplement intervention (3-8g/d of ispaghula husk). 

European investigators have initiated the CAPP (Concerted Action on 
Polyposis Prevention) Study among approximately 400FAP patients.19 The two 
factors in the 2 x 2 factorial design are resistant starch and aspirin. 

Dietary Change (Table 4) 

In another Canadian study, 201 men and women were randomized to receive 
counseling on a low fat (either less than 50g per day, 20% energy), high fiber (50g/d) 
diet or to follow the customary Western, high-fat, low-fiber eating pattern.20 (The 
control group also received a "placebo" fiber supplement containing 3 g dietary fiber 
in a 50g package.) An intention-to-treat analysis of data collected after an average of 
2 years of observation showed no significant difference in adenoma recurrence between 
the intervention and control arms (RR = 1.2,95% CIO.6-2.2). 

In the Australian study, participants in the dietary intervention arm were coun
seled to reduce intake to ::;;25% calories from fat. The investigators found a slight, non
significant reduction in adenoma recurrence among participants in the low fat group. 
In an analysis restricted just to the recurrence of large (~1 cm) adenomas, there was a 
marginally significant (p = 0.05) 70% reduction within the low-fat group (relative risk, 
0.3,95% CI, 0.1-1.0). No participants in the combined low fat-fiber supplement group 
developed large adenomas over 4 years of follow-up (p ::;; 0.03). 

The National Cancer Institute is currently completing the Polyp Prevention Trial 
(PPT), a very large (n = 2079) multicenter, randomized, controlled trial of the effect of 
a low-fat, high-fiber, high fruit-and-vegetable eating plan on adenoma recurrence.21 The 
PPT intervention participants were counseled to change their overall dietary pattern 
by meeting three goals: 20% calories from fat, 18g fiber per 1000kcal, 5-8 servings 
of fruits and vegetables. Repeat colonoscopy was carried out after 1 and four years. 
Recruitment for the study was completed in early 1994; results should be reported in 
1999. 

Table 4. Dietary intervention studies of colorectal cancer: fat reduction, multifactorial 

PI/Location Intervention Sample size 

McKeown-Eyssen/Canada low fat (20% cals) and 201 
fiber supplement (50g/d) 

MacClennan/Australia low fat (~25% cals); 424 
in 2 x 2 x 2 w/~-carotene; wheat bran 

Results 

null (AR RR = 1.2. 
0.6-2.2) 

overall null (AR); 
J.AR (lcm+only) in 
low fat group and low 
fat/high fiber cell 

PPT/US 20% fat calories; 18g/1000 kcal/d; 2079 Ongoing (AR) 
5-8 serv fruits-veg/d 

WHIIUS J.fat (total, 20% cals; sat., 7% cals); i 67,000 'i'; 47,000 Ongoing (CA) 
grains (6/d); ifruits/veg (5/d); in in diet component 
3 x 2 x 2 with CaD, hormones 
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The low-fat intervention in the Women's Health Initiative is really a multi
factorial one: it involves not only a reduction in fat intake (to 20% of calories from 
total fat, 7% of calories from saturated fat) but also an increase in grain consumption 
(at least 6 servings/d) and fruit, and vegetable consumption (at least 5 servings/d). 
Thus this study will provide a direct test of the hypothesis that this multidimensional 
eating pattern modification reduces the incidence of invasive colorectal cancer. 

SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE TO DATE FROM DIETARY 
INTERVENTION STUDIES 

Trials thus far suggest that there is not much of a preventive story for vitamin A 
or beta-carotene. Similarly, the vitamin E results have not been promising, but we await 
results of the large study of 40,000 women with explicit cancer outcomes. A positive 
calcium-polyp trial is not easily dismissed, but further trials are needed for confirma
tion of this finding. The selenium finding may turn out to be little more than a change 
post hoc result: it needs confirmation in an additional randomized trial. 

Smaller intervention studies have shown no confirmation of the dietary fiber 
hypothesis; we await results from larger trials. Again, with regard to dietary fat, the 
smaller polyp trials provide no confirmation of the hypothesis and we will have to 
see whether any positive findings emerge from the large trials, the PPT, and WHI. 
The observational evidence for protection from fruit and vegetable (mainly vegetable) 
intake is strong, but empirical corroboration is lacking; the PPT and WHI may be 
informative. Finally, no intervention studies of meat consumption have been carried 
out. Such a study (the intervention could involve eliminating meat or simply altering 
cooking practices) might now be appropriate. 

Thus, aside from largely burying the carotenoid hypothesis and breathing new life 
into calcium, dietary intervention studies have yet to yield informative answers for most 
major hypotheses. We eagerly await results of a number of larger trials with neoplas
tic and carcinoma endpoints. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

10 

Most colorectal cancers are sporadic but the lifetime risk for this cancer increases 
with the number of affected individuals in the pedigree. The presence of three affected 
relatives from two generations is compatible with autosomal dominant inheritance 
and fulfils the international diagnostic ("Amsterdam") criteria for hereditary non
polyposis colorectal cancer, HNPCC.1 

The detection of patients with hereditary predisposition is important because the 
disease genes usually have high penetrance and the risk may not be increased for colon 
cancer only but for numerous extracolonic cancers as well.2 Furthermore, a majority of 
colorectal cancers from HNPCC patients as well as some 15% of sporadic colorectal 
cancers show microsatellite instability (MSI) as a characteristic abnormality, and 
the prognosis may be different in patients with MSI( +) tumors as compared to those 
with MSI(-) ones.3 Finally, the detection of genetic susceptibility is important 
because the development of cancer at high-risk individuals may be prevented by early 
intervention.4 

2. METHODS 

We conducted a prospective study in which MSI analyses were used to screen for 
hereditary susceptibility among consecutive patients with apparently sporadic colon 
cancer.5 Tumor samples from 509 patients were tested and 63 (12%) displayed MSI. 
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Normal tissues from the latter patients were tested for germline mutations in the two 
major HNPCC-associated DNA mismatch repair genes, MSH2 and MLH1, and a muta
tion was found in 10 (2% of all color ectal cancer patients). A retrospective analysis of 
the data showed that patients with inherited susceptibility who were detected by our 
molecular genetic analyses all showed one or more of the clinical hallmarks of HNPCC, 
namely family history of cancer (90%), multiple cancers (40%), and age at onset below 
50 years (70%). 

According to an international database (http://www.nfdht.nl) more than 200 dif
ferent HNPCC-associated mutations have been described and most affect the DNA 
mismatch repair genes MSH2 and MLHl. Apart from DNA mismatch repair genes, 
another type of gene, TGF~RII, was recently implicated as a susceptibility gene to 
HNPCC.6 The phenotype was atypical and no MSI was observed in tumors in agree
ment with the fact that TGF~RII is not known to participate in the DNA mismatch 
repair pathway. Most MSH2 mutations are truncating. This is also the case for MLH1 
mutations but here also missense mutations (that only lead to an amino acid substitu
tion) play an important role. 

How does genotype correlate with phenotype in HNPCC? Although some cor
relations have been proposed in the literature,1-9 the association of particular mutations 
with specific phenotypes is generally poor. 

Mutations in the DNA mismatch repair genes obviously make a major contri
bution to the fact that most people who carry germline mutations of these genes 
do develop cancer during their lifetime. However, little is known about mechanisms 
that determine why some individuals develop colon cancer while others develop 
endometrial cancer, for example. Even in kindreds with identical predisposing muta
tions there may be remarkable variation between families and between different indi
viduals from the same family, suggesting that additional phenotype determinants are 
likely to exist. 

Apart from correcting synthesis errors that arise during DNA replication, the 
DNA mismatch repair system has recently been directly implicated in the protection 
of cells against environmentally induced damage. The system has been shown to rec
ognize and process at least UV photoproducts,lO alkylating agents,!! and aromatic 
amines.!2 Starting from these observations, we studied if genetic polymorphisms in three 
loci involved in carcinogen metabolism, namely N -acetyltransferase 1 (NATl) and glu
tathione-S-transferases mu (GSTM1) and theta (GSTTl) might modify clinical char
acteristics of HNPCC. The gene product of NATl may activate aromatic amines and 
allele *10 is associated with the rapid acetylation phenotype that has been suggested 
to increase colorectal and other cancer risk.!3 Glutathione-S-transferases detoxify 
electrophilic compounds and null genotypes may increase colorectal and other cancer 
risk.!4 

For association studies it is of crucial importance that the populations studied are 
as homogeneous as possible. We therefore focused on two groups of HNPCC patients 
from Finland, each of which showed a shared predisposition (MLH1 "mutation 1" in 
one group and MLH1 "mutation 2" in the other) and shared ancestry.!S Colonic loca
tion of tumor and age at onset were assessed as possible features under modification. 
Looking at the location of tumors from patients with mutation 1 there was a charac
teristic overrepresentation of proximal tumors when all 78 tumors were analyzed as a 
group. However, stratification according to the presence vs. absence of the NAT1 allele 
*10 revealed a significant difference: in the group with the allele *10 present, the 
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number of distal tumors exceeded that of proximal ones. lo Furthermore, the presence 
of NAT 1 *10 was associated with lower median age at onset in both the mutation 1 and 
mutation 2 groups, and the null alleles of GSTMI and GSTTl showed similar age 
effects in patients with mutation 1.10 Although additional studies are necessary to inves
tigate these associations in greater detail our results lend preliminary support that 
mechanisms implicated as risk factors for sporadic colon cancer may modify pheno
typic manifestations of hereditary colon cancer as well. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

According to the present knowledge, DNA mismatch repair genes account for 
70% of HNPCC kindreds meeting the Amsterdam criteria and showing microsatellite 
instability in tumors. 17 In the remaining 30% the predisposing genes are yet to be iden
tified. DNA mismatch repair gene mutations are detected in only a minority of kin
dreds not meeting the Amsterdam criteria and the basis of susceptibility is unknown 
in 70% .18 Genes predisposing to MSI negative familial nonpolypotic colon cancer are 
almost completely unknown. Future studies should address the nature of genetic 
predisposition in these remaining important subgroups of familial nonpolypotic colon 
cancer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

11 

Colon cancer is one of the most familial malignancies in man. There are rare syn
dromes of colon cancer, but also frequent familial clusters in excess of that expected 
by chance. The genes that are mutated in the rare syndromes are now known and the 
cellular processes related to these genes are being elucidated. Common familial clus
tering is also thought to arise from inherited susceptibility, based on segregation studies, 
but the underlying genes have not yet been identified. This section will summarize 
present knowledge of both the rare and more common forms of familial colon cancer. 

INHERITED SYNDROMES OF COLON CANCER 

The well known syndromes of colon cancer include familial adenomatous poly
posis (FAP) and hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC). 

Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP) 

FAP is characterized by the early age onset of hundreds to thousands of colonic 
adenomatous polyps and a virtual certainty of colon cancer unless the colon is 
removed. l Polyps appear at an average age of 16 years and cancer at an average age 
of 39 years. Other manifestations of the condition include gastric fundic gland polyps, 
duodenal and small bowel adenomas, certain dental abnormalities, desmoid tumors, soft 
tissue tumors, and osteomas. There is also an increased risk of duodenal, CNS and 
thyroid and adrenal cancer, as well as hepatoblastoma. The frequency of FAP is esti
mated to be approximately 1 in 10,000 births. It has accounted for about 0.5% of colon 
cancers in the past, although this figure is now thought to be much smaller, in part due 
to the cancer prevention efforts applied to FAP families. 
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FAP is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion and arises from mutations 
of the APC gene. Adenomatous polyps arise when the normal allele of the APC gene 
is inactivated by mutation or loss of heterozygosity. Virtually all disease causing muta
tions result in truncation of resultant protein. A main function of the APC gene 
(reviewed in detail in other presentations of this conference) is to bind ~-catenin and 
target it for destruction.2 Free ~-catenin appears to be involved in activation of nuclear 
transcription. There is some relationship between manifestations of FAP and the loca
tion mutations in the APC gene. Profuse polyposis (>5000 adenomas in the colon), for 
example, occurs when mutations are found in a certain region of exon 15 of the APC 
gene.' Genetic testing is now commercially available for detection of disease causing 
mutations in family members at risk for FAP'4 

Hereditary Nonpolyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC) 

Characteristics of HNPCC include the autosomal dominant inheritance of colon 
cancer predisposition, young age colon cancer (average age of diagnosis, 44 years), a 
predominance of proximal colonic tumors and frequent synchronous and metachro
nous colon cancers.5.n Precise clinical criteria have been established that have been 
helpful in identifying families with HNPCC. They are referred to as the "Amsterdam 
Criteria." To meet these criteria in a family there must be three first-degree relatives 
with colon cancer spanning at least two generations, and at least one of the cases must 
have been diagnosed at an age less than 50 years. Affected persons usually exhibit only 
a few adenomatous polyps, although on average, polyps occur at a younger age, are 
larger and more frequently exhibit villous histology than adenomatous polyps in pop
ulation controls. Uterine cancer occurs in 40% to 60% of affected women and there is 
also a significant excess of ovarian, small bowel, pancreatic, gastric, and urinary tract 
malignancies in HNPCC. 7 

HNPCC is now known to arise from mutations of one of the six identified mis
match repair (MMR) genes.RThe protein products of these genes are normally involved 
in repair of DNA errors that commonly occur with transcription-called replication 
errors (MMR genes are discussed in more detail in other chapters of this volume). 
Although six MMR genes have now been identified, mutations in two of the genes 
account for over 95% of families with HNPCC. There is some correlation between the 
specific gene mutated and the extra-colonic cancers found in affected persons. For 
example, an excess of urinary tract, stomach, and ovarian cancers is observed only in 
families where the hMSH2 gene is mutated.7 

When families meet the Amsterdam Criteria, almost 50% will be found to have 
a mutation in one of the mismatch repair genes. Families with a strong family history 
of colon cancer, but who do not meet these strict criteria, are found to have MMR 
mutations only about 8% of the time.9 An efficient strategy for detecting MMR muta
tions in such families, however, has recently been suggested. Tumor tissue from a person 
with colon cancer is first tested for micro-satellite instability (MSI). MSI is a feature 
of 90% of colon cancers from persons with HNPCC but of only 15% of sporadic 
colorectal cancers. MSI reflects the presence of numerous DNA replication errors 
throughout the genome, errors which accumulate when mismatch repair is not func
tional. If the tumor is MSI positive, then the likelihood of finding a germline MMR 
mutation is much higher so that mutation detection in the MMR genes can be more 
efficiently undertaken. \0 
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COMMON FAMILIAL CLUSTERING OF COLON CANCER CASES 

Three epidemiologic studies first examined the mortality of colon cancer in rela
tives of persons with this malignancy, compared to population controls. I I Each found 
an approximate 3.5-fold increased risk of colon cancer mortality in first-degree rela
tives, although the study design differed substantially between the investigations. 
Authors of all three studies carefully excluded persons with FAP, and monogenetic 
inheritance patterns were not noted among colon cancer cases. Thus, the inherited syn
dromes appeared unlikely to account for the familial clustering observed. A number of 
incident studies have now also been performed. These have each examined the inci
dence or occurrence of colon cancer in first-degree relatives compared to controls. 
Excess risk of colon cancer among relatives in these studies has varied from two- to 
eight-fold. Several of the studies also examined the risk of colon cancer in first-degree 
relatives of persons with adenomatous polyps. A two- to four-fold increased risk 
of colon cancer was also observed in polyp relatives. It should be noted that the 
nature of these studies makes it probable that the index polyps were likely large and/or 
symptomatic. 

In an attempt to define the etiology of common familial risk we studied large 
kindreds that exhibited excess cases of colon cancer. Segregation analysis was used to 
determine if inheritance patterns were present and could explain the occurrence of ade
nomatous polyps and cancer in the families. Kindreds with excess colon cancer cases, 
but no apparent inherited syndromes, were systematically selected. Family members 
were examined for the presence of colonic adenomatous polyps and the prevalence of 
polyps in family members was compared to the prevalence in spouse controls. In the 
first large kindred studied, adenomas were significantly more common in relatives than 
in spouse controls.12 Furthermore, segregation analysis found an autosomal dominant 
pattern of polyp and cancer occurrence. If environmental factors alone accounted for 
polyps and cancer, a more random pattern would have been expected. Thirty-three 
additional kindreds were then studied. The findings were similar when all kindreds were 
analyzed together, or when they were analyzed by ascertainment group.13 Adenomas 
were also significantly more common in family members compared to spouses and seg
regation patterns of adenomas and cancers were autosomal dominant. Analysis further 
suggested that up to one-third of the population studied could have inherited suscep
tibility to colonic adenomas and cancer, and that one-half (or more) of the adenomas 
observed may have arisen, at least in part, from inherited susceptibility. 

Stratifying Common Familial Risk 

The precise genetic etiology of common familial clustering has not yet been clar
ified, although clinical studies have demonstrated that the severity of familial risk can 
be predicted to some degree by clinical findings in a family. Age of diagnosis and 
number of colon cancer cases, in particular, appear to predict the severity of cancer risk 
in families. A number of studies have found that the risk of colon cancer is approxi
mately two-fold increased if a first-degree relative has this malignancy.ll The risk is 
approximately doubled again if two first-degree relatives are affected. A younger age 
of colon cancer diagnosis is also associated with an increased risk to relatives. If the 
diagnosis is below age 50, then the risk to immediate relatives is increased three- to 
four-fold. 14 Some increased risk remains even in later decades of life. A recent prospec-
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tive study with a 6 to 8 year follow-up found a relative risk of 1.79 in persons who had 
an immediate family member with colon cancer, and a relative risk of 2.75 if two im
mediate family members were affected. IS There was a graded increase to relatives 
with decreasing age. A diagnosis under age 45 resulted in an almost 5-fold increased 
risk. 

There also appears to be increased risk of colon cancer when adenomatous polyps 
are found in relatives. 16.l7 The National Polyp Study observed an almost two-fold 
increased risk in parents and siblings of those with adenomatous polyps.18 If the 
adenoma was diagnosed at an age less than 60 years, the risk of colon cancer was 
increased almost three-fold. When a patient with an adenoma also had a parent with 
colon cancer, siblings were found to exhibit a 3.3-fold increased risk for colon cancer. 
Colonoscopy studies also have generally demonstrated increased risk of adenomatous 
polyps in first -degree relatives of persons with large bowel malignancy. A recent study 
found no increased risk of adenomas in immediate family members when all adeno
matous polyps were considered, but a significantly increased risk (relative risk 2.6) for 
advanced adenomas, i.e. those larger than one centimeter or those with villous change.19 
Common familial risk for colon cancer also appears to extend, albeit to a lesser degree, 
to more distant relatives, to older age relatives, and even to relatives with certain other 
cancers such as ovarian, uterine, and those of the breast.2° 

Genetic Etiology of Common Familial Risk 

Common familial risk could arise from the exposure of family members to similar 
environmental factors, from moderate or low-penetrant susceptibility genes or from a 
combination of these. The segregation studies cited previously indicate the genetic 
hypothesis, but it is well known that dietary and other environmental factors also as
sociate significantly with colon cancer risk. Genes involved in carcinogen metabolism 
are therefore particularly attractive candidates for low penetrant cancer predisposing 
genes-they could combine both inherited predisposition and dietary exposures. A 
polymorphism of an acetylator gene, for example, that resulted in slightly higher levels 
of certain gut carcinogens over a lifetime might be expected to result in an increased 
incidence of colon cancer in persons so affected. Polymorphisms of genes involved in 
acetylation, N-oxidation, and P450 metabolic rates are therefore genes that could be 
involved in common susceptibility.21-24 

Another hypothesis is that "mild mutations" of the APC or MMR genes might 
give rise to a milder form of cancer predisposition. As noted above, only mutations 
resulting in protein truncation are usually sufficient to cause FAP and probably 
HNPCC. Less severe mutations resulting in partially functional rather than truncated 
proteins might represent such a phenomenon. In fact, an attenuated form of FAP has 
now been observed, called attenuated APC (AAPC).25 Persons with this condition have 
an average of 30 colonic adenomas, compared to the average of 1000 observed in fully 
developed typical FAP. The emergence of polyps and cancer is also delayed approxi
mately 10 years in AAPC. Interestingly, the APC mutations in AAPC families found 
to date are truncating mutations, but are found at an extreme proximal or distalloca
tion of the gene. Another example of an APC mutation resulting in a milder pheno
type was recently found in the Ashkenazi Jewish population.26 The particular mutation 
was found in 6% of Ashkenazi Jewish people, but in almost 12% of Ashkenazi Jews 
with colon cancer and 28% of that population with colon cancer and a positive family 
history of large bowel malignancy. The investigators thus suggested an almost 2-fold 
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risk attributable to this mutation, although the risk may be somewhat less than this. 
Elevated serum gastrin levels have been associated with an increased risk of colon 
cancer according to a recent study.27 The study suggested that elevated gastrin could 
account for as many as 8% of cases of colon cancer. Chronically elevated serum gastrin 
levels are often found in the setting of atrophic gastritis, a condition that may arise from 
inherited predisposition and/or certain chronic environmental exposures. 

SUMMARY 

Familial risk of colon cancer is a commonly encountered issue, involving both rare 
inherited syndromes of colon cancer and common familial clustering of cases. The genes 
that give rise to the rare syndromes of FAP and HNPCC are now known and current 
research is addressing the cellular mechanisms of these genes and the proper applica
tion of genetic testing in families with one of the syndromes. Common familial clus
tering of cases appears to arise from an interaction of mildly to moderately severe 
inherited susceptibility factors with certain environmental factors to give rise to ade
nomatous polyps and then finally colorectal cancer. Research in this area involves iden
tification of these purportedly more common susceptibility genes, and determination 
of how each interacts with environmental factors to give rise to polyps and cancer. 
Optimal application of varying degrees of familial risk to screening strategies is also 
being determined. 
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1. THE ROLE OF APOPTOSIS IN COLON CANCER 

12 

Apoptosis is a form of programmed cell death shown to play a central role in 
normal colonic development.1.2 During apoptosis, the nucleus and cytoplasm condense 
and the dying cell fragments form membrane bound apoptotic bodies which are sub
sequently digested by phagocytic cells.3 In contrast to necrosis, this process avoids 
the release of noxious cellular contents, preventing the induction of an inflammatory 
response. 

The colonic epithelium is a self renewing tissue where the rate of new cell pro
duction is equaled by the rate of cell loss. I In the rat colon, distal colonic epithelial cells 
are derived from a stem cell population at the base of the crypt and migrate from a 
region of active cell proliferation in the bottom two-thirds of the crypt towards the 
top of the crypt, obtaining an increasingly differentiated or apoptotic phenotype.2 In 
contrast, in the proximal colon, proliferating cells are located in midcrypt and mig
rate bidirectionally up toward the luminal surface and down toward the crypt base.4 

Interestingly, as a result of stem cell division, the dimensions of crypts increase with 
age,' consistent with an increase in cell proliferation.,-7 Exfoliation of colonocytes from 
the luminal surface of the crypt may be initiated by a passive sloughing process, expul
sion by mechanical forces from neighboring cells, or the direct result of apoptosis. The 
balance between proliferation and apoptosis is critical to the maintenance of a steady
state number for cell populations in the colon. In general, dysregulation of this 
mechanism can disrupt homeostasis, resulting in clonal expansion, with the resultant 
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over-production of affected cells.R The programmed induction of cell death also repre
sents a mechanism by which colonocytes possessing DNA damage can be deleted.9 This 
protective process can occur anywhere along the crypt axis.9 Therefore, when rates of 
colonic cell proliferation are increased and apoptosis is defective, attenuated or inac
tivated, the risk of DNA damage perpetuation and hence carcinogenic risk is 
increased.2.R-11 

Until recently, colon cancer development was thought to primarily occur 
through increased cell proliferation at several stages of the tumorigenic process, and 
little emphasis was placed on apoptosis. The emphasis has now shifted. 12 It has been 
clearly established that the transformation of colonic epithelium to carcinoma is in part 
associated with a progressive inhibition of apoptosis.R.9.11.l3.l4 

Using a variety of chemical carcinogens in mice, it was recently proposed that the 
differential cancer incidence in the small versus large intestine, can be attributed to 
the differential removal of mutated cells.2 Damaged cells in the small intestine 
are removed by apoptosis, which removes undesirable genetic mutations. In con
trast, in the colon, apoptosis may not be initiated as strongly in the stem cell region. 
The lower level of selective or targeted deletion may result in the perpetuation of 
deleterious mutations in the colonic stem cell population, possibly contributing to 
the higher incidence of cancers in this region of the intestine.2 However, this hypothe
sis is likely overly simplistic, since quantitation of apoptosis in the irradiated rat 
shows clearly that temporal alterations of apoptotic indices in small and large intestine 
are similar. 15 

2. EXPERIMENTAL COLON CANCER MODELS 

The striking distribution of proliferating and apoptotic cells in colonic crypts sug
gests that colonocyte-colonocyte and/or colonocyte-stroma interactions may be con
tributing to cell cycle contro!.l" Clearly. the topological organization of cytokinetic 
modulators within or contiguous to the crypt cannot readily be examined using cell 
culture systems. Therefore, investigators have used a multitude of rodent models to 
investigate the processes that regulate proliferative status and induction of apoptosis 
in the colon (Table 1). 

We consider the azoxymethane-injected rat to be a highly relevant colon tumori
genesis model system. Although the specific chemical etiology of colon and other diet
associated cancers remains unclear, the chemical carcinogen-induced rat colon tumor 
system is a valuable model for studying the interaction between mediators of colonic 
cell proliferation. differentiation, and apoptosis. Evidence to support use of this model 
includes: (i) utilization of azoxymethane (AOM) provides a clear distinction between 
tumor initiation and promotion; (ii) carcinogen-induced ras and Ape mutations occur 
as early events in colon carcinogenesis, similar to humans; (iii) the development of 
tumors is responsive to the amount and type of dietary fat, and (iv) AOM-induced colon 
tumors closely parallel human colonic neoplasia in pathologic features. 17- 2l In addition, 
the similarity between the expression of intracellular modulators of apoptosis (~

catenin. Cox-II, bel-2, bax, and bel-XL) in the AOM injected rat and in humans suggests 
that this experimental system is a good model for studying the mechanisms which 
regulate apoptosis in humans.22-24 We have utilized this model system in order to 
demonstrate that a decrease in apoptosis, rather than an increase in cell proliferation, 
is a better predictor of colon tumorigenesis. 13 
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Table 1. In vivo rodent models for studying the relationship 
between colonic cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, 

and tumorigenesis 

1. Rat/mouse, azoxymethane or dimethylhydrazine-injected" 
2. Rat, diet restriction/aging7 

3. Mouse/rat ischemia-reperfusion injury'" 
4. Mouse/rat fast-refeed-circadian rhythm" 
5. Gamma-irradiated mouse'6 
6. Germ-free mouse"' 
7. Dextran sulfate sodium treated mouse" 
8. Guinea pig40 

9. p53 null mouse'4 
10. mint Apc"7'6 mouse"7 
11. ApcMin/+ p53+/- mouse88 

12. Cox II null mouse'6 
13. Bcl-2 null mouse" 
14. Apc-chimeric transgenic mouse49 

15. Forced expression of SV40 TAgWI in mouse intestine26 

16. Forced expression of K_ras"'"2 x SV40 TAgWI in mouse intestine'9 

17. Mismatch repair (Msh2) null mouse90•91 

18. Dpc4 (Smad 4)ITGF~ signaling null mouse92 

19. MGMT (06-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase) transgenic mouse9' 
20. Dee null mouse94 

21. p21 C'P/WAF' null mouse"' 
22. Forced expression of E-cadherin mouse47 

23. Dominant negative N-cadherin mutant mouse" 
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3. INTRACELLULAR MEDIATORS OF COLONIC CYTOKINETICS 

Three phases of apoptosis can be arbitrarily defined.25 The induction phase cor
responds to the initiation of the apoptotic signal. This is followed by the effector phase, 
where the numerous apoptotic-promoting signals converge into a few pathways involv
ing protease signaling of cell death. Finally, a degradation phase occurs where cellular 
structures and functions are destroyed. Recently, investigators have focused on the 
mechanisms responsible for the reduction of apoptosis in colon cancer by using a 
variety of in vivo rodent model systems. IO•26-28 Some of the molecular events which 
regulate colonic cytokinetics are described below. The distribution of pro and anti
apoptotic mediators in the colonic crypt is shown in Fig. 1. 

3.1. Intestinal p53 and WAFlICipl 

Analysis of the progressive accumulation of the genetic alterations that occur in 
colorectal tumorigenesis indicates that the pathways of colonic cell proliferation and 
cell death may be tightly coupled.29 Evidence of this association is supported by the 
fact that a set of genes involved in cell cycle regulation also appears to act as tumor 
suppressor genes in cell death.29•30 Among them, wild-type p53 can induce apoptosis 
and inhibit cell proliferation by implementing a G1 arrest, while mutant p53 can inhibit 
apoptosis.31 It is generally thought that DNA damage results in a post-translational 
increase in p53, which subsequently acts as a sequence-specific DNA-binding tran
scription factor. 31 WAFlICipl is an example of a gene transcribed in a p53-dependent 
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Figure 1. Localization of apop
totic mediators in the colonic 
crypt. 

manner. WAFlICipl inhibits G] cyclin-dependent kinases leading to transient cell cycle 
arrest, and is subject to precise topological control in the colon.32.33 p53 is therefore nec
essary for a G] checkpoint that monitors damaged DNA. Presumably this allows time 
for the cell to effect DNA repair.33 This is noteworthy because the loss or inactivation 
of p53 (mutant p53) is the most common single lesion in human colorectal cancer.29.34 
Mutant p53 is much more stable than wild type p53, accumulates in neoplastic cells 
and, thus, becomes immunologically detectable.3! Therefore, positive immunostaining 
is indicative of abnormalities of the p53 gene and neoplasia.31.34,35 

3.2. Crypt Levels of bcl-2 and bax 

Malignant transformed cells can result from the progressive loss of apoptotic 
signals.29,3] This is supported by findings that expression of oncogenes such as bcl-2 or 
mutant tumor suppressor genes such as mutant p53 (described above) may protect 
a cell from apoptosis.]O Cells expressing either bcl-2 or mutant p53 are resistant to 
inducers of apoptosis.8 bcl-2 acts specifically by blocking apoptotic cell death, and is 
inversely correlated with wild-type p53 expression in adenomas.s In the normal colon, 
bcl-2 expression is restricted to the lower half of crypts (refer to Fig. 1 ).10,36-38 However, 
in colorectal carcinomas, bcl-2 is expressed along the entire crypt axis.8.10 Recent data 
indicate that the abnormal activation of the bcl-2 gene is an early event in the malig
nant transformation of colonic epithelium and may facilitate tumor progression.8,9 In 
contrast, bax, which heterodimerizes with bel-2 related proteins and promotes cell 
death, is localized in the apical colonic epithelium (refer to Fig. 1).39 Additional evi
dence indicating that the induction of apoptosis is accompanied by the enhanced 
expression of bax has been recently demonstrated.40 Using tissue sheets from guinea 
pig proximal colon, it was demonstrated that the removal of butyrate from Ussing 
chambers was associated with the induction of bax which paralleled a rapid process 
of apoptosis ex vivo.40 This is consist ant with the concept that the ratio of bel-2/bax 
can determine whether a given cell will execute or ignore an apoptotic stimulus.4! To 
date, the expression and localization of bel-2 and its 11 related genes (antagonists of 
apoptosis, bel-2, bel-XL, bel-w, and bfl-l, BRAG-I, and mel-I; agonists of apoptosis, 
bax, bik, bad, bak, and bel-xs) in the colon following carcinogen adminstration and diet 
manipulation have not been determined. 
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4. SPONTANEOUS AND DAMAGE-INDUCED APOPTOSIS 

Programmed cell death generally (although not exclusively) occurs after termi
nal differentiation.42 However, unlike the small intestine, spontaneous apoptosis in the 
proliferative zone of the colon is a rare event.16 Therefore, spontaneous apoptosis in 
the colon is unlikely to effectively regulate stem cell numbers. Although, similar to the 
small intestine, it may be an effective means of removing senescent cells from the 
luminal surface of the crypt.42 An important exception to this sequence of events exists 
during the initiation of tumorigenesis when there is an immediate apoptotic response 
to DNA damage induced by either carcinogen treatment43 or y-radiation.38 This form 
of apoptosis is targeted primarily to actively proliferating cells that have undergone 
DNA damage. Despite this important exception, under normal homeostatic conditions, 
the typical pattern of colonic epithelial cytokinetics is for stem cells to divide and 
produce daughter cells, which migrate up the crypt column, undergo several in transit 
divisions, differentiate in the upper one-third of the crypt, undergo apoptosis, and are 
exfoliated and removed in the fecal stream. 16 The sequence of events from terminal dif
ferentiation to apoptosis is unknown. Whether the differentiation of colonocytes trig
gers the initiation of apoptosis or is merely a necessary prerequisite for the apoptotic 
event, which is initiated by other signals, remains to be determined. Cancer cells usually 
have a less differentiated phenotype than their normal counterparts,44 and in most 
tumor cell lines, a more differentiated phenotype is considered to be less metastatic. 
Therefore, differentiating agents are thought to be antineoplastic in part because they 
predispose the cell to undergo apoptosis.44 

A number of investigators using the p53, null mouse have demonstrated that 
spontaneous apoptosis in the small intestine and colon is largely a p53-independent 
process.14,15.45 In contrast, targeted apoptosis (radiation damage-induced) is p53 
dependent. In bcl-2 null mice, there is an increase in the levels of spontaneous 
apoptosis in cells at the base of the colonic crypt.38 No such increase in spontaneous 
apoptosis is observed in small intestinal crypts. The pattern was similar following 
exposure to damaging radiation. These data indicate that bcl-2 plays an important 
role in attenuating both spontaneous and damage-induced (targeted) apoptosis in the 
colon. Future research examining the interaction of bcl-2, p53, and bax in a series of 
doubly mutant mice should help elucidate the homeostatic controls on colonic crypt 
cytokinetics. 

5. CELL ANCHORAGE REGULATES APOPTOSIS 

Epithelial cells in the crypt are dependent upon adhesion to extracellular matrix 
for survival. Loss of contact results in apoptosis, also termed anoikis.46 The role of 
specific cell surface adhesion molecules, e.g., Apc and cadherins, has recently been 
examined in a series of experiments using chimeric transgenic mice exhibiting forced 
intestinal expression of E-cadherin,47 dominant negative N-cadherin mutation,48 or 
ApcWT•49 These studies demonstrate that the balance between cell proliferation and 
apoptosis is in part coordinated by cell-cell interactions. In addition, ~-catenin, a key 
component of the cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion system, is frequently mutated 
in azoxymethane-induced rat colon tumors.24 This is relevant because ~-catenin is an 
oncogene, and Apc acts as a negative regulator of ~-catenin signaling.49 Indeed, the 
regulation of ~-catenin is critical to Apc's tumor suppressive effect. Disruption by 
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mutations in either Apc or ~-catenin may reduce cell migration, stimulate proliferation 
and antagonize apoptosis in a dominant negative fashion. 51 ,52 Collectively, these events 
result in anoikis resistance. It is believed that the breakdown of normal cell-cell com
munication is associated with colon carcinogenesis. 

6. EXPRESSION OF CYCLOOXYGENASES (CONSTITUTIVE 
COX-I AND INDUCIBLE COX-II) IN COLON CANCER 

Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are strong inhibitors of tumor 
formation in rodent models of chemically-induced colon cancer.53 NSAIDs cause a 
downward shift in the cell proliferation compartment of colonic crypts,54 and appear to 
increase apoptosis.55 There are compelling data that the protective effects of NSAIDs 
are in part related to the inhibition of intestinal Cox-II, since the induction of Cox-II 
is an early, rate-limiting step for adenoma formation.56 Elevated Cox-II expression in 
the colon has also been associated with increased levels of bcl-2 and E-cadherin, result
ing in increased adhesion to extracellular matrix. 57 This could account for the anti
apoptotic effect observed. However, the NSAID-dependent inhibition of colonic 
Cox-I as a contributing factor cannot be discounted, since Cox-I promotes crypt stem 
cell survival and proliferation. 58 Recently, Chan et a1.59 have shown that the tumor sup
pressive effects of NSAIDs are not likely related to a reduction in Cox 1111 -derived 
prostaglandins but to an elevation of the prostaglandin precursor, arachidonic acid 
(20: 4n-6). Using colonic cell lines, they demonstrated that the NSAID-induced 
increase in arachidonic acid stimulates the conversion of sphingomyelin to ceramide, a 
known mediator of apoptosis. We have been unable to confirm the presence of a colonic 
arachidonate-ceramide-apoptosis signaling cascade in vivo.60 

7. DIETARY MODULATION OF COLONIC CYTOKINETICS 

The two dietary components thought to have the most significant effect on colon 
tumor development are dietary fat and fiber. There are considerable data to support 
the concept that the type of fat or fiber is actually more important to tumor develop
ment than is the amount of either of these components in the diet. 61 -64 Specifically, n-3 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUFA) are protective against colon cancer in experi
mental studies.61 ,65,66 These fatty acids are found in high concentration in fish and fish 
oils. The type of dietary fiber that is the most protective against colon tumor develop
ment remains the subject of debate. Butyrate, a short chain fatty acid derived in the 
colon from microbial fermentation, can act as an inducer of apoptosis in colonic epithe
lial celllines.67 ,68 These in vitro findings have resulted in the hypothesis that the more 
fermentable fibers should be the most protective against colon cancer since they 
produce the highest amounts of butyrate in vivo. fi9 However, there is some discrepancy 
between in vitro and in vivo studies regarding the efficacy of butyrate64,69,7o and this 
issue is in need of resolution. 

Interestingly, caloric restriction in aging rats is capable of increasing colonic apop
tosis.7 Therefore, caloric restriction may not only reduce colon cancer risk by lowering 
the rate of epithelial cell proliferation/I but may also protect the colon from accumu
lation of DNA-altered cells during the aging process by enhancing the deletion of 
damaged cells. 
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8. INTERACTIVE EFFECT OF FAT AND FIBER ON APOPTOSIS 
DURING COLON TUMOR DEVELOPMENT 

111 

In the well documented rat model of colon carcinogenesis, a plethora of studies 
find that fish oil is protective against colon tumor development compared to corn oil 
based diets (containing primarily n-6 PUFA).61.65.72 In addition, this protective effect of 
fish oil is enhanced when highly-fermentable pectin, rather than poorly fermentable 
cellulose, is in the diet (refer to Fig. 2).61.72 We also find that fish oil results in a greater 
degree of colonocyte differentiation, and apoptosis compared to corn oil feeding.61 
These effects are enhanced in the fish oil/pectin diet treatment group (Fig. 3). Fish 
oil/pectin, compared to corn oil/pectin, is also protective at the very earliest stages of 
colon carcinogenesis (within 12 h of carcinogen injection).74 During this initiation phase 
of tumor induction, fish oil/pectin stimulates apoptosis in the upper portion of the 
crypt and down-regulates DNA damage. It is important to note that tumorigenesis 
begins in this upper portion of the crypt, initially expanding into the colonic lumen 
(as a polyp) and eventually extending downwards into the muscularis mucosa, finally 
becoming a carcinoma. It is clear from these studies that fish oil is protective against 
experimentally-induced colon cancer by upregulating apoptosis and that this protec
tive effect is enhanced by co-administration of dietary pectin. Although the fish oil 
versus corn oil differences are significant, they are numerically small and one might 
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Figure 2. Colon adenocarcinomas incidence. Dietary fish oil and pectin synergize to protect against colon 
tumor development. Rats were fed semi-purified diets containing 15% by weight fish oil or corn oil and ter
minated 36 weeks following the second azoxymethane injection. No tumors were observed in the saline
injected (control) group. Adapted from Chang." 
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Figure 3. The interactive effect of dietary fat 
and fiber on the number of apoptotic cells per 
crypt column in rat proximal and distal colon. 
Rats fed fish oil/pectin. F/P, had more apop
totic cells per crypt column compared to rats 
fed corn oil/cellulose. C/C corn oil/pectin. 
ClP; or fish oil/cellulose. F/e. Adapted from 
Chang.'" 

question their biological relevance. However, a single extra stem cell, not deleted by 
apoptosis, will produce 60-120 extra cells per crypt, 16 Small changes in apoptosis in this 
area, therefore, as a function of diet, may have important biological consequences, par
ticularly if this enhanced apoptosis seen with fish oil is targeted to DNA damaged cells. 
Importantly, we found a uniquely different response of fish oil supplemented animals 
to DNA damage in this upper one-third of the crypt compared to corn oil supplemented 
animals.74 Specifically, as DNA adduct levels increased, so did apoptosis levels with fish 
oil feeding. In contrast, as DNA adduct levels increased with corn oil supplementation, 
apoptosis actually decreased (Fig. 4). This suggests that fish oil supplementation results 
in the targeting of apoptosis to DNA damaged cells. This targeted apoptosis should 
decrease DNA adducted cells and provide less possibility for clonal expansion. 

9. REGULATION OF APOPTOSIS BY PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC) 

Using the AOM-rat tumor model, we recently demonstrated that n-3 PUFA 
prevent the carcinogen-induced chronic down-regulation of colonic protein kinase C 
(PKC) 0, S, and the selective up-regulation of PKC ~1I.75.76 This is significant because 
the maintenance of crypt PKC isozyme levels may sustain the homeostatic balance 

I.l~ 
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0'0 :.= 
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Adduct Level (staining intensity) 

Figure 4. Fish oil fed animals target DNA 
damaged cells for deletion by apoptosis. 
Adapted from Hong.7' A positive slope (fish oil 
fed rats) indicates that an increase in apoptosis 
is associated with an increase in the level of 
DNA adducts. 
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between cell proliferation and apoptosis.77- xo Indeed, the cytoskeletal localization of 
select PKC isoforms suggests that colonic PKC may be an important regulator of crypt 
cell-cell communication.xl The ability of n-3 PUFA to block the carcinogen-induced 
increase in PKC ~11 expression is consistent with previous reports citing a role for PKC 
~11 in colon tumorigenesis.76,7Kx2 Therefore, it is possible that dietary n-3 PUFA reduce 
colon cancer incidence in part by blocking the effects of carcinogen on colonic PKC 
isozyme-related signal transduction. 

10. CONCLUSION 

The colonic epithelium is a self-renewing tissue in which the rate of new cell pro
duction is equaled by the rate of cell loss. The balance between proliferation and apop
tosis is critical to the maintenance of steady-state number for cell populations in the 
colon. Recently, the universal applicability of changes in cell proliferation as a diag
nostic marker for colonic tumor development has been questioned. Experimental 
studies in rodent species have shown that changes in colonic cell proliferation do not 
always predict tumor development. This likely indicates that the relative contribution 
of an up-regUlation of cell division to the tumorigenic process is episodic in nature. 
It has now been clearly established that the transformation of colonic epithelium 
to carcinomas is associated with a progressive inhibition of apoptosis. Interestingly, 
in the rat azoxymethane colon tumorigenic model, we have demonstrated that apop
tosis has greater prognostic value compared to cell proliferation in terms of predicting 
which animals will develop colonic tumors. These data suggest that assessment of 
apoptosis deserves a place in the armamentarium of intermediate biomarkers for colon 
tumorigenesis. 

It is now well accepted that colon cancer evolves from a multi-step process and 
is a disease strongly influenced by environmental factors, with diet being one of the 
most important modifying agents. Among dietary factors, there are strong experimen
tal data using a variety of rat and mouse colon carcinogenesis models indicating a pro
tective effect of select fats and fibers. We have recently demonstrated that the balance 
between colonic epithelial cell proliferation and apoptosis in the rat colon can be favor
ably modulated by feeding a combination of n-3 PUFA (found in fish oil) and pectin 
(a highly fermentable fiber), thereby conferring resistance to toxic carcinogenic agents. 
These data offer insight into the mechanisms by which select dietary factors modify the 
risk of colon cancer development. Elucidation of the mechanisms by which select 
dietary fats and fibers reduce colon cancer incidence will lead to the establishment of 
dietary guidelines designed to reduce colon cancer morbidity and mortality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

13 

Elucidating the pathogenesis of colon cancer, one of the commonest fatal malig
nancies in the Western world, represents an important challenge for biomedical science. 
The seminal observation that nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) reduce 
the incidence of and mortality from colorectal cancer! has ushered in a new approach 
to the study of colon cancer. 

The best-known pharmacological target of NSAIDs is the enzyme cyclooxyge
nase (COX), properly called prostaglandin H synthase.2.3 COX catalyzes the for
mation of several prostaglandins (PGs) and thromboxane from arachidonic acid and 
other fatty acids. There are two isoforms of COX, COX-1, and COX-2. The former is 
expressed in almost all cells, whereas the latter generally is induced in response to 
certain stimuli, including growth factors and mitogens. COX-2, up regulated in some 
colon adenomas and most colon carcinomas, appears to play an important role in colon 
carcinogenesis.4.5 It is generally assumed that most, if not all, of the pharmacological 
effects of NSAIDs can be explained through their inhibitory effect on the COX 
enzymes. There is, however, significant evidence that COX-independent effects may 
also be operative.6 

Cancer is considered to be a cell cycle disease.? The fundamental biological role 
of the cell cycle combined with its relationship to cancer have prompted an intense 
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study of the molecular events that control the transitions through the various phases 
of the cell cycle. 

Below, we provide an overview of the interactions between what appear to be 
three important factors in colon cancer, NSAIDs, cyclooxygenases, and the cell cycle. 
To illustrate important concepts, we draw mostly on our own work; other work is men
tioned as needed, but this paper is not intended to be a thorough review of the rele
vant literature. 

1.1. NSAIDs Affect the Cell Cycle 

Early evidence suggested that NSAIDs affect the distribution of cells in the cell 
cycle. This work demonstrated that treatment with NSAIDs, such as indomethacin, 
arrests non intestinal cells in the GO/G1 phase of the cell cycle.R.9 Prompted by the accu
mulating evidence that NSAIDs prevent colon cancer, we reported in 1994 our obser
vation that sulindac, and its active metabolite sulindac sulfide, profoundly affect the 
distribution of colon cancer cell lines in the cell cycle.1O For example, following treat
ment of HT-29 cells with sulindac sulfide 150-200~M, most of these cells remained 
either in G1 phase or exited the cell cycle (Go) (about 70-80% in G1/G1 vs. about 50% 
of controls). I I 

Other NSAIDs have similar effects.12 For example, indomethacin, piroxicam, 
aspirin and naproxen, representing four important structural classes of this large family 
of compounds, showed a similar effect: cells were predominantly arrested in G1/G1 
phase. Of interest, the oxidative derivative of sulindac, sulindac sulfone, which is devoid 
of an effect on COX, also manifested a similar cell cycle effect when confluent HT-29 
cells were fed fresh medium.13 

Common features of these effects are their concentration- and time-dependence 
as well as their reversibility. The relative potency of these compounds varied. 12 
Although cell culture data cannot be extrapolated into intact organisms, in some cases 
at least the cell cycle effect of NSAIDs was observed at concentrations achievable 
in vivo. 

1.2. Overview of Cell Cycle Regulation 

Figure 1 provides a schematic and simplified overview of the cell cycle of higher 
eukaryotes. Progression through the cell cycle is controlled, in part, through dynamic 
interactions between cyclin-dependent kinases (cdks) and their regulatory subunits, the 
cyclins. 14.15 Once expressed, cyclins bind to their cdk partners in discrete phases of the 
cell cycle, thus contributing to the coordination of the cell cycle phases. In continuously 
proliferating cells, progression through the cell cycle is controlled, in part, by the kinase 
activity of cyclin-cdk complexes. For example: a) cdk4 or cdk6, with the D-type cyclins, 
control progression through G1;15.16 b) cdk2, with cyclin E, regulates the G1/S transition, 
also thought to be the restriction point where a cell makes an irreversible commitment 
to proceed with one round of cell division; and c) cdc2, with the A- and B-type cyclins, 
the "G2 or mitotic cyclins", controls the G 2/M transition. 14 

Various factors stimulate (e.g., epidermal growth factor or platelet derived growth 
factor) or inhibit (e.g., transforming growth factor-~) cell division through molecular 
mechanisms that ultimately affect cdk catalytic activity. In this way, the cell cycle mol
ecular machinery is sensitive to exogenous growth signals. The products of two major 
gene families bind directly to and inhibit cdk complexes in response to negative regu-
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Figure 1. The cell cyele and the effect of NSAIOs. A simplified view of cell cyele progression which is con
trolled by dynamic interactions between cyelin-dependent kinases (cdks) and their cyelin regulatory sub
units. Once expressed, cyelins bind to their cdk partners in discrete phases of the cell cyele as depicted here, 
ensuring the orderly advancement through the phases of the cell cyele. In continuously proliferating cells: a) 
cdk4 or cdk6, with the Ootype cyelins. control progression through G,: b) edk2. with eyelin E, regulate the 
G"S transition. where the cell irreversibly commits to proceed with one round of cell division; and c) cdc2. 
with the A- and B-type cyelins. the "G, or mitotic cyelins". control the G,/M transition. These kinases trans
fer inorganic phosphate to targets that affect important events in the cell cyele. For example. cdc2-cyelin B I. 
also known as maturation promotion factor (MPF). phosphorylates molecules like nuelear lamins. which 
induces the dissolution of the nuclear membrane. a dramatic event characterizing the onset of mitosis. 
Ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. triggered at characteristic times in the cell cycle, degrades cyclin proteins 
and turns off cdk activity. The fundamental cell cycle engine is influenced by many extracellular growth 
factors via signal transduction pathways. For example. mitogenic factors like EGF or POGF stimulate ras
dependent pathways which induce cyclin 0 expression. The tumor suppressor gene p53 inhibits progression 
through the cell cycle by upregulating p21 WAFI which can inhibit the activity of many cdk complexes ("global 
effect"). Sulindac sulfide and other NSAIOs alter the expression of cyelins. cdks, and other molecules inhibit
ing cell proliferation. This effect is depicted by the direction of arrows in parentheses next to the affected 
protein. These extensive changes account for the induction of cell quiescence. 
i* = absolute decrease in level of protein but increase in proportion relative to the total amount; J* = absolute 
decrease in level of protein and decrease in proportion relative to the total amount. R point = restriction point; 
pRb = retinoblastoma protein. 
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latory signals. The p15 cdk-inhibitors inactivate cyclin D-containing complexes and thus 
can regulate the progression through the cell cycle in early Gt. The p2l WAFt protein 
family can inhibit the function of all cdk-containing complexes. Tumor suppressor genes 
also inhibit progression through the cell cycle. The p53 tumor suppressor gene, com
monly mutated and inactivated in human cancers, is a key component of a checkpoint 
that regulates the onset of DNA replication near the GtfS boundary.I7-2o p53 stimulates 
the expression of the cdk-inhibitor p2l WAFt which is an important downstream effector 
of this checkpoint pathway. p53 likely also influences the GziM transition as well.21.22 
pRB, the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein, influences cell cycle progression 
in late Gt by regulating the activity of the E2F family of transcription factors, which 
control transcription of a variety of genes critical for DNA synthesis.23 The genes 
referred to above all play an important role in the regulation of cell proliferation and 
apoptosis, processes affected by NSAIDs 

1.3. NSAIDs Alter the Expression and/or Activity of Cyelins and Cdks 

To ascertain the mechanism by which NSAIDs produce their profound changes 
in the distribution of colon cancer cells in the cell cycle, we assessed their effect on the 
aforementioned proteins that regulate cell cycle phase transitions. At the time these 
studies were conducted, inhibition of colorectal tumorigenesis by sulindac was the best
documented case of NSAID-induced chemoprevention.24.25 In fact, sulindac was the 
only NSAID shown convincingly to regress colonic polyps. Thus, sulindac sulfide, the 
active metabolite of sulindac, was the compound that we chose to study most exten
sively in this regard. Recently, sulindac has also been reported to decrease or even elim
inate the number of aberrant crypt foci in humans.26 

Sulindac sulfide decreases the expression of cdc2, cdk2, and cdk4 in HT-29 
colon cancer cells, documented by Western blotting of proteins extracted from sulin
dac sulfide treated cells. Such reduction was accompanied by diminished enzymatic 
activity of these cdks.tt 

Sulindac sulfide profoundly affects the expression of several cyclins.27.28 Detailed 
assessment of the expression of cyclins during the cell cycle phases was made possible 
by employing bivariate flow cytometric analysis, a methodology that allowed the simul
taneous determination of both DNA and cyclin protein content of individual cells. Thus, 
in HT-29 cells, sulindac sulfide: a) decreases the expression of cyclins Bl and E; and b) 
increases the expression of cyclins Dl, D2, and D3. Of interest, apoptotic cells, induced 
by sulindac sulfide, express both E and D-type cyclins, but not cyclin B 1. In another 
series of experiments, it was also shown that sulindac sulfide decreases the expression 
of cyclin A as well.27 

Treatment of HT-29 colon cancer cells with sulindac sulfide is associated with an 
increase in p2l WAF-t/cipt levels, a reduction of the levels of pRB with a relative increase 
in the amount of hypophosphorylated pRB, and a reduction of the levels of mutant 
p53Y It is of interest to note that sulindac, the parent compound of sulindac sulfide, 
effected similar changes as sulindac sulfide, but it was less potent. 11 

These observations, summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1, make it clear that 
sulindac sulfide has a pronounced and fairly extensive effect on the expression 
and activity of molecules that regulate the cell cycle of cultured colon cancer cells 
(summarized in Fig. 1). Taken together, these effects are consistent with the induction 
of cell quiescence by sulindac sulfide and explain in molecular terms its anti
proliferative effect. 
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Table 1. The effect of sulindac sulfide on cell cycle of HT-29 
colon cancer cells 

Cell cyele phases GOIGI it 
Cyelins Cdks 

A J. cdk4 
Bl J. cdk2 
D1 i cdc2 
02 i 
D3 i 
E J. 
*The p53 gene is mutant in HT-29 cells.") 

J. 
J. 
J. 

s J.J. G21M J.J. 
Tumor 

suppressor genes 

pRB J. 
p21 i 

mp53* J. 
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Of particular interest were two observations we made regarding the effect of 
sulindac sulfide on HT-29 cells. First, sulindac sulfide's inhibitory effect on cell prolif
eration (and by extension on cell cycle) was twice that on the induction of apoptosis.29.3o 
Second, applying a triparameter flow cytometric analysis that simultaneously deter
mined DNA content, expression of Ki-67 or PCNA, and extent of DNA strand breaks 
by TUNEL, we demonstrated that sulindac sulfide induced several subpopulations 
of cells defined by their expression of proliferation markers and DNA strand breaks. 
By 72h the rapidly proliferating cells [PCNA/Ki-67(+)/TUNEL(-)] were reduced 
from >90% to about one third. Of the remaining cells, about one third were 
apoptotic [PCNA/Ki-67(-)/TUNEL(+)] and one third were quiescent [PCNAI 
Ki-67(-)/TUNEL(-)]. Another subpopulation was detected that was PCNA/Ki-
67(+)/TUNEL(+); of them, some had a dominant subdiploid peak and over half were 
in the S or GiM phase by DNA content. That a subpopulation of apoptotic cells 
strongly expressed PCNA and Ki-67, suggested that the specificity of these antigens as 
proliferation markers may need reassessment. 

Although comprehensive information on the molecular effects of other NSAIDs 
on cell cycle is not available, they induce a similar array of changes.!2 All appear to 
produce the same final changes in the distribution of colonocytes in the cell cycle 
phases, the most notable being a predominance of cells in GoIG!Y 

A major question that remains is whether NSAIDs influence the cell cycle or 
tumor suppressor pathways directly or through interactions with other signaling path
ways at the cell membrane or within the cytoplasm. The global influence of these com
pounds on the molecules controlling cell proliferation and the necessity for at least 12 
hrs to transpire for these effects to become manifest, suggest that they trigger uniden
tified upstream signaling pathways. Herrmann et al. have provided convincing evidence 
that sulindac sulfide binds to and inhibits the signaling function of ras,3! a gene cen
trally important to mitogenic signaling and cell transformation.32 Clearly, understand
ing the pathways involved in NSAID mediated chemoprevention would be of great 
interest for the development of new chemotherapeutic or chemopreventive agents. 

The observations presented above were made in cultured colonocytes and their 
immediate applicability to human colon cancer is by necessity conditional. However, it 
is important to note that there have been several reports of altered expression of 
various cyclins in association with colon cancer. In one study,33 the expression of cyclin 
E was elevated in 92% of colon cancers, while cyclins A and D1 were suppressed in 
63% and 41 %, respectively. Cyclin E gene amplification has been found in about 10% 
of colon cancers.34 Finally, a histochemical study35 showed increased expression of cyclin 
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01 in about one third of colon adenomas and carcinomas. These observations under
score the notion that changes in cell cycle regulators may participate in the process of 
human colon carcinogenesis. 

2. THE ROLE OF CYCLOOXYGENASES 

A limited amount of work suggests that the expression of COX isoenzymes influ
ences cell cycle regulation. For example, rat intestinal epithelial cells stably overex
pressing the COX-2 gene, had a G1 phase duration two to three times longer than 
control transfectants.36 This change was associated with reduced cyclin Oland cdk4 
levels, slightly elevated p21 WAFI levels, and no change in the levels of cyclin 03. The 
authors speculated that the delay in G1 transit may relate to the resistance of these cells 
to undergo apoptosis, which could affect their tumorigenic potential. 

Strong evidence indicates that inhibition of COX enzymes by NSAIOs is not 
required for their effects on cell cycle. Indeed, this is also true of the anti proliferative 
and proapoptotic effects of these compounds?9.30,37 The initial (and direct) experiment 
that substantiated this notion involved the study of two human colon cancer cell lines, 
one lacking both COX isoenzymes (HCT-15 cells), the putative target of NSAIOs, and 
the other expressing both COX isoforms (HT-29 cells). HCT-15 cells do not produce 
PGs, even when A23187, arachidonic acid or mellitin was exogenously applied to stim
ulate their synthesis. Alternatively, HT-29 cells produce PGE2, PGF2a, and PGI2, which 
are induced 3- to 5-fold in response to exogenous stimulation.37 

Treatment of HCT-15 cells with sulindac sulfide or piroxicam inhibited their 
proliferation, altered their cell cycle phase distribution by inducing quiescence, and 
induced their apoptosis. Addition of exogenous PGs along with the NSAIDs failed to 
reverse their effect on these three parameters of cell growth. The same response was 
noted with HT-29 cells. Thus, it was clear that NSAIDs could affect the cell cycle 
machinery independently of their ability to inhibit PG synthesis. 

Sulindac sulfone and salicylic acid, the hydrolytic product of aspirin, both of 
which are poor inhibitors of COX enzymes, also affect the cell cycle of cultured 
colonocytes. 13. 3M These observations further support the notion that inhibition of COX 
by NSAIOs is not required for their effect on the cell cycle. 

As we have discussed elsewhere,39 it is conceivable that both COX-dependent and 
COX-independent mechanisms may be operative in bringing about the effects of 
NSAIDs in colon cancer, including their effect on the cell cycle. For example, if these 
two mechanisms affect different control pathways, and the inhibition of each one of 
them leads to the same end-result, then the apparently conflicting data can be recon
ciled. In a system like the cell cycle, where NSAIOs cause such extensive and appar
ently redundant changes on regulatory molecules, it would not be difficult to envision 
such a duality of action. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The pathogenesis of colon cancer is a complex, multistep process. NSAIOs, which 
profoundly affect its development, have extensive effects on the molecular regulation 
of the cell cycle, culminating in the induction of cell quiescence. While COX enzymes 
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may influence cell cycle regulation, it is also apparent that this effect can be brought 
about by mechanisms that do not require inhibition of COX enzymes. 

Biologically, the most critical question concerns the relevance of these changes 
to human colon cancer development. An important corollary to this would be whether 
alterations of the cell cycle are needed for the chemopreventive or, equally importantly, 
the tumor regressing effect of NSAIDs in colon cancer. At the present time, it is uncer
tain whether one can conclude that, since cell cycle is central to cancer, and since 
NSAIDs affect colon cancer so profoundly, then these changes must be pharmacolog
ically important. Indeed, the complexity of the system suggests that a direct answer to 
so crucial a problem may not be within our immediate reach. Nevertheless, the stage 
has been set and additional work is likely to enhance our understanding in this most 
important area. 
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Abstracts 

The effect of activated carbon fiber adsorbent Aqualen on colon carcinogenesis was firstly studied in rats. 
Two-month-old outbred female LIO rats were weekly exposed to 15 (experiment 1, groups 1,2 and 3) or 
to 5(experiment 2, groups 4,5 and 6) subcutaneous injections of 1, 20dimethylhydrazine (DMH) at a 
single dose of 21 mglkg of body weight. From the day of the first injection of the carcinogen DI\1H, the 
rats from groups 2, 3, 5 and 6 were given Aqualen with diet. In both experiments, rats were fed Aqualen 
5 times per week together with lab chow in the daily dose of 10 mglkg (groups 2 and 4) or 100 mglkg 
(groups 3 and 5) of body weight. Additionally, another group ofrats were not exposed to the carcinogen 
and served as intact control (group 7) or were given Aqualen with a diet in the daily dose of 10 mglkg 
(group 8) or 100 mglkg (group 9). These experiments were finalized in 6 months after the first injection 
ofDI\1H. In experiments 1 and 2, the majority of tumors were localized in the descending colon. Tumors 
of the small intestines developed only in rats from experiment. 

I) Total incidence of colon tumors as well as tumors in different parts of the colon and the mean number 
of tumors per rats were much higher in rats from all groups in experiment 1 than rats in experiment 
2. 

2) In experiment 1, supplementation of Aqualen to diet was followed by the decrease in the number of 
tumors per rat in both ascending .and descending colon regardless of the dose of the enterosorbent. 

In experiment 2, the affect of Aqualen was stronger tllan that in experiment 1: the enterosorbent decreased 
both the incidence and the multiplicity in the total colon, its ascending and descending parts and in 
rectum. In both experiments the percentage of small colon tumors among rats exposed to Aqualen 
(groups 2 and 3) was higher than that of controls (group 1). All detected intestinal tumors were classified 
as adenocarcinomas. There was not any differences in the tumor morphology between rats from groups 
exposed to Aqualen without DI\1H. Thus, our results demonstrate the inhibitory effect of activated carbon 
fiber adsorbent Aqualen on intestinal carcinogenesis in rats. 
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Three-month-old male LIO rats were exposed to 5 or 15 weekly s.c. injections of 1,2 dimethylhydrazine 
(DfvfH, 21 mg/kg) and were given Melatonin in tap water (20 uglml) or solvent at night time during the 
period of the carcinogen treatment. Rats were sacrificed 6 months after the start of DfvfH injections. The 
exposure to Melatonin (ML T) was followed by the decrease in intestinal tumor incidence in jejunum and 
ascending colon as compared to controls. The inhibitory effect of ML T on the multiplicity of bowel 
tumors was found mostly in duodenum, jejunum, ascending and descending colon. This effect is 
correlated with the significant inhibitory effect of the pineal hormone on mitotic index and with 
stimulating inhibitory effect of ML T on the relative number of apoptotic cells (TUNEL-method) in colon 
tumors. Long-term treatment with ML T was followed also by the decrease in the area of lymphoid 
infiltrates in the colon mucosa of tumor-bearing rats. The level of immunohistochemically detected ML T 
in epitllelium of the intestinal tract of rats exposed to DfvfH was significantly reduced as compared to 
intact rats, while in rats treated with DfvfH+ML T it was in control ranges. In serum of rat exposed to 
DfvfH alone the level of diene conjugates (DC) and Schiff's bases (S8) was significantly increased as 
compared with controls. In colon tissue ofDfvfH-treated rats, the level of ~C, S8, carbonyl derivatives of 
amino acids NO-synthase activity was significantly increased and total antioxidative activity was 
decreased as compared to controls. In rats exposed to DfvfH+ML T normalization of free radical processes 
in serum and colon have been observed. ML T also inhibits mutagenic effect of DfvfH in vivo 
(chromosome aberration and sperm head anomalies tests) and in vitro (Ames test). These findings 
suggest that the inhibitory effect of ML T on the intestinal carcinogenesis is mediated by an inhibition of 
free radical processes in the target for DfvfH tissues. 
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Prevention of Papillomavirus Initiated Cervical Cancer by the Phytochemical Indole-3-
Carbinol 
Liang Jin, Mai Qi, DaZhi Chen and Karen Aubom 
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Cervical cancer is the second most common cancer worldwide The E6 and E7 proteins 

of the highly oncogenic types of papillomaviruses, such as human papillomavirus type 16, are 

cotactors for cervical cancer. Other tactors are needed tor cervical cancer to develop. That 

estrogen promotes the development of cervical cancer is indicated by much circumstantial and 

direct evidence. We asked whether indole-3-carbinol (I3C) could prevent cervical cancer in a 

mouse model I3C, found in high concentrations in cruciferous vegetables (broccoli, cabbage, 

cauliflower and brussel sprouts), is an active chemopreventative. In particular, BC is an anti-

estrogen by favorably modulating estrogen metabolism. 

Mice with the transgene for early genes of HPY 16 with a keratin 14 promoter develop 

cervical cancer when given estradiol chronically (Arbeit et ai, PNAS 93:2930, 1996). Using 

these mice, we compared mice fed a diet AIN or ATN supplemented with 2000 ppm of the 

phytochemical, indole-3-carbinol. At a dose of estradiol (0.12Smg/60 days), many mice became 

morbid caused by retention of fluid in the bladder. This morbidity was reduced by BC More 

pre-cancerous lesions developed with time and more cancers developed with time BC 

prevented the cancers and reduced the development of precancerous lesions. We used lower 

doses of estradiol (0 12Smg/60 days) to prevent morbidity effects associated with estradiol 

More than half of these mice developed invasive cervical cancer within 6 months, and the 

remainder developed high grade precancerous lessons. In the mice receiving dietary indole-3-

carbinol, no mice developed invasive cervical cancers and fewer developed precancerous lesions. 

We conclude that BC would be likely be useful in the prevention of cervical cancer and 

effective in individuals known to have papillomavirus infections. 
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Fish Oil Constituent Docosahexaenoic Acid Inhibits Growth or Cells Rendered Pre
Cancerous by Papillomavirus: 
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The omega -3 PUFAs (polyunsaturated fatty acids) inhibit proliferation of breast cancer 

cells whereas omega-6 PUFAs stimulate growth. In this study, we examined papillomavirus 

infected cells. 80th genital cells immortalized with the highly oncogenic human papillomavirus 

type 16 (HPVI6) and cells grown from explants of benign tumors caused by papillomavirus type 

6 or II were examined. 

Human cervical keratinocytes, immortalized with HPVI6, were treated with linoleic acid 

(an omega-6 PUFA) and the omega-3 PUFAs, eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and 

docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). Using both cell counts and BrdU incorporation, DHA inhibited 

growth to a greater extent than EPA, whereas linoleic acid had no effect. This effect of DHA 

was dose-dependent, and largely growth arrest rather than toxicity. DHA inhibited growth of 

foreskin keratinocytes immortalized by HPVI6 and cells grown from the explants of laryngeal 

papillomas, a benign tumor with an HPV etiology, but did not inhibit normal foreskin or 

laryngeal keratinocytes. The effect of indomethacin, a cycIooxygenase inhibitor like DHA, had 

only minimal effect on growth. DHA inhibited growth in the presence of estradiol, a grwoth 

stimulator. Alpha-tocopherol, a peroxidation inhibitor, largely abrogated effects of DHA. 

Therefore, the mechanism of inhibition is consistent with lipid peroxidation. 
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Reduction of the incidence of metachronous adenomas of the large 

bowel by means of selenomethionine and antioxidant vitamins: A 

double blind randomized trial. 
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Purpose:: to investigate the efficacy of a combination of antioxidants in 
reducing the incidence of colorectal metachronous adenomas after 

polypectomy. 
Methods: Between 1988 and 1995, in two endoscopic units, 304 patients 
who had at least one adenoma removed from the large bowel and were free 
from polyps were randomized to receive daily, for 5 years, 200 mcg. 1-
selenomethionine, 30 mg. zinc, 2 mg vitamin A, 180 mg. vitamin C and 30 
mg. vitamin E, or a placebo (both provided by Pharma Nord, Vejle, Denmark). 
Patients were scheduled for colonoscopy on year one, three and five after 
randomization. An intention to treat analysis was performed. 
Results: 233 of 304 patients had at least one follow-up colonoscopy (116 in 
the intervention group and 117 in the placebo group). Their 5-year actuarial 
compliance to the treatment was 63.7%; the results were different in the two 
centers (40.5% vs 96.1%). The four-year adenoma recurrence-free survival 
was 76.9% in the intervention group and 64.2% in the placebo group 
(P=0.035). The observed incidence of metachronous adenomas was 5.9% in 
the intervention group and 11 % in the placebo group (crudeRR=0.51, c.L 
0.27-0.95, adjRR=0.56, c.L 0.32-0.99); the reduction of the risk was more 
marked in the center were better compliance was obtained (RR=0.23, c.L 
0.06-0.92) than in the other (RR=0.64, c.L 0.30-1.35). Side effects related to 
the treatment were reported by 12.5% of the patients in the intervention group 
and by 2.9% of those in the placebo group. 
Conclusions: Despite its limitations (low compliance, high rate of lost to 
follow up), this study provides suggestive evidence in favor of the preventive 
effect of the chemopreventive regimen on the incidence of metachronous 
adenomas. Furthermore, in the center where compliance to treatment and 
follow up was more than adequate (>90%), the observed effect was even 
more marked. 
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Traditionally, cell lines have been used for drug studies. However, monolayer 
cell cultures are much more sensitive to drugs than the in vivo situation. On the other 
hand, nude mice xenograph takes 30-50 weeks to yield results and is therefore of 
limited use to most cancer patients. Moreover, results obtained in xenographs may not 
be representative of human response. 

We recently established a three-dimensional histoculture system that is able to 
simulate the in vivo microenvironment for chemopreventive studies in colorectal cancer 
(CRC). Fresh CRC specimens were dissected and cultured on pig skin collagen floating 
on tissue culture medium and grew in CO2 incubator at 37°C. The viability of the tumor 
blocks were evaluated by the BrdU immunostaining method. The average labeling index 
is -50%. The histoculture tumors were able to maintain the typical tissue architecture 
ofCRC tumors and the expression of tumor specific antigen after culture for 14 days. 

The histoculture system has clear advantages over cell line and xenograph studies 
as it is more in vivo-like than cell lines and more rapid and cost-effective than 
xenographs. Moreover, it offers potential for individualized treatment since each culture 
involves tumor tissues from individual patient. It is also a good system for tumor 
biology studies and for screening new anti-cancer drugs. 

Preliminary results on the chemopreventive effect of staurosporine, a potent 
Protein Kinase C inhibitor, as measured by the proliferative and apoptotic indices, will 
be presented. 
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Abstract 

Objective: To investigate the relationship of the expression of C-erbB-2, 

H-ras, p53 gene proteins and development of colorectal carcinoma and its 

clinical value in the early diagnosis, and prognosis in colorectal 

carcinoma. Methods: With LSAB immunohistochemistry, the paraffin 

embedded tissues of 45 cases of colorectal carcinoma and 36 cases of 

non-adenomas dysplasia abjecent to colorectal carcinoma were studied. 
Results: p53 positive expression rate in colorectal carcinoma is 57.8%, 

non-adenomas dysplasia abjecent to colorectal carcinoma and colorectal 

adenoma which show high expression are both moderately or high 

dysplasia. The overexpression of p53 relates with histologic grade, lymph 

node metastasis (P<0.05), but no significant correlation the expression of 

p53 and histologic type, degree of invasion. Both of p21 and p 185 

expression does not correlate with histologic type, degree of invasion 

lymph node metastasis, but histologic grade «0.05). 29(64.4%) cases 

showed coordinately positive expression for p21 and p185(P<0.005). 

Conclusion: p53 expression may be an independent marker of malignant 

potential. The positive expression of p21 correlates with that of p 18 5 

strongly p53, p21 and pISS play an important role in the development of 

colorectal carcinomas. 

Key word: Colorectal Carcinoma C-erbB-2 ras p53 
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Perillyl alcohol is a naturally occurring monoterpene which has shown antitumor and 

cancer preventative activity in preclinical studies. Because of these properties and that it 

is a dietary constituent there is intensive interest in defining the underlying mechanism(s) 

for its anticancer effects. We have previously demonstrated that perillyl alcohol ill vitro in 

high concentrations may inhibit farnesyl protein transferase (FPTase), which is the enzyme 

that catalyzes RAS post-translational processing, and in lower concentrations will reduce 

RAS levels. We have hypothesized that these effects may contribute to perillyl alcohol's 

anticancer activity. To investigate whether these ill vitro effects are observed ill vivo we 

are conducting a phase I trial of perillyl alcohoL Perillyl alcohol is given four times daily 

for two weeks followed by two weeks off Ten patients have been treated at the following 

doses: level (L) 1-1200 mglm2/dose; L2-1600 mg/m2/dose Preliminary pharmacokinetic 

data is available. Peak levels (J.lM) of the two main metabolites, perillic acid (PA) and 

dihydroperillic acid (DHPA), were 200-350 for PA and 20-30 for DHPA Day 14 and 29 

metabolite levels were similar to day I. Metabolite levels appear to increase from Lito 

L2 and there is a trend toward higher levels when the drug is taken in a fasting state than 

when taken with food. The main toxicities observed have been gastrointestinal (nausea 

and vomiting, satiety and gastroesophageal reflux) and fatigue Correlative laboratory 

studies are also being evaluated from a mechanistic and prognostic standpoint. Plasma 

obtained after perillyl alcohol dosing does not display an ability to inhibit mammalian 

FPTase in an in vitro bioassay. Mononuclear cell RAS levels vary after perillyl alcohol 

treatment and decreased in 3 of the first 7 patients analyzed with the most dramatic 

decrease being to 30% of control in a patient at L2. These correlative findings are 

encouraging and support the possibility that alterations in RAS can occur ill vivo. 

Enrollment continues to determine the maximum tolerated dose when given on this 

schedule. Supported by the NIH and the AlCR. 
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Abstracts 
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The involvement of the Ki-ras oncogene and its specific mutations in colon tumors may be associated 

with dietary habits. 

Based on a previously conducted case-control study on diet and colon cancer, we collected paraffine

embedded carcinoma tissue of the cases to study the potential association between Ki-ras mutational 

status and diet. Ki-ras gene mutations (codons 12 and 13) were determined by a mutant allele specific 

method: 36% of the 185 cases harbored mutations, of which 82% were located in codon 12. 

Overall, Ki-ras mutational status was not markedly associated with diet. Interestingly, however, high 

intakes of animal protein, calcium and poultry were differently associated with codon 12 and codon 13 

mutations: odds ratios (95% confidence intervals) codon 12 versus codon 13 were 9.0 (2.0-42), 4.1 

(1.4-12) and 15 (1.4-160), respectively. Differences between the codons could not be explained by the 

type of mutations involved: transition and transversion mutations were not differently associated with 

diet. 

These data suggest a different dietary etiology of colon tumors harboring Ki-ras codon 12 and codon 13 

mutations. 
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Specific Integration Sites in Leukemias Induced by Friend Virus in Folate Deficient Mice, 

Don J. Park and Mark J. Koury, Vanderbilt University and Nashville V A Medical Center, 

Nashville, TN. 

Folate deficiency around the time of infection with the "anemia-inducing" strain of Friend 

virus complex increases the incidence of leukemia over the subsequent year when compared to 

control mice that were not folate deficient at the time of infection. Many of these Friend virus 

induced leukemias can give rise to clonal leukemia cell lines. Analysis of these cclllines derived 

from mice that were folate-deficient at the time of infection indicate that the two most common 

genetic changes reported in these leukemias, Spi-J (Pu. J) rearrangement and p53 mutation, cannot 

aa::ount for the increased incidence of leukemia. In order to circumvent cross hybridization with 

endogenous murine retroviruses, we have used two dimensional Southern blotting to analyze 

possible integration sites by the two components of the Friend virus complex in leukemia cell lines 

derived from mice that were folate deficient or nonnal at the time of infection. The total number 

of provirus integrations VtdS increased in many of the cell lines derived from folate-deficient mice 

as compared to those derived from controls. FUIthennore, we have identified two integration sites 

present in some cell lines from folate deficient mice that are not present in cell lines of normal 

mice. We are in the process of cloning the murine DNA near these sites to determine whether 

they are in or near recognized folate fragile areas, oncogenes, or tumor suppressor genes. These 

studies should help identify possible genetic loci that are altered by the combination of folate 

deficiency and leukemogenic stimuli. 
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Stimulation of apoptosis and inhibition of mitosis by dietary fish oil is associated with 

suppression of neoplastic induction in a rat model of colon carcinogenesis. 

Peter Latham, Elizabeth K. Lund, and Ian T. Johnson 
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Diets rich in the n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUF A) eicosapentaenoic acid 

(C20:5, EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (C20:6, DBA) derived from marine fish have 

been shown to suppress the genesis of preneoplastic aberrant crypt foci (ACF) in 

animals administered carcinogen (1), the development of micro adenomas in the APC 

(Min) knockout mouse (2), and tumour development and growth in rodents (3). The 

mechanisms of this protection are largely unknown. In this study we wished to gain 

insight into the effects of dietary fish oils on crypt cell apoptosis and mitosis during a 

48 h period following administration of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine (DMH), and to 

investigate whether modifications to cell fate induced by fish oil may constitute a 

mechanism by which it can suppress the induction of ACF in the rodent distal colon. 

The consumption of fish oil was associated with increased apoptotic cell death and 

reduced proliferation in the colon at 24 hand 48 h after administration ofDMH. 

Apoptosis was also increased, and mitosis reduced from baseline levels in control 

animals given a sham injection of saline and fed fish oil. After 18 weeks, animals fed 

fish oil for 48 h after each of three weekly DMH injections had approximately 50% 

fewer ACF, although there were no significant differences in the numbers of aberrant 

crypts per focus. These cytokinetic and apoptotic responses of the rat colonic crypt to 

fish oil after treatment with a model carcinogen, coupled with the observed 

suppression of ACF, suggest that dietary PUF As can mediate changes in the balance of 
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cell proliferation and death in the colonic mucosa, and hence modulate the induction of 

early neoplastic lesions. 
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Does eicosapentaenoic acid affect the balance between mitosis and apoptosis in 

cultured colorectal adenocarcinoma cells? 

Rosemary G Clarke, Ian T Johnson, Elizabeth K Lund. Institute of Food Research, 

Colney, Norwich UK. NR4 7UA. 

Studies in animal models have shown that fish oil supplements can both reduce colonic 

crypt cell proliferation rates in healthy animals (1) and reduce the numbers of aberrant 

crypt foci created in response to exposure to chemical carcinogen (2). An increase in 

crypt cell apoptosis has been implicated in the reduction in the numbers of 

precancerous(3) and cancerous (4) lesions seen in animal models in response to dietary 

factors. 

The aim of this study was to investigate the effects ofeicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), at 

levels equivalent to those which are achievable in plasma, on the balance between cell 

division and cell death using HT29 cells as a model for colon cancer. We have studied 

both the adherent and floating cells as separate populations to more fully understand 

the process of cell growth, differentiation and death. Our results indicate that although 

EP A causes a reduction in total adherent cell number this is not explained by change in 

the rate of cell division but is due to loss of cells into the medium. Using flow 

cytometric analysis combined with a range of techniques including staining with 

propidium iodide, TUNEL assay, and annexin V we have shown that none of the 

classical features of apoptosis are seen in adherent HT29 cells exposed to EPA. This 

contrasts with indomethacin used as a positive contro!' All floating cell populations 
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contained nonnal, apoptotic and necrotic cells but the proportions of each varied 

between controls, indomethacin and EPA treated cells. Our results suggest that the 

apoptosis induced by EPA, in the crypt in-vivo, may result from loss of cell-cell or 

cell-matrix contact through changes in adhesion molecules similar to that described 

previously for monocytes (5) . We are currently investigating these phenomena in 

relation to a number of chemoprotective dietary factors. 

1. Pell,1. D., Brown, 1. c., and Johnson, 1. T. Polyunsaturated fatty acids of the n-3 series influence 
intestinal crypt cell production in rats. Carcinogenesis, 15: 1115-1119, 1994. 

2. Latham P, Lund E.K. and Johnson 1.T. Inhibition of mitosis and stimulation of apoptosis by 
dietary fish oil is associated with suppression of neoplasia in the rat. Proceedings of Colon 
Cancer Prevention: Dietary Modulation of Cellular and Molecular Mechanism. 1998 

3. Smith, T. K, Lund, E. K., and Johnson, I. T. Inhibition of dimethylhydrazine-induced aberrent 
crypt foci and induction of apoptosis in rat colon following oral administration of the 
glucosinylate sinigrin. Carcinogenesis, 19: 267-273, 1998. 

4. Chang, W-C., L., Chapkin, R S., and Lupton, J. R Predictive value of proliferation, 
differentiation and apoptosis as intennediate markers for colon tumorigenesis. Carcinogenisis, 
18: 721-730,1997. 

5. Hughes, D. A., Pinder, A. C., Piper, Z., Johnson, I. T., and Lund, E. K. Fish oil supplementation 
inhibits the expression of major histocompatibility complex class II molecules and adhesion 
molecules on human monocytes. Am. J. Clin Nutr., 63: 267-272, 1996. 
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Modulation of the development and growth of colonic aberrant crypt foci 

B.A. Magnuson, E.H. South, S. Hubele, K. Hendrix, J.H. Exon 
Department of Food Science, University ofIdaho, Moscow, ID 
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(ACF) has been widely used as a method to identify dietary cancer. The role of aging in the development 
of these lesions has not been previously investigated. 38 Sprague Dawley rats were treated with 2 
injections of azoxymethane (AOM) (15 mg/kg body weight one week apart) at a young (6 weeks, n=20) or 
older (52 weeks, n=18) age. Rats were killed 6 and 14 weeks following the last AOM injection, and the 
number, size and location of ACF were determined. Cell proliferation was measured 
immunohistochemically using incorporation ofbromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) into DNA. At both the 6 and 
14 week time points, the number of ACF in older rats was significantly greater (p<10.01) than the number 
of ACF in young rats. There was also a significant difference in the distribution of ACF throughout the 
colon. In older rats, an increased incidence of ACF was evident in the colonic region from the mid-point 
to the cecum as compared to the incidence in young rats. In both the old and the young rats, there was a 
significant increase in the number of large ACF after 14 weeks, as compared to after 6 weeks. There were 
a higher number of larger ACF in older animals compared to young animals at both time points, however 
there was no significant differences in the percentage of all ACF that were large (4-6 crypts/foci) and very 
large (greater than 6 crypts/foci). Differences in the indices of colonic cell proliferation between old and 
young rats do not appear to be sufficient to be responsible for differences in ACF development. This data 
demonstrates that age-associated changes in colonic cells alters the development and distribution of 
AOM-induced ACF. 
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Clinical application of intraperitoneal5-fluorouracil infusion in 
postoperation colon cancer 

QianMin 

Department of Surgery, The Forth Hospital of Shenyang P.R.China 

ABSTRACT: Thirty two patients with colon cancer followed surgical in order to 
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investigate the clinical value ofpost-intraperiloneaI5-FU infusion on colon cancer. All 

32 patients with advanced colon cancer received 148 times in 88 courses of 

intraperitoneal5-FU infusion of high doses in volume of5-FU. 32 cases finished 1 

course, 30 cases finished 2 courses, 26 cases 3 courses. Hematologic,hepatic and renal 

toxicities as well as serious complications, such as intestinal perforation, bleeding, 

anastomotic leakage, infection and serious peritoneal adhesions in peritoneal cavity, were 

not observed, antitumor efficacy was better. Results showed that intraperitoneal 5FU 

infusion was a safe simple adjuvant treatment without serious complications for 

postoperative patients with colon cancers. 28 cases followed up for 2-5 years, average 

of 42 months. Recurrence 3 cases, among which 2 cases died of intestinal obstruction due 

to local implantation. I case died of pulmonary metastasis. 

Key words: colon cancer, 5--0uorouracil. intraperitoneal infusion. 
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Diet and Genetic Alterations in Colorectal Cancer 

Interim Analysis of a Genetic Epidemiology Case-Control Study. 
Moreno, V·, BoSch, F.X., Peinado, M., Gonzalez, I., Marti, J., Navarro, M., Cambray, Benasco, C. and 
the Bellvitge Colorectal Cancer Study Group. 
Cancer Epidemiology Service. 
Catalan Institute of Oncology. 
Gran Via kIn 2, 7 1 'Hospitalet 
08907 Barcelona SPAIN 

A hospital based case-control study of colorectal cancer is being conducted to assess the relationship 
between diet and genetic alterations found in the tumors. Cases and controls are interviewed with a 
structured questionnaire on risk factors and dietary history. For operated cases, samples oftumor and 
normal tissue are collected and frozen. After DNA extraction, k-ras oncogene is screened for mutations in 
codons 12 and 13 of exon 1 by PCR amplification and SSCP separation. Dubious cases are sequenced. 
Mutations in p53 gene and genetic instability are also being explored with similar methods. Only 
exploratory food group analysis has been done. Classification of cases according to genetic alterations 
allows different logistic regression modeling for risk estimation. Beyond classical analysis (all cases vs. 
Controls), a case-case comparison is done and the risk of colorectal cancer related to food groups is 
estimated for tumors with and without mutations. Currently 380 cases have been interviewed out of 446 
identified and 362 controls out of395. Tumor tissues of201 cases have been analyzed for mutations in k
ras (41 % of them mutated). 178 cases have been analyzed for p53 (59% mutated). High total caloric 
intake is a major risk factor for colorectal cancer (average of 49% increase in risk per 1000 kcal, 95% CI 
= 180/0-87%). Analyses of associations offood groups with colorecta1 cancer show expected results ofa 
protective effect of vegetables, especially those consumed raw in salads (OR = 0.86 per 100 grams daily, 
95% CI = 0.76 to 0.98). Similarly to previous work (Bautista et a1. CEBP 1997; 6:57-61), initial 
screening of differences in food group consumption between cases with mutations in k-ras or p53 and 
cases with wild type genes has not shown very strong associations, but detailed nutrient analysis is 
ongoing. 
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Cell cycle regulation and induction of programmed cell death in Ellagic 
acid treated colon cancer cells 

Bhagavathi A. Narayanan. Otto Geoffroy. "'Gian G. Re. Thomas Gue and Daniel 
W. Nixon. Cancer Prevention Program. Hollings Cancer Center ancl ':'Dept. of 

Pathology and Laboratory Medicine. Medical University of South Carolina. 
Charleston. SC 29425 

Colorectal carcinoma is the second leading cause of cancer mortality in the United 
States. A number of predisposing faclors have been identified for colorectal cancer. 
Although a close epidemiological correlation between diet and colorectal cancer has been 
reported. knowledge about the cellular and molecular relationships between diet and 
colon cancer is presently unclear. The use of phytochemicals as chemopreventive agents 
is attracting interest in reducing the risk of colorectal and other cancer. Ellagic acid. a 
naturally occurring plant phenolic compound. is present in high concentration in nuts and 
berries as both a monomer and as a complex mixture of oligomeric ellagitannins. Ellagic 
acid has been demonstrated to inhibit cancer growth in animals induced by several 
chemical carcinogens including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. N-nitrosoamines. 
aflatoxins and aromatic amines in animal models. Other studies have demonstrated that 
ellagic acid. applied topically on mouse skin. could effectively inhibit TPA-induced 
ornithine decarboxylase activity. hydroperoxide production and DNA synthesis. Oral 
administration of ellagic acid was found to significantly reduce the level of lipid 
peroxidase and liver dihyroxy proline in animal models. We previously have shown 
(AACR Proceedings on Molecular Mechanism of Apoptosis regulation, 1998) that 
exposure of cervical carcinoma cells in culture to ellagic acid, at concentrations of 10') M 
induced apoptosis, activated p53, and unregulated p21 WAFI/CIPI gene and arrested cell 
cycle proression in the G I phase 

In the present study. we evaluated the effect of ellagic acid on the cell cycle regulation of 
colon cancer cells (SW480) in culture. The effects of ellagic acid on cell cycle events and 
apoptosis were analysed by TdT assay and FACS analysis. We found that ellagic acid at 
a concentration 10') M induced cell cycle arrest at G I-S within 48 hI'S, inhibited overall 
cell growth and induced apoptosis (32.7'70) after 72 hI'S of treatment, when compared to 
the cell which are untreated. Ellagic acid treated cells stained with 4. 6-diamidine-
2'phenylindole dihydrochoride (DAPI) and subjected to DNA fragmentation analysis 
further demonstrated the nuclear condensation and internucleosomal DNA strand breaks 
characteristic of apoptosis. As reported earlier, transcriptional activation of cell cycle 
regulatory target genes is an important component of p53 function. In the present study 
we analyzed mRNA expression of p53 and p21 which are involved in the control of cell 
cycle. Our study with colon cancer cells SW480 revealed the activation of p21 although 
the p53 mRNA level remained unchanged. Immunostaining of ellagic treated SW 480 
cells for 48 hI'S showed a down regulation of c-myc and proliferative cell nuclear antigen 
(PCNA). Higher expression of p21 and down regulation c-myc and PCNA in response to 
ellagic acid exposure further suggests a possible p53 independent and p21 induced cell 
cycle arrest and apoptosis in SW 480 colon cancer cells. In addition. mRNA expression 
of the growth factors IGFI and IGFII in ellagic acid treated colon cancer cells showed a 
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dowll regulatioll of IGFfl. whereas the level of IGFf mRNA was ullaffeeted. The 
potelltial actioll of ellagic acid in preventing cell proliferation through more than olle 
pathway may.suggest diverse hiological properties of ellagic acid as all anticancer agellt 
at differellt stages of colmectal tUlllorigellesi .... 
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Dietary Arachidonic Acid Eliminates the Anti-Tumor Effect of Eicosapentaenoic Acid in 

Min/+ Mice. 
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M. Hansen Petrik", M. F. McEnteeiJ, C.-H. Chiu· and J. Whelana. Departments of Nutritiona 

and Pathologl', University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, USA 

Previously, we demonstrated that arachidonic acid (AA, 20:4 n-6) is the most potent antagonist 

to eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5 n-3) when both are included in the diet (U et al .. J. Upid 

Res 1994). Several lines of evidence link dietary n-3 fatty acids to a decreased incidence of 

cancer. This study was designed to investigate the effect of dietary EPA and AA on intestinal 

tumor load in Min/+ mice, an animal model which carries a mutation in the human homolog of 

the tumor suppressor gene APe. Twenty male Minl+ mice were assigned to four dietary 

groups supplemented with ethyl esters of the following fatty acids (1.5%, wlw), oleic acid (OA, 

18:1 n-9), AA, EPA and AA+EPA, After eight weeks on the diets, animals were sacrificed and 

intestinal fatty acid content, tumor number and size were determined. Supplementing AA 

increased intestinal 20:4 n-6 content iO%. from 16 mol% to 28 mol% in the OA and AA groups, 

respectively. EPA supplementation reduced 20:4 n-6 content to 6.5 mol%; however, when AA 

was added to the diet containing equivalent amounts of EPA (AA+EPA). 20;4 n-6 content 

increased 3.7 fold to 25 mol% with an 85% reduction in the levels of 20:5 n-3. There were no 

Significant differences in the number and size of tumors among the OA and AA groups. 

However, with EPA supplementation, tumor number was reduced 68% and 54% compared to 

the OA and AA groups, respectively. along with a significant reduction in tumor size. When AA 

was added to the EPA diet (AA+EPA). the anti-tumor effect of EPA was completely eliminated. 

These data demonstrate that dietary EPA can reduce intestinal tumor load in the Min/+ mouse 

model. in part, by reducing tissue AA content. (This research was funded by grants from AICR, 

TN-AES, private donations from Myron Pfeifer and supporters of the Arachidonic Acid Project.) 
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Induction of the transcription factor AP-1 in cultured human 

colonic cells following exposure to bile acids and human fecal water 

Bjorn Glinghammar, Kristina Holmberg, Joseph Rafter 

Dept. of Medical Nutrition, Karolinska Institute, Novum, S-141 86 Huddinge, 

Sweden. 
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Bile acids are endogenous promotors of colon cancer. The precise mechanisms of their 

action is to a large extent unknown. The effects of bile acids on cultured colonocytes has 

been shown to be concentration dependent. At high concentrations they are cytotoxic and at 

low concentrations they induce proliferation. In HT-29 and HCT 116 cells, physiological 

concentrations of bile acids induce the protooncogenes c-fos and c-jun, which then complex 

and form the Activator Protein (AP-1) complex, a transcription factor important in the 

regulation of cellular growth and malignant transformation. All bile acids induced AP-1 

dependent gene transcription, although the effect of the primary bile acid, cholic acid was 

very weak. Deoxycholic acid (DCA) was the most potent inducer of AP-1 dependent gene 

transcription. DCA also showed a dose-response induction of AP-1 and this effect was 

significantly (r=O.91, p=O.01) correlated to the proliferative effect. Human fecal wafer fractions 

when added to colonic cells in vitro, cause cytotoxicity. However this effect may not occur jn 

vivo, due to dilution in the protective mucous layer. In order to investigate, at a more 

physiological concentration, the effects of fecal water on cultured cells, fecal waters were 

diluted. All fecal waters tested showed an ability to induce proliferation at certain dilutions. At 

these dilutions, AP-1 dependent gene transcription in the colonocytes was also induced. The 

results suggest that components of human fecal water, e.g. bile acids, may be contributing to 

tumor promotion by deregulating the AP-1 transcription factor complex. 
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An Abnormal Receptor for a Vitamin A Derivative in Pr-omyelocytic Leukemia 

Robert L. Redner Elizabeth A. Rush. and Sheri L. Pollock. University of Pittsburgh Medical 

Center and the University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute. Plltsburgh PA 15213 
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Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia is characterized by expression of an abnormal nuclear receptor 

protein for retinolc acid. a derivative of Vitamin A. The mechanism by which the abnormal 

rcceptor produces the leukemiC pht:notype. and the way in which retinOlc acid acts to induce 

diffcr.::ntlatlOn of the leukemic cells and induce clinical rerrussions. remains controversiaL In an 

effort to understand this mechanism. we have been studying the t(5; 17) variant of promyelocytic 

leukemia. This translocatIOn fuses the genes encoding nucleophosmln (NP'\I) and the retinolC aCid 

rcceptor alpha (RAR). We have developed an in vitro model system for t(5; 17) APL by 

ovcrexpressing NPM-RAR in the monocytic cell line U937. This cell line is capable of 

diffcrcn!lating into mature monocytes upon stimulation with Vitamin D3 and TGFf3. Subclones 

expressing NPM-RAR. however. differentiate poorly in response to Vitamin D3 and TGFB. l)lM 

all-trans retinoic acid overcomes this differentiation blockade. We ha\'e utilized this system to 

begin to investigate the mechanism of NP~l-RAR action. We have produced mutJo(s of NPM

RAR that have a decreased affinity for the RAR heterodimerization partner RXR. When 

Introduced into the U937 cell model. these mutants are less successful than the non-mutated NPM

RAR (It blocking Vitamin D3rrGF13 mediated differentiation. These results suggest that interaction 

with RXR is necessary for )lP~(-RAR induced blockade of dJfferentiation 
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13-Hydroxyoctadeadienoic Acid (13-HODE) is the Mitogenic SiguaJ for Linoleic 

Acid-Dependent Growth in Rat Hepatoma 7288CTC In VIvo· Leonard A. Sauer, Robert 

T. Dauchy. David E. Blult, Breada J. Armstrong and Simone Scalici Research Institute, The Mary 

Imogene Bassett Hospital, CooperstowD, NY 13326 

Growth ofhep3toma 7288CTC in male Buffalo rats is directly dependent on upt.1.ke of linoleic acid (LA) 

from the arterial blood. One to 3% of tumor LA uptake is C(IIIwrteci to 13-HODE, an agent that augments 

EGF-dependeat mitogenesis in some cell lines. In this study we tested the hypOlhesis that LA-dependent 

tumor growth results from formation of 13-HODE. Tissue-isolated hepatomas (72S8CTC) were grown in 

rats fed either LA-sufficient or -<ieficient diets. Tumor LA uptake and metabolite release were measured 

by arteriovenous differences in vivo or during perfusion in situ. Tumors growing in rats fed a LA

sufficient diet removed LA from the arterial blood and released 13-HODE into the venous blood. 

Treaanent of these rats in vivo with the lipoltygenase inhibitor, Dordihydroguaiaretic acid (NOGA), caused 

tumor regression and inhibited tumor I3-HODE release but did not affect LA uptake. Tumors grown in 

LA-sufficient rats that were perfused in situ with donor blood containing LA (1.4 mmoleIL plasma) 

released 13-HODE into the tumor venous blood (0.10 runDVminlg wet 'W't) and inCOIporated [3H}thyrnidine 

(42 ± 5 dpm/IJ-g DNA) into tumor DNA. Addition of 13-HODE to the blood perfus~ increased 

[3H)th}midine incorporation to 448 :I: 46 dpmlflS DNA; addition of 13-ketooctadecadienoic acid had no 

effect. NDGA added to the blood perfusate decreased [3H]tbyrnidine incorporation to 21 ~ 3 dpml~g DNA 

but addition of 13-HODE in the presence ofNDGA increased incorporation to 570 ± 200 dpm/!J.g DNA. 

Twnors grown in LA-deficient rats that were perfused in sin, with whole blood from donor LA-deficiem 

rats (plasma LA, 0.3 mM) did not release 13-HODE and [3H]thymidine incorporation was 20 ± 4 dpmlflg 

DNA. Addition of 13·HODE to the LA-deficient blood perfusate promoted tumor 13-HODE uptake and a 

dose-dependent increase in [3HJthymidine incorporation: We conclude from these results that 13·HODE is 

the mitogenic signal responsible for LA~ growth in hepatoma 728SCTC in vivo. 
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:\Iodulatlon or Gap Junctlon-ConnexIn Gene ExpressIon by the 
ChemoprHelllh'e Bowm31l-Blrk Pro lease IllhtbHor. )'U, Sawey and CW, Lo, 
Dept. of Radia,tion C?neolo~y. Temple Univ. School of )."fcdieine and Dept. Biology. Univ. 
of Pennsyl\'ama. Philadelphia. PA. 

Our IJrdimiIlary sluuies suggesllhal Olle [aIlIily o[ gelles lhal IlIa) be largelS u[ 

re~ulation by protea~e inhibitor~ are tho~e that encode ~ap junction5 membrane channel 

proteins that mediate cell-cell communication critical in cell gro\\·th regulation, The loss or 

reuucLiuIl o[ gaIJ JUIlcliuIlal COIllIIluIlicaliuIl has beell associaleu wilh celllralls[orIlliilioIl iiUU 

tumorigenesis. \\" e observed in rodent fibroblast and human mammary epithelial cells that 

the Bo\\man-Birk protease inhibitor (BB1) induces the expression ot Connexin 43 (Cx43) 

rranscriprs. rhar is associared wi£h an increase in gap juncrional communicarion. Specifically. 

we observed that treatment of a rodent fibroblast cell line (C31 1 lOT 12) with the protease 

inhibitor BBI. resulted in a '1-5 fold increase in the expression of transcripts from the gap 

jllnrrion gpnp cx4" .1nO rh.1r rhp RRT mpoi.1rpo inrrp.1sP in C:x4" Tr.lnsrriprs \\·.1S rorrpl.1rpo 

with an increase in the level of gap junctional coupling in BBI treated C3H lOT 12 cells. 

\\r illo:;n rXilminro thr rffrrto:; of KKI on (:x4:~ rxpTro:;o:;ion in humiln milmmilT)' 

epithelial cell lines. l\fCF-10. )'fCF-7, and BT -20, ;""fCF-lO is a spontaneously 

immortalized nontumorigenie mammar)' epithelial cell line derived from human fibroblastic 

mammary' tissue In contrast. :"'ICF-7 and HI-2U are nlmorigenic cells deri\'ed from human 

breasl callcer lissues. BBI lreiiUIleIll o[ l\fCF-10 leulo iill iIlUUClioIl of Cx43 U'iiIlscIiIJl 

expression. while no Cx43 transcripts were detected in )'fCF-7 or BT -20. either with or 

without BBI treatment. These findings are particularly intriguing. since in pre\'ious 

srudies. BBI has been shown ro exerr irs anricarcinogenic effects only at £he initiation 

and or promotional sta~es of tumor pro~ression withno suppressive effects elicited on 

fully malignant cells or tumors, These obserntions suggest that gap junction genes may 

inc1ppo hp.1 r.1rgpr for rpgnl.1rion hy rhp rhpmopn>\'pnrivp prOTP.1SP inhihiror, RRT. 
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MTdFR polymorphism and risk of colorectal adenomatous polyps 

Cornelia Ulrich. Jeannetle Bigler. Chu Chen. Ellen Kampman. Stephen Schwanz. Lisa 

Fosdick. Roberd Bostick. John D. Potter. Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. 

Seanle. and {;niversity of Minnesota. Minneapolis. 

The enzyme 5.1O-methylene-tetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) may playa role in the 

etiology of colorectal adenomas via its link to both DNA methylation and nucleotide 

synthesis. We investigated an association between the common polymorphism (C7T 

677) resulting in a thermolabile form of MTHFR. nutrient intake. and colorectal 

adenomas within the Minnesota case-control study of adenomatous polyps. 

Methods Cases (n=527) were diagno~ed with colonoscopically confirmed adenomas; 

controls (n=645) were derived from the same ga::'lroenterology practice. and showed no 

abnormality at co!onoscopy. Dietary intakes were oblained from a self-administered 

food-frequency questionnaire prior to diagnosis. 

Results Age- and sex-adjusted odds ratios (DRs) and 95% confidence intervals for 

MTH.FR status were 0.9 (0.1-1.2) (CT vs CC wildtype) and 0.8 (0.6-1.3) (TT vs Ce). 

The association between polyps and dietary inl3kes of folate. vitamin BI~. vitamin B6• or 

methionine. appeared to differ depending on MTHFR genotype. lndividuals with the IT 

genotype and low intakes of any of these nutrients were at elevated riSK for adenomas. 

An increased risk with increasing alcohol consumption was observed only among (hose 

with (he CC genotype (p-trend=0.OO5), whereas among those with the IT genotype, those 

with moderate alcohol consumption were at lowest riSK (p for interaction p=0.02). 

Conclusions Nutrient intakes relevant to the MTHFR metabolic pathway appear to 

mudify (he relationship between the MTHFR (677 C~T) polymorphism and colorectal 

adenomas. These dala are consistent with a rok of DNA methylation and nucleotide 

synthesis in the pathogenesis of colon cancer. These findingi. may help [0 develop more 

tightly defined prevention strategies. 
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P53 OVEREXPRESSION vs P53 MUTATIONS IN RELATION TO DIETARY RISK 
FACTORS FOR COLON CANCER. 
OW Voskuil1, E Kampman1, E Balder1, GNP van Muijen2, A van Kraats2, RA 
Bausch-Goldbohm3, P van 't Veer1 
10ivision of Human Nutrition and Epidemiology, Wageningen Agricultural University, 
Wageningen, The Netherlands. 20epartment of Pathology, Nijmegen University 
Hospital, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. 30epartment of Consumer Research and 
Epidemiology, TNO Nutrition & Food Research Institute, Zeist, The Netherlands. 

Epidemiological studies suggest dietary factors may differently affect p53-

dependent and p53-independent pathways to colon cancer. Results of such studies 

may depend on the method used to detect gene abnormalities. This case-control 

study of 185 colon cancer cases and 259 population-based controls examines the 

relation between dietary risk factors and p53 status of tumors, detected by both 

immunohistochemistry and SSCP(exon 5-8) / sequencing. 

Using immunohistochemistry 81 of 185 tumors (44%) were categorized p53 positive, 

with 20% or more cells stained, and 104 tumors were scored negative. P53 

mutations were detected in 59 tumors (32%). Odds ratios (OR) and confidence 

intervals (95% CI) are calculated using quartile medians as continuous variable, 

expressed per unit of change which equals the distance between the first and the 

third quartile. A slight increase in risk of colon cancer was observed for intake of 

saturated fat when comparing all cases with controls (OR per 16.1 g/day, 1.28; 95% 

CI, 1.01-1.64). This was largely due to an increased risk in cases without p53 

overexpression (1.46; 1.08-1.97), and no association in cases with p53 

overexpression (1.07; 0.78-1.47). However, findings were less pronounced when 

cases were classified by mutation analysis (wildtype: 1.33; 1.01-1.75; mutated: 1.16; 

0.81-1.65). Similar results were observed for total fat intake. No differences in p53-

dependent and p53-independent pathways were observed for other nutrients nor for 

vegetable and meat food groups. Interestingly, in cases with transversion mutations 
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in the p53 gene, an increased risk was observed for saturated fat (OR, 2.00; 95% 

CI, 0.97-4.14), in contrast to those with mutations at CpG sites (0.93; 0.55-1.57). 

Abstracts 

In conclusion, an increase in colon cancer risk for the p53-independent pathway 

due to fat intake, is more pronounced when using immunohistochemistry. However, 

mutation analysis is needed to study the possible association with a small group of 

tumors with transversion mutations. 
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Title: Aspirin supresses the mutator phenotype associated with HNPCC by 
genetic selection 

Authors: S. Wallingerl , W. Dietmaier l , T. Bocker, R. Fishef,1. Riischoff' 
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IUniversity Regensburg, Institute of Pathology, Regensburg, Germany, 2Kimmel Cancer 
Center, Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, USA 

Introduction: 
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) have been shown to display cancer 
preventive and tumor regressive effects in colon cancer. This has been largely attributed to 
their anti proliferative and apoptosis-inducing activities( 1). Most interestingly NSAIDs, 
particularly sulindac induces regression of adenomas in F AP patients(2). Thus it is very 
important to understand the mechanisms mediating this phenomenon. 

Materials and methods: 

Six colorectal cancer cell lines, deficient for a subset of the human mismatch repair (MMR) 
genes (hMLH1, hMSH2, hMSH6 and hPMS2) were examined on microsatellite instability 
(MSI) by subcloning. A more rapid detection methodology for MSI in cell lines was 
developed, that is based on a modified primer extension preamplification (PEP)-PCR 
technology(3). The cells were treated with different concentrations of aspirin and sulindac 
over a three months period. MSI frequency was measured at different time intervals in crude 
cell samples as well as after sorting in apoptotic and non-apoptotic cells. 

Results: 
The MSI frequency in the MMR-deficient (hMSH2, hMLHl and hMSH6) cells was markedly 
reduced after long-term (>10 weeks) exposure to Aspirin or Sulindac. This effect was 
reversible, time- and concentration-dependent, and appeared independent of proliferation rate 
and cyclooxygenase function. In contrast, the MSI phenotype of a hPMS2-deficient 
endometrial cell line was unaffected by Aspirin!Sulindac. We could show that the MSI 
reduction in the susceptible MMR-deficient cells was confined to non-apoptotic cells, while 
apoptotic cells remained unstable and were eliminated from the growing population. 

Conclusions: 
Aspirin! Sulindac induces a genetic selection for microsatellite stability in a subset of MMR
deficient cells, and may provide an effective prophylactic therapy for Hereditary Non
Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (HNPCC) kindreds where alteration of hMSH2 and hMLHl 
genes are associated with the majority of cancer susceptibility cases. 

References: 1. Shiff, SJ., et al. J. Clin. Invest. 96: 491(1995); 2. Giovannucci, E., et al. Ann. 
Intern. Med. 121: 241(1994); 3. Dietmaier, W., et. al. Am. J. Pathol. submitted 

contributed by Riischoff, J., et. al. PNAS in press 
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